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Abstract
A utomatic video surveillance has become one of the most active researchareas in computer vision. Its applications are vast; these include security
purposes, patient monitoring and law enforcement. Considering that millions of
cameras operate all over the world, human surveillance is impractical for many
reasons. Perhaps the most important reason is that strictly speaking, we require
one person to monitor one camera. This monitoring is not only unrealistic but also
inefficient because we cannot have a person 24/7 observing a scene. Even if that
would be possible, fatigue and distractions might deter its efficiency.
The main challenge of video surveillance is that it requires online processing
(no-cumulative delay process) for practical scenario purposes. The reason is that the
system’s response should be given immediately after the event occurred. If this time
requirement is not satisfied, the system will end up warning the operators minutes
or hours later. Then, the system’s response will be impractical for some events (e.g.
crimes, accidents and fires) where the response times are critical.
Although many methods have been developed for video surveillance, there is
very little in terms of online-based methods. The lack of online approaches has been
because there is a trade-off between accuracy in detecting events and computational
complexity. The objective of this thesis is to minimise the gap of the speed-accuracy
trade-off. To this end, this thesis proposes: (I) multi-source motion extraction to
boost accuracy and expand the type of events to be detected, (II) extract few but
high descriptive features via multi-scale extraction with perspective compensation,
and (III) four fast binary-based video descriptors.
xi
The main findings of this thesis are as follows: First, multi-scaled perspective
features reduce computational times meeting online requirements in abnormal event
detection. Second, binary video features achieve competitive accuracy in action
recognition compared with existing features while drastically outperform them in
terms of computational complexity.
In conclusion, first, by carefully selecting the spatio-temporal regions to pro-
cess video data significantly improves accuracy and at the same time reduces compu-
tational times to detect abnormal events. Second, binary video features can compete
with existing features by selecting a limited number of descriptive spatio-temporal
symmetric regions. Finally, the findings of this thesis could benefit all those video
applications that require real-time or online processing times.
Chapter 1
Introduction
I n recent years remarkable advances in video technology have to lead strikingcomputer vision applications. Among these is video content analysis of which
the two most known categories are action recognition and video surveillance. Still,
enormous challenges are under research to make state-of-the-art techniques feasible
for practical applications. This aspect is mainly because some computer vision tasks,
such as video surveillance, require processing data quite fast to be functional in real
scenarios.
1.0.1 Practical Applications Needs for Video Surveillance
Practical applications are methods/techniques whose computational demands are
reasonable for large or medium scale operation. This thesis is focused on minimising
computational times of crucial video processing steps for for that end.
Fast video processing is mandatory if we want to detect events immediately
as they occur. Otherwise, long processing times will cause the system give its
response minutes, hours, or any time unit after the actions have already passed.
This detection is impractical for instance in a robbery, where the operators probably
need to be aware in real time of this sort of event.
This thesis addresses fast video processing. Processing video in this light has
notable advantages to build practical applications for video surveillance, as we will
demonstrate during the subsequent chapters.
1.0.2 Justification of my Thesis
My motivation is based on the ever-growing need for automatic video surveillance.
Just in recent years, the number of cameras fitted in public scenarios in this country
1
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Figure 1.1: Typical pipeline for video understanding.
nearly doubled [3]. As more millions of cameras are added every year around the
globe, this dramatic change requires efficient online video processing techniques.
Hence the motivation for developing fast processing techniques for automatic event
detection.
1.0.3 Automatic Video Surveillance Challenges
Although extensive work exists, the majority lacks online performance. Many au-
thors trust that an efficient implementation of their proposals (e.g. code language,
specific purpose hardware, computational resources) would one day make possible
developing applications for real scenarios. This thesis also discloses such assump-
tion, which transforming oﬄine into online performing methods is not a trivial task
and demands elaborate analysis.
Video analysis for online performance has to be such that requires low com-
putational resources to be practical as some authors explicitly pointed out [1, 4].
We cannot demand the computational power, e.g. a server, to detect events in one
camera only. Subsequent chapters demonstrate how challenging it is to meet online
requirements with competitive accuracy and low computational cost demands.
Reducing computational costs without significant accuracy loss is very chal-
lenging to achieve and is the primary motivation for this thesis.
1.1 Video Analysis
Video analysis is a category of computer vision that focuses on extracting data
from the video sequence to its further comprehension. Its applications are vast and
unaccountable, to name few, abnormal event detection, objects tracking, abandoned
luggage and action recognition [5]. To this end, authors employ double precision
features [6], clustering, statistical models [7] and more recently neural networks [8].
2
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.1 depicts a typical pipeline to analyse video. The steps of the
pipeline are similar for many video applications, and commonly we find them con-
secutively as:
1. Motion source: refers to create the input space to be processed. In practice,
it can be the raw video data as pixels intensities or motion transformations,
e.g. optical flow or binary foreground.
2. Spatio-temporal support detection: refers to the spatio-temporal region extent
to be analysed from the motion source. These regions can be either the whole
sequence sampled at each spatio-temporal location (no detection) or specific
ones detected, for instance, by interest points detectors.
3. Encoding: refers to the spatio-temporal support mapping into a new feature
space. This step is also known as local feature extraction or descriptor encod-
ing.
4. Learning: refers to train the response of a model with the mapped features of
the encoding step.
5. Predicting: refers to the model’s response to the newly observed features.
The system response, e.g. a label, is the interpretation of one event. This label given
by the model could mean, for instance, the presence or absence of a particular object,
the occurrence of an accident or the classification of a set of human movements (e.g.
walking).
1.2 Abnormal Event Detection
One of the most useful applications of video analysis is abnormal event detection.
The vast gamma of applications in this area, e.g. facility protection, vandalism
deterrence, patient monitoring, accident detection, public safety, has resulted in
significant advances to the state-of-the-art.
Abnormal event detection methods have been shown to be highly efficient to
detect unusual events without a priori knowledge of them [3, 9]. This property is
one of their most valuable advantages since the number of anomalous events can be
enormous [3, 9].
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Figure 1.2: Illustrations from [10], (Top) a sequence of movements given to the machine to
learn usual behaviour. i.e. normal activity. (Bottom) a sequence of movements never given
to the machine and consistently different from the learned ones, therefore anomalous.
1.2.1 Abnormal Event Definition
The first step is to define what an abnormal, unusual or anomalous event is. Hence-
forward, an abnormal event is a sequence of actions that rarely or never have oc-
curred in a video sequence. Let us consider the events that never happened before;
one can easily see that those events cannot be explicitly defined. [3]. Hence some
systems consider unusual events as the events that occasionally occur [9]. In this
case, we deem a spatio-temporal region in a video sequence anomalous if this re-
gion has a low probability of being composed of previous observations. Figure 1.2
illustrates this concept.
To exemplify more in detail the abnormal event concept, let us consider a
scene of one store, where customers perform three sequences of movements. These
are, picking up items, paying and leaving the store. Although the number of pos-
sible interactions is uncountable and strictly speaking two actions are not entirely
the same, we can say that is normal the occurrence of these three sequences of
movements, and we expect that further actions are similar to them. For instance,
very frequently customers take and place items in a basket in many different but
alike ways. Now imagine that two burglars broke into the store, beat the cashier and
force the customers to lie on the ground. For this event, it is difficult to establish
how to use the observations of picking up items to describe this new sequence of
events. Therefore, we interpret this new observed event as abnormal.
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We can provide a formal definition of abnormal event detection based on
evidence:
The modelled spatio-temporal regions should provide enough evidence
that what we are seeing has already occurred in the past. Otherwise,
we consider it as abnormal.
1.2.2 Advantages of Abnormal Event Detection
Detecting unusual events under the abnormal event concept perspective has signifi-
cant advantages. As a counterexample, using specific event detection approach [3],
we have to feed the computer with samples of actual robberies. The machine should
learn how that event looks like and proceed to detect it. This logic presents two
main drawbacks.
One is that the method will learn to identify only that event. As we will see
in Chapter 4, there are very intricated scenes where we can not even see the actual
robbery on the footage but the people running as its cause. Then the machine
should learn a cascade of events to detect the theft. We will see that such sequences
are very complicated to be rigidly refined.
Two, what could happen in the scenes has no boundaries. As Chapter 4
illustrates with a particular example, those scenes might become very intricate.
One of them involves fighting, followed by people running in panic and on the very
same scene vehicles set on fire. It is hard to define this sequence of events, and
eventually, we will require finding similar sequences to feed the machine to detect
such events.
Abnormal event detection does not require manually finding of such cascades
of events. No explicit event definition of the actions that could happen in a scene
is its most important advantage over specific event detection.
1.2.3 Disadvantages of Abnormal Event Detection
Abnormal event detection has drawbacks, of course, I discuss the two most impor-
tant. There are no precise rules to define how many observations are sufficient to
build the model that detects the events. This imprecision presents a problem: the
method cannot learn all the time, it is impossible. We have to understand that there
is no infinite memory to store all the previously seen observations. This limitation
forces us to update the model with the new inputs, but updating it can cause for-
getting what the model has already learnt [4]. Thus, under this scope, the inference
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method is limited to detect abnormal events with recent knowledge because it has
forgotten what has already learnt.
Another complication is that meeting online requirements is a high challenge
for video surveillance. Although at first glance this seems just a matter of reducing
computational times, abnormal event detection is time constrained. This aspect
is challenging because from the vast catalogue of computer vision techniques, (e.g.
tracking, segmentation, filtering and encoding) hardly any is aimed to be online
executed.
We stress that any technique of the abnormal event detection system should
require the order of few milliseconds for its processing or else be discarded as prac-
tical in the light of online processing.
1.2.4 Challenges of Abnormal Event Detection
To build a practical event detection system requires addressing the time constraint.
To illustrate its difficulties, we present few examples.
If we create an abnormal event detection system, which employs as motion
source (first point listed in Section 1.1) dense optical flow, its calculation time for a
QCIF-frame1 will be c.a. 22ms. This system needs processing frames at 30 Frame
Per Second (FPS) 2 (or 33ms) to be online performing. Then 22ms from the motion
source represents 2/3 of the total system’s execution time, and this is only one of the
multiple steps to be performed by the system. This motion source leaves practically
no room for another processing step, and thus we can not use it.
The same time aspect emerges when extracting features (second point listed
in Section 1.1), for instance, 3DSIFT 3 requires c.a. 220ms per spatio-temporal loca-
tion. As Section 2.2.2 discusses, some methods might require extracting thousands
of features per frame making nearly impossible to employ some visual descriptors
for online abnormal event detection. Chapter 4 shows that the rest of the processing
steps listed in Section 1.1 are equally challenging regarding processing times.
Meeting online requirements is not a trivial task; it requires a series of strate-
gies that require small fractions of time. This time constraint implies that all the
individual steps listed in Section 1.1 must meet online requirements individually.
These aspects demand elaborate formulations to achieve competitive accuracy and
are the very basis of this thesis.
1This video resolution corresponds to 176× 120 frame size.
2broadly accepted standard video surveillance frame rate
33DSIFT generates a 2048-dimensions vector, Scovanner et al. [11]
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Online Binary
Figure 1.3: Our contributions summarised. (left) Online based abnormal event detection.
(right) binary-based features for video analysis.
1.3 Our Contributions
This thesis proposes a set of strategies aimed at fast video analysis. These are specif-
ically designed to detect events with online performance. Figure 1.3 conceptually
illustrates our contributions and are as follows:
• A set of strategies to detect abnormal events in online fashion. One of the core
aspects is the compact set of features. The extraction of few but descriptive
features is essential to reduce computational times.
We need to carefully select regions in the scene at the right scale with sig-
nificant motion otherwise the amount of data would increase drastically. An
immense amount of data would make impossible online abnormal event detec-
tion. To this address this problem we propose an efficient technique, which is
using variable-sized support regions and foreground cell activation to process
the motion source.
The proposed technique has three advantages. (I) The feature extraction from
specific regions avoids extracting thousands of features compared with exist-
ing methods. (II) Employing variable-sized support regions avoids multiscale
processing, which is one of the principal reasons behind long processing times.
(III) It discards motionless areas. These significantly produce noisy features
hindering the inference mechanism accuracy to detect events.
• Four binary-based descriptors for fast video analysis. (I) Two of them encode
support regions using summed video volume comparisons. (II) The other two
binarise the trajectories generated by optical flow. All descriptors require the
order of milliseconds to be computed. Moreover, they achieve competitive
accuracy as tested on action recognition.
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• A Fisher Vectors variant for binary data. Following the idea of Fisher Vec-
tors for double precision features, a binary-based version projects binary data
into high dimensional spaces. The results significantly outperform traditional
models regarding accuracy.
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organised in the following manner and comprises:
• Chapter 2: a review of abnormal event detection, visual descriptors and im-
portant concepts to understand this thesis.
• Chapter 3: a graph-based method to detect abnormal events.
• Chapter 4: compact set of features for online abnormal event detection.
• Chapter 5: binary-based descriptors tested on action recognition.
• Chapter 6: the relevance of this thesis and open problems of abnormal event
detection and action recognition.
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• Roberto Leyva, Victor Sanchez, and Chang-Tsun Li. Video anomaly detection
based on wake motion descriptors and perspective grids. In IEEE International
Workshop on Information Forensics and Security (WIFS), 2014, pages 209–
214, Dec 2014. doi: 10.1109/WIFS.2014.7084329
• Roberto Leyva, Victor Sanchez, and Chang-Tsun Li. A fast binary pair-based
video descriptor for action recognition. In 2016 IEEE International Conference
on Image Processing (ICIP), pages 4185–4189, Sept 2016. doi: 10.1109/ICIP.
2016.7533148
• Roberto Leyva, Victor Sanchez, and Chang-Tsun Li. Fast binary-based video
descriptors for action recognition. In 2016 International Conference on Digi-
tal Image Computing: Techniques and Applications (DICTA), pages 1–8, Nov
2016. doi: 10.1109/DICTA.2016.7797041
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• Roberto Leyva, Victor Sanchez, and Chang-Tsun Li. The lv dataset: a realistic
surveillance video dataset for abnormal event detection. In 2017 International
Workshop on Biometrics and Forensics, Mar 2017
• Roberto Leyva, Victor Sanchez, and Chang-Tsun Li. Video anomaly detec-
tion with compact feature sets for online performance. IEEE Transactions
on Image Processing, 26(7):3463–3478, July 2017. ISSN 1057-7149. doi:
10.1109/TIP.2017.2695105
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
T his chapter presents important concepts to understand our contributions.To this end, we first describe existing work and fundamental theory. This
chapter addresses in three separate sections the previous work related to this the-
sis. Firstly, section 2.1 comprises essential concepts required through subsequent
chapters. This section provides only theoretical aspects and definitions. Section
2.2 describes the relevant work of abnormal event detection. Section 2.3 describes
spatio-temporal features commonly used for both abnormal event detection and
action recognition.
2.1 Computer Vision and Machine Learning
In this thesis, to clearly appreciate the contribution of this thesis, it is essential to
review concepts from machine learning and computer vision. These will be used
extensively in subsequent chapters. Since the thesis’ subject is video understanding,
we start with features for images and videos. This category is the cornerstone of
this thesis, and most of its contributions lie therein.
2.1.1 Visual Features
In computer vision, a visual feature is a vector x that represents a support region.
The support region is a region comprising N pixels. The support region is mapped
to a new dimensional space to create a feature. Thus, the mapping is as R2 → RD
for images and R3 → RD for videos. We commonly name this mapping as feature
extraction. Figure 2.1 depicts feature extraction methodology for image and video.
For the case of video, the support region is called Spatio-Temporal Support Regions
(STSR) also known as video volume.
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Figure 2.1: Image local support region and encoding nx×ny (left) and video nx×ny ×nt
(right).
The support region can be the entire image/video, but most of the times it is
just a small local region around a pixel. For this reason, we define as local feature
as the feature extracted from a small region.
2.1.2 Binary Features
Binary features are visual features whose domain is the base-2 numerical system.
Thus, the binary feature vector x = {x1, x2, . . . xi, . . . , xD} comprises D number of
bits, i.e., xi ∈ {0, 1}.
[0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1]
3 4 8
9 5 2
5 7 9
0 0 1
1 0
0 1 1
1 2 4
8 16
32 64 128
0 0 4
8 0
0 64 128
b )a ) c ) d )
∑ [0,0,4,8,0,0,64,128] = 204
Figure 2.2: a) Given a support region, b) the centre pixel is compared with its neigh-
bourhoods. c) Each bit is weighed by power two to generate d) an 8-digit binary number
.
To extract a binary feature vector from an image or video, Ojala et al. [17]
proposed to make pixel comparisons. The proposed method, which is called Local
Binary Pattern (LBP), requires selecting a support region and its centre. For every
pixel, we compare the centred pixel with each of its eight neighbours (on its top-left,
middle-left, bottom-left, top-right, etc.). We perform this process along a circle, i.e.,
clockwise or counter-clockwise (see Figure 2.2). The LBP produces a feature vector
by setting the xi bit to 1 if the centre pixel’s value is greater than the neighbour’s
value, and otherwise xi = 0. This method gives an 8-digit binary number.
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Figure 2.3: (left) The first and second features selected by AdaBoost. The two features
are shown overlayed on a training face. (right) The Haar features provided to the classifier.
These are shown relative to the enclosing detection window. The sum of the pixels which
lie within the white rectangles are subtracted from the sum of pixels which lie within the
black rectangles.
The LBP principle is generating binary features via pixel comparisons. This
idea was reused by Viola and Jones [18] to detect human faces. They consider
subregions of the support region instead of pixels. Thus, the Viola-Jones detector
is a subregion comparison method. The Viola-Jones detector works as follows. A
variant of the AdaBoost classifier [19] is fed with positive and negative sample images
of human faces. The algorithm retrieves the features that provide the most accurate
classifier. Figure 2.3 (right) shows the features that boost the classification. These
correspond to Haar-based patterns.
The first retrieved feature measures the difference in intensity between the
region of the eyes and a region across the upper cheeks. The feature capitalises on
the observation that the eye region is often darker than the cheeks. The second
feature compares the intensities in the eye regions to the intensity across the bridge
of the nose. Their proposed work demonstrates that analysing regions using Haar-
based patterns is very efficient to detect human faces.
2.1.3 Interest Points
Interest Points commonly correspond to the edges and corners of an image or video.
In the case of images, we call the regions Interest Point, while in videos, Spatio-
Temporal Interest Point (STIP). To detect the STIPs, some detectors require con-
volving the image I with one or more filters gk [20].
G = gk ∗ I (2.1)
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Figure 2.4: Homogeneous region (left) containing little information about the image. In-
terest point (right), a descriptive region comprising the zebra’s ear detected by FAST cor-
responds to an Interest Point.
For every pixel in the image, we analyse its spatial surrounding. Some detectors,
e.g. Fast Accelerated Segmentation Test (FAST) [21], do not require convolutions.
However, other detectors e.g. Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT), need
elaborate analysis of the pixel values when applying different filters.
Figure 2.4 depicts two regions of the image. The FAST interest point is that
pixel whose intensity is greater or lesser than nine consecutive surrounding pixels.
As we can observe from the image, the interest point comprises useful information
of the image’s subjects.
A Region of Interest (ROI) is a region that comprises one or more interest-
points. Very commonly an interest-point detector detects this region, however, this
is not always the case. For instance, this region could be the one comprising white
and black pixels in Figure 2.4. In that case, the ROI contains the zebra. Thus the
ROI is a region that is useful for a particular purpose. In subsequent sections, the
ROI comprises the STSR where a specific action takes place, e.g., a robbery, an
accident, etc.
2.1.4 Optical Flow
In computer vision, the optical flow is a pattern to estimate movement between
consecutive images or video frames. Due to the moving objects, the observed effect is
pixels intensity changes [20]. Determining motion via the analysis of pixels intensity
changes is therefore necessary. This process involves minimising the pixel differences
of every pixel across frames. Given two consecutive frames I0 and I1, the goal is to
estimate the vector u that generates the movement at location xi and minimises the
14
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sum of squared differences (SSD) as:
ESSD−OF (u) =
∑
i
(I1(xi + u)− I0(xi))2 . (2.2)
This expression is commonly known as Displacement Image Function. Since the
number of variables of u is larger than the number of measurements, the problem
is undetermined. Hence, one of the classic approaches to solve this problem is by
window matching in the local neighbourhood. This method usually involves a Taylor
series expansion of the Displacement Image Function.
I0 I1
Optical Flow
a)
xi
xi+ui
ui
b)
Figure 2.5: a) Concept illustration of optical flow across consecutive images. b) Optical
flow estimation via window matching. The corner in Frame I0 is illustrated in blue while in
I1 in green.
Figure 2.5b) depicts the concept of estimating the displacement u. In this
figure, the window located at xi is displaced in I0 to its new position in I1 due to u.
2.1.5 Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow
Lucas and Kanade [22] proposed to perform Gradient Descent on the Displacement
Image Function (Equation 2.2). To this end, we approximate the function by the
Taylor series expansion as:
ELK−SSD(u+ ∆u) =
∑
i
(I1(xi + u+ ∆u)− I0(xi))2 (2.3a)
≈
∑
i
(I1(xi + u) + J1(xi + u)∆u− I0(xi))2 (2.3b)
=
∑
i
(J1(xi + u)∆u− ei)2 , (2.3c)
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where J is the Jacobian at (xi + u) given by the gradient ∇:
J1(xi + u) = ∇I1(xi + u) = (∂x (I1) , ∂y (I1)) (xi + u) (2.4)
and the intensity error is given by:
ei = I1(xi + u)− I0(xi). (2.5)
The gradient at a particular pixel location xi + u can be computed taking vertical
and horizontal differences between pixels. The linear form of the incremental update
to the SSD (Equation 2.3a) is called optical flow constraint and is as follows:
Ixux + Iyuy + It = 0 (2.6)
The Ix and Iy denote the spatial derivatives, and It the temporal derivative. The dis-
placement components are ux and uy respectively. The associated normal equation1
can be used to minimise Equation 2.3a
A∆u = b (2.7)
where
A =
∑
i
J>1 (xi + u)J1(xi + u) (2.8)
and
b = −
∑
i
eiJ
>
1 (xi + u) (2.9)
are called the Hessian and gradient-weight residual vector, respectively. We can
rewrite the matrices (Equations 2.8 and 2.9) as:
A =
( ∑
I2x
∑
IxIy∑
IxIy
∑
I2y
)
, b =
(∑
IxIt∑
IyIt
)
(2.10)
Finally the Lucas-Kanade optical flow is determined as:
(
ux
uy
)
=
( ∑
I2x
∑
IxIy∑
IxIy
∑
I2y
)−1(∑
IxIt∑
IyIt
)
(2.11)
The Lucas-Kanade optical flow method solves the problem of determining the dis-
placement vector. In Figure 2.5b) the matching of the patch located at xi gives, as a
1Linear Least Squares solution taken from [23]
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result, the displacement u. One significant advantage of the Lucas-Kanade method
is its computational time.
As we explained in previous sections, detecting abnormal events in this thesis
should start from the large-scale operation needs as Adam et al. [1] suggest. The
main reason behind the high complexity of some optical flow methods is that each
pixel has to be located across frames, finding it requires commonly O(n2) computa-
tions for a window with n pixels.
The optical flow can be more accurate if we consider different scales, colour
components, geometrical transformations or next and previous frame recalculation
[24]. The complexity, in that case, would be O(n3) for each pixel, making the
method very computationally expensive.
In the light of online processing, we do not consider optical flow methods
that require specific purpose hardware, e.g. GPU, FPGA or multicore architectures
for the sake of their high complexity. For example, some authors report speedup of
nearly +80× using GPU [25]. Therefore, their proposed methods should have very
long processing times when executed by single core processors. This drawback leads
to seeking the best reported optical flow method regarding processing times.
Table 2.1 tabulates processing times to extract the optical flow by different
methods. From this table, the FOLKI method seems to fit best the needs. However,
an optimised Lucas-Kanade implementation (C++) has shorter processing times
with competitive accuracy. Thus in future sections, we employ the Lucas-Kanade
optical flow method.
Table 2.1: Processing time for optical flow methods per frame [24].
Method Processing Time (seconds) CPU/GPU Language
2D-CLG [26] 844 GPU Cuda/C++
Second-order prior [27] 14 GPU Cuda/C++
Adaptive [28] 9.2 GPU –
Aniso-Huber-L1 [25] 2 GPU Cuda/C++
Horn&Schunck [29] 49 CPU - one core Matlab
Lucas-Kanade [22] 11.9 CPU - one core Matlab
FOLKI [30] 1.4 CPU - multicore C++
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Figure 2.6: The image I (left) and its Gradient magnitude G (right)
2.1.6 Histogram of Oriented Gradients
One of the most successful features to capture local image information, proposed by
Dalal et al. [31], is named Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG). This descriptor
comprises horizontal Gx and vertical Gy gradient information (see Figure 2.6). To
calculate the gradients, the Prewitt operator is convolved with the image I as:
Gx = [−1, 0, 1] ∗ I (2.12a)
Gy = [−1, 0, 1]> ∗ I (2.12b)
G =
√
(Gx)2 + (Gy)2 (2.12c)
Θ = arctan
(
Gy
Gx
)
(2.12d)
To calculate the HOG feature x, we select a spatial support region. This spatial
support region is a pixel window of size nx × ny. For each pixel in the window, we
bin the Gradient direction Θ into K number of bins and accumulate its magnitude.
The direction binning is given by:
j : argmin
bj
|Θi − bj | (2.13)
where bj is the bin, e.g., angles {0, pi/4, . . . , 2pi}. This equation provides the bin bj
closest to the angle value of Θi. We accumulate the values of Gi using the index j
of the vector x as:
x(j) = x(j) +Gi (2.14)
Thus x has a dimension equal to the number of bins. After the binning, the vector
x is L1 normalised for scale invariance. Figure 2.7 depicts an example of HOG
generation. We select the support region close to the number seven and zoom in
twice to appreciate the pixel values for G and Θ. Notice that in the case of video,
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38 63 123 68
27 123 83  1
74 116 35 11
91 126 32  6
58 130 90 39
24 82 114 108
51  7 37 82
55 27 38 27
153 32 29 45
173 21 18 175
174 170 162 18
169 146 125 132
68 139 130 131
123 106 128 118
0 45 90 135 180
38
123
G Θ
b
x +
0°
45° 
90° 
180° 
270° 
ny
nx
Figure 2.7: HOG descriptor example generation. The Orientation Θ is coloured using the
model of the circle. Encircled in yellow, we add the magnitude of two degrees (55, 38) to
the bin 45, i.e., 38 + 123.
it is possible to include the temporal gradient Gt and evaluate the azimuthal angle,
this provides the 3-Dimensional Histogram of Gradients (3DHOG) features.
2.1.7 Histogram of Optical Flow
The Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF), proposed by Dalal et al. [31], captures local
video information. They calculate this descriptor in the same way as HOG. However,
the information source is the optical flow (see Figure 2.8). They use the optical flow’s
horizontal and vertical motion components to create the feature vector.
I0
I1
Figure 2.8: Optical Flow from two consecutive video frames (left). Highlighted in green
and blue are the frame’s temporal differences (centre). From a patch (right), we display the
optical flow motion vectors.
Frames I0 and I1 generate the optical flow O. The magnitude M and ori-
entation Θ of the motion components Ox and Oy are used to calculate the HOF
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descriptor (see Figure 2.9). Those sources are given by:
M =
√
(Ox)2 + (Oy)2 (2.15a)
Θ = arctan
(
Oy
Ox
)
(2.15b)
As we can see, these expressions are the same as the Gradient magnitude case of
HOG. Generating the descriptor x, extracted from optical flow, follows the same
procedure of binning the directions as:
G ΘO
Figure 2.9: Optical Flow (left) magnitude (center) and orientation (right) required to
extract the descriptor.
j : argmin
bj
|Θi − bj | (2.16a)
x(j) = x(j) +Mi (2.16b)
Finally, the vector x is L1-normalised. The HOF descriptor captures motion infor-
mation via the optical flow magnitude and direction. We make use of this property
in future sections to detect events in the video.
2.1.8 Bag Of Features
Bag of Features (BoF) is an algorithm to compute the features’ distribution via
feature matching [32]. The algorithm produces a vector given a set of features.
Commonly this vector is a histogram. To generate such histogram, BoF requires
two sets of features. In one set are the features X = {x1, . . . xi, . . . xN} from which
we want to calculate the histogram h. In the second set the features to be matched.
This second set is known as the bag or dictionary D = {d1, . . . dm, . . . dM}.
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Figure 2.10: BoF alogorithm. Features from two images (X1, X2) are matched with D to
create histograms (h1, h2).
The BoF requires to find the feature dj most similar to the feature xi as:
j : argmin
dj
|xi − dj | (2.17)
We match every feature in X with one of D by minimising the distance between the
feature xi and dj . The labels j of the matching are used to create the histogram as:
h(j) = h(j) + 1 (2.18)
where h is frequently L1-normalised after the matching. We create a dictionary from
random sampling or clustering algorithms, e.g., k-means.
Figure 2.10 depicts an example of two histograms generation. In this ex-
ample, we generate the Dictionary D via k-means. We match the features with the
clusters’ centroids. The figure depicts the centroids in black. In subsequent sections,
we will make use of the BoF algorithm in video analysis. In that case, unlike the
example of Figure 2.10, we capture the features from videos.
2.1.9 Fisher Vector
In computer vision, the Fisher Vector (FV) [33] is alternative BoF representation.
Instead of characterising an image or video by the number of occurrences of fea-
tures, we define it by a gradient vector derived from a generative probabilistic
model of their features. The gradient of the log-likelihood describes the contri-
bution of the parameters to the generation process. Assuming the set of features
X = {x1, . . . xt, . . . xT } are generated independently by a mixture model with dis-
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tribution parameters θ, we can characterise the set by the following gradient vector:
Gθ(X) = ∇θ log p (xt|θ) . (2.19)
To compare two sets of features X and Y , we use a kernel on these gradients, i.e.,
the Fisher Kernel:
κ(X,Y ) = Gθ(X)>F−1θ Gθ(Y ) (2.20)
where Fθ is the Fisher Information Matrix:
Fθ = E
[
(∇θ log p (x|θ)) (∇θ log p (x|θ))>
]
(2.21)
Because Fθ is symmetric and positive definite, F−1θ has a Cholesky decomposition
F−1θ = L>θ Lθ, where L is a lower triangular matrix . Therefore κ(X,Y ) can be
rewritten as a dot-product between normalised vectors Fθ with: Fθ = LθGθ(X).
Where Fθ(X) denotes the FV of the set of features X.
2.1.10 Kernel Function
A kernel is a function that measures the similarity between two feature vectors xi
and xj in X . To this end, we can represent the similarity via the inner product of
the feature space mapping [34]. Let us express the Hilbert space H 2 via the feature
mapping Φ as:
Φ : X → H (2.22)
x 7−→ x := Φ(x), (2.23)
The kernel κ is given as:
κ(xi, xj) = 〈Φ(xi),Φ(xj)〉 (2.24)
The kernel κ measures the similarity of the feature vectors xi and xj as the inner
product in the Hilbert space H. Figure 2.11 illustrates the Hilbert space mapping.
Assume that κ is a real-valued positive definite kernel, and X is a nonempty set.
We define a map from X into the space of functions mapping X into R, denoted as:
Φ : X → RX (2.25)
x 7−→ κ(·, x). (2.26)
2The Hilbert space H is a complete inner product space. In other words, the product lies in a
subset which is also fully enclosed by H.
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HFeature space Hilbert space X
Φ
xi
xj
Φ(xi)
Φ(xj)
Figure 2.11: Toy example of kernel using a Gaussian function, i.e, κ(xi, xj) =
exp
(− ‖ xi − xj ‖2 /(2σ2)).
One can prove that:
〈κ(·, xi), κ(·, xj)〉 = κ(xi, xj) (2.27)
In future sections, we will use this similarity property to compare two feature vectors
via the Fisher kernel. In that case, the feature vectors will represent an entire video.
2.1.11 Fisher Information
Consider the model of distributions p with distribution parameters θ of the observed
variable x. The Fisher information measures the overall sensitivity of the functional
relationship p to changes of θ by weighting the sensitivity at each potential outcome
x with respect to the posterior [35]. The weighting with respect to p(x|θ) implies
that the Fisher information about the parameter θ is an expectation and is given
by:
Fθ = Eθ
[
GθG
>
θ
]
(2.28)
where the score function Gθ = ∇θ log p(x|θ) is the gradient vector of the log likeli-
hood at θ (implicitly depending on x) and the expectation Eθ denotes expectation
taken with respect to p(x|θ). Intuitively, the Fisher information captures the vari-
ability of the gradient Gθ.
2.1.12 Gaussian Mixture Model
In probability theory, the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a joint probability
model of Gaussian (more commonly named Normal) distributions [36]. The Normal
probability density function, of a continuous real variable x (see Figure 2.12a)), is
as follows:
N (x|µ, σ2) = 1
σ
√
2pi
e
−(x−µ)2
2σ2 , (2.29)
where µ and σ2 represent the mean and variance respectively. For the multivariate
case of x ∈ RD, the Normal distribution has the form:
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Figure 2.12: a) Normal Distribution probability density function. b) Gaussian Mixture
Model contour of a three-component model. c) A surface plot of the overall density of a
three-component model.
N (x|µ,Σ) = 1√
(2pi)D|Σ|
exp
(
−12 (x− µ)
>Σ−1 (x+ µ)
)
, (2.30)
where Σ is the covariance matrix. The GMM for K Normal distributions is:
p(x|θ) =
K∑
k=1
pikN (x|µk,Σk), (2.31)
where θ = {µk,Σk, pik} is the distribution’s set of parameters (See Figures 2.12b)
and 2.12c)). The parameters are the mean µk, covariance matrix Σk and weight pik
of the k-th distribution.
The GMM proves to be efficient when no prior knowledge of the data dis-
tribution is known. The central limit theorem establishes that the sum of many
independent variables approximately has a normal distribution. In video analysis,
we do not have prior knowledge of how the video features are initially distributed.
Due to this fact, we will make use of the GMM in our models for abnormal event
detection.
2.1.13 Expectation Maximisation
We need to estimate the distribution parameters θ of a probabilistic model. One ap-
proach is to find a local minimum via a gradient-based algorithm using the negative
log-likelihood (NLL) of our set of observed data D comprising N samples as:
NLL(θ) = − 1
N
log p(D|θ) (2.32)
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However, we have to consider some constraints, such as the covariance must be posi-
tive definite, mixing weights must sum to one, etc. that could make the optimisation
complicated. To overcome this problem, the Expectation Maximization (EM) [37] is
a simple iterative algorithm to find the local optimum. The EM basis is as follows.
Let xi be the visible variables in case i and zi the missing variables (component
labels). The goal is to maximise the log-likelihood of the observed data:
`(θ) =
N∑
i=1
log p(xi|θ) =
N∑
i=1
[∑
zi
p(xi, zi|θ)
]
(2.33)
Optimising this expression is hard because we cannot push the log inside the sum.
The EM finds a way around this problem by defining the complete data log likelihood
as follows:
`c(θ) =
N∑
i=1
log p(xi, zi|θ) (2.34)
This equation cannot be directly computed, so we need to define an expression
considering the observed data D and analyse the parameters θ that maximise the
log likelihood in an iterative process. Let us determine the expected complete data
log likelihood as:
Q(θ|θt−1) = E
[
`c(θ)|D, θt−1
]
(2.35)
where t is the current iteration number. Q is called the auxiliary function. We
consider the expectation with respect to the old parameters θt−1, and the observed
data D. The goal of the expectation step (E step) is to compute Q(θ|θt−1), or
instead, the terms of which the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) depends
on. These terms are known as the Expected Sufficient Statistics (ESS). In the
Maximisation step (M step) we optimise the Q function with respect to θ:
Q(θt) = argmax
θ
Q(θ, θt−1) (2.36)
To perform the maximum a posteriori estimation the M step is as follows:
Q(θt) = argmax
θ
Q(θ, θt−1) + log(θ) (2.37)
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Expectation Maximisation for GMM: Assuming that the number of mixture
components, K, is known, the expected complete data log likelihood is as follows:
Q(θ|θt−1) = E
[∑
i
log p(xi, zi|θ)
]
(2.38a)
=
∑
i
∑
k
p(zi = k|xi, θt−1) log pikp(xi|θ) (2.38b)
=
∑
i
∑
k
γik log pik +
∑
i
∑
k
γik log p(xi|θ) (2.38c)
where γik = p(zi = k|xi, θt−1) is the responsibility that the component k generates
the data zi from the input xi. This responsibility is computed in the E step as
follows:
γik =
pikp(xi|θt−1)∑
k pikp(xi|θt−1)
(2.39)
In the M step, we optimise Q with respect to θ. Since the expected complete data
log-likelihood does not depend on pik we have:
pik =
1
N
∑
i
γik =
γk
N
(2.40)
where γ = ∑i γik is the weighted number points assigned to component k. To derive
the M step for the µk and Σk terms, we analyse the elements of Q that depend on
µk and Σk:
`(µk,Σk) =
∑
i
∑
k
γik log p(xi|θ) (2.41a)
= −12
∑
i
γik
[
log |Σk|+ (xi − µi)>Σ−1k (xi − µi)
]
(2.41b)
One can show [38] that the new parameters estimates are given by:
µk =
∑
i γikxi
γk
(2.42a)
Σk =
∑
i γik(xi − µi)>(xi − µi)
γk
(2.42b)
=
∑
i γikxix
>
i
γk
− µkµ>k (2.42c)
After computing the new estimates, we set θt = {pik.µk,Σk} for k = 1 : K, and
repeat the E step. We repeat this process until reaching convergence, in other
words, until the parameters do not significantly change across iterations. Another
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Figure 2.13: a) Bernoulli probability distribution function for one-dimensional variable. b)
Bernoulli Mixture Model of a two-component model.
way to stop the process is limiting the number of iterations.
2.1.14 Bernoulli Mixture Model
The Bernoulli Mixture Model (BMM) is a joint probability model of Bernoulli dis-
tributions. The Bernoulli distribution is a probabilistic model that has only two
possible outcomes [39]. This model has as input the constrained discrete variable
x ∈ {0, 1} (See Figure 2.13a)). The probability density function of the Bernoulli
distribution is:
B(x|µ) = µx(1− µ)1−x, (2.43)
where µ is the probability of the variable x = 1. For the multivariate case of x ∈ ND
the Bernoulli distribution has the form:
B(x|µ) =
D∏
d=1
B (x|µ). (2.44)
The BMM for K Bernoulli distributions is as follows:
p(x|θ) =
K∑
k=1
pik
D∏
d=1
B (x|µk), (2.45)
where θ = {µk, pik} is the distribution’s set of parameters (See Figure 2.13b)). The
parameters are the mean µk and weight pik of the k-th distribution.
The BMM is more appropriate to handle binary data [38]. Thus, we use it
to model our binary features in subsequent chapters.
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Expectation Maximisation for BMM: Following the same procedure described
for EM, we can determine the BMM parameters similarly as we explained previ-
ously for GMM. In this case, the responsibility γ of the feature xi for k number of
components has the same form. Thus, during the E step this is calculated as:
γik =
pikp(xi|θt−1)∑
k pikp(xi|θt−1)
, (2.46)
where θt is the set of parameters at time t. In the M step, Q (Equation 2.38a) is
optimised with respect to θ. Since the expected complete data log-likelihood does
not depend on pik we have:
pik =
1
N
∑
i
γik =
γk
N
, (2.47)
for N number of x features. To derive the M step for µk, we analyse the elements
of Q that depend on µk:
`(µk) =
∑
i
∑
k
γik log p(xi|θ) (2.48)
One can show [38] that the estimate of µk is given by:
µk =
∑
i γikxi
γk
(2.49)
After computing the new estimates pik and µk, we set θt = {pik, µk} for k = 1 : K,
and repeat the E step. We repeat this process until reaching convergence or a t
number of iterations, as in the case of EM for GMM.
2.1.15 Akaike Information Criterion
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is a method to determine the optimal
number of components for a mixture model [40]. The approach finds the model
components that maximise the likelihood of the observed data with the fewest vari-
ables. Given the probabilistic model p(xi|θ) with N observations, we define the
log-likelihood L for a k number of parameters θk as:
Lk(θ) =
∑
i∈(1,N)
log p(D|θk), (2.50)
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the AIC(θ)k score for k number of parameters is defined as:
AIC(θ)k = −2 (log (Lk(θMLE))− dof(k)) , (2.51)
where dof(k) is the number of variables included in the model and Lk(θMLE) is the
Maximised Likelihood Estimate of the posterior for k number of chosen parameters.
The most typical form of Equation 2.51 is for normal distribution. For this
model, the maximum log-likelihood for fitting a k-variable model occurs when the
standard deviation has the value:
σˆ2k =
SSEk
N
, (2.52)
where SSEk is the residual sum of squares. So, the maximum value of the log
likelihood for this model is:
log (Lk(θMLE)) = −N2
(
log
(
2piσˆ2k
)
+ 1
)
, (2.53)
and for normal distribution the Akaike score becomes:
AIC(θ)k = N log
(
2piσˆ2k
)
+N + 2k. (2.54)
We will make use of Eq. 2.54 in future sections to find the optimal number of
components for the mixture models.
2.1.16 K-means
K-means is an algorithm to split data into groups. This algorithm is also a popular
variant of the EM algorithm for GMMs [38]. Let us consider a K-component GMM
for which we assume that its correlation matrix is Σk = 2σID and its weights
pik = 1/K are fixed. Thus, we only have to estimate the cluster centres µk ∈ RD.
Now consider the following function approximation to the posterior computed during
the E step:
p(zi = k|xi, θ) ≈ I(k = zˆi) (2.55)
where zˆi = argmaxk p(zi = k|xi, θ) and I is the mutual information. This expression
is sometimes called hard EM, since we are making a hard assignment of points to
the clusters. Since we assume an equal covariance matrix for each cluster, the most
probable cluster zˆi for xi can be computed using the `2 distance, i.e., ‖ · ‖ as:
zˆi = argmin
k
‖xi − µk‖22, (2.56)
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t0 t1 tn
initialise
Figure 2.14: K-means algorithm. We initialise the centroids randomly (left). For a number
of t iterations or stop criterion, the centroids are calculated (up row) and moved tn times
(down row).
Hence in each E step, we must find the distance between N data points and K
cluster centres. Figure 2.14 illustrates this process. Given the hard cluster assign-
ments, the M step updates each cluster centre by computing the mean of the Nk
points assigned to it as follows:
µk =
1
Nk
∑
i:zi=k
xi (2.57)
This clustering process is valid for different distance metrics. We will make
use of the k-means algorithm to cluster both double precision data and binary data.
For the latter case, we use Hamming distance. In this case, using the xor operation
Equation 2.56 becomes.
zˆi = argmin
k
xi ⊗ µk, (2.58)
whereas equation 2.57 remains the same. We will make use of Eq. 2.58 to cluster
our binary data.
2.1.17 Support Vector Machine
Definition
In machine learning, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning model
that analyses data for classification and regression purposes [40]. The core idea
behind SVMs is to define a boundary between two classes by the maximal separation
of the closest points [41].
The underlying intuition of SVMs is the fundamental problem of building a
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Figure 2.15: The margin is the minimal perpendicular distance between the points in the
two data clouds. The optimal separating hyperplane, the solid line, runs down the middle
of the margin. The dashed lines run through these points, indicating hyperplanes that are
closest to. The point p is d units away from the hyperplane in the direction of w.
classifier for linear-separable data. We can say that a good separating boundary is
one that is far from the data. We formalise this concept as a large margin classifier,
where the term margin refers to the width of the blank strip separating two data
clouds. We define the margin as the shortest perpendicular distance between the
hyperplane that separates the data and the observations. Figure 2.15 illustrates the
margin definition concept.
Let w = (w1, . . . , wp)> ∈ Rp be a vector of coefficients and w0 ∈ R be a
constant. Given the linear function κ : Rp → R as
κ(x) = w>x+ w0 (2.59)
We can define an hyperplane as the linear function map that accomplish:
κ(x) = c, (2.60)
The direction vector of a hyperplane is a vector parallel to the hyperplane. A normal
vector of a hyperplane is a vector perpendicular to all possible direction vectors of
the hyperplane. The SVMs require determining the vector w that maximise the
hyperplane separation.
Kernel Machine
We define a kernel machine to be a Generalised Linear Model (GLM), e.g. normal
distribution. Given the input feature vector x, its kernelised feature vector is given
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as:
φ(x) = [κ(x, µ1), . . . , κ(x, µK)] , (2.61)
where µk are a set of K centroids of the classes. The principal aspect of kernel
machines is to determine the centroids µk. To this end, we select a loss function L
as the `2-regularised empirical risk function J :
J(w, λ) =
N∑
i=1
L (yi, yˆi) + λ ‖ w ‖2, (2.62)
where yi is the class label, yˆi = w>xi+w0 and λ is a constant factor. Recalling that
x ∈ RD, for N number of feature vectors we define X as the corresponding N ×D
design matrix. The problem can be established in matrix notation as:
J(w, λ) = (y −Xw)>(y −Xw) + λ ‖ w ‖2, (2.63)
where the optimal solution is given by:
w =(X>X + λID)−1X> (2.64a)
y =
(∑
i
xix
>
i + λID
)−1
X>y. (2.64b)
We can rewrite these equations in the form of inner products. To this end, we use
calls to a kernel function κ. This form is kernelised, but not sparse. However, if we
replace the loss L with some other loss function, we can ensure that the solution is
sparse so that predictions only depend on a subset of the training data, known as
support vectors.
The combination of the kernel plus a modified loss function is the SVMs basis.
This technique was originally designed for binary classification but extrapolates
regression and multi-class classification.
SVMs for binary classification
To classify data observations with two possible labels y ∈ {−1, 1}, it is necessary to
determine the loss produced by choosing them. The loss has the form:
L(y, η) = max(0, 1− yη) = (1− yη)+ (2.65)
where
η = f(x) = w>x+ w0 (2.66)
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is the log odds ratio. Here η = f(x) is our ”confidence” in choosing label y = 1;
however, it should not have any probabilistic semantics. The overall objective is
given as:
min
w,w0
1
2 ‖ w ‖
2 +C
N∑
i=1
(1− yif(xi))+, (2.67)
where C is the regulariser factor. This expression is non-differentiable. However, by
introducing slack variables ξi , one can show that this is equivalent to solving:
min
w,w0,ξ
1
2 ‖ w ‖
2 +C
N∑
i=1
ξi s.t. ξi ≥ 0, yi(x>i + w0) ≥ 1− ξi, i = 1 : N (2.68)
for N number of x ∈ RD vectors. This expression is a quadratic program in N+D+1
variables, subject to O(N) constraints. We can eliminate the primal variables w,w0
and ξi, and just solve N dual variables, which correspond to the Lagrange multipliers
for the constraints. Standard solvers take O(N3) time. One can show that the
solution has the form:
wˆ =
∑
i
αixi (2.69)
We name the xi for which αi > 0 are support vectors; these are points which are
either incorrectly classified, or are classified correctly but are on or inside the margin.
At test time, the prediction is made using the decision function:
yˆ(x) = sgn (f(x)) = sgn(wˆ0 + wˆ>x) (2.70)
Using Equation 2.69 we have:
yˆ(x) = sgn
(
wˆ0 +
N∑
i=1
αiκ(xi, x)
)
(2.71)
This evaluation takes O(sD) time to compute, where s ≤ N is the number of support
vectors. The time depends on the sparsity level, and hence on the regulariser C.
SVMs for multi-class classification
Upgrading an SVM to the multi-class case is elaborated since the outputs are not
on a calibrated scale and hence are hard to compare to each other [38]. The naive
approach is to use a one-versus-the-rest approach (also called one-vs-all), in which
we train K binary classifiers, fk(x), treating the data from class k as positive and
the data from all the other classes k′ as negative. Another approach is to use the
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one-versus-one or OVO approach, also called all pairs, in which we train K(K−1)/2
classifiers to discriminate all pairs f(k,k′)(x). We then classify a point into the class
which has the highest number of votes.
2.1.18 Nigstrom Approximation Kernel Extreme Learning Machine
The Nigstrom Approximation Kernel Extreme Learning Machine (nAkELM) is
single-hidden layer feed forward neural network [42]. Let us consider a set of vectors
xi ∈ RD such as i ∈ [1, . . . , N ] with associated classes ci ∈ {1, . . . , N} to train the
neural network. The network consists of D inputs, L hidden and C output neurons.
The elements of the network target vectors ti = [ti1, . . . , tiC ]T , each corresponding
to a training vector xi , are set to tik = 1 for vectors belonging to class k, i.e., when
ci = k, and to tik = −1 when ci 6= k.
In nAkELM-like approaches, the network input weights W ∈ RD×L and the
hidden layer bias values b ∈ RL are randomly assigned, while the network output
weights W ∈ RL×C are analytically calculated by storing the network hidden layer
outputs φ ∈ RD×L corresponding to all the training vectors xi : i ∈ [1, . . . , N ] in
φ = [φ1, . . . , φN ], as O = W ToutΦ, where O ∈ RC×N is a matrix containing the
network responses for all training data xi. The problem of mapping the vectors xi
is solved by minimizing the Wout error projection problem:
J = 12
∥∥∥Wout∥∥∥2 + λ2 ∑16i6N ‖ξi‖22, (2.72)
where ξi ∈ RC is the error vector corresponding to xi and λ > 0 is a parameter
denoting the importance of the training error in the optimisation problem, which is
subject to:
W>outφi = ti − ξi. (2.73)
By solving this problem, the network optimises the xi vectors mapping to the class
labels ti. We can use then W>out to determine the class of new observed vectors.
2.1.19 Markov Models
Definition
In probability theory, a Markov model is a stochastic model used to model randomly
changing systems. The central principle behind a Markov model is to assume that
input variable x poses all the relevant information for predicting future observations
[38]. If we assume T discrete time steps, we can write the joint distribution for the
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Markov Model as follows:
p(x1:T ) = p(x1)p(x2|x1)p(x3|x2) . . . = p(x1)
T∏
t=2
p(xt|xt−1) (2.74)
This expression is called a Markov chain or Markov model. If we assume the tran-
sition function p(xt|xt−1) is independent of time, then the chain is called homoge-
neous, stationary, or time-invariant. This assumption is an example of parameter
tying, since we share the same parameters by multiple variables. This assumption
allows us to model an arbitrary number of variables using a fixed number of pa-
rameters; such models are called stochastic processes. If we assume that the
observed variables are discrete, so xt ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, this is called a discrete-state or
Finite-State Markov Chain (FSMC).
x1 x2 x3
a)
x1 x2 x4x3
b)
z1 z2 z3
x1 x2 x3
zT 
xT 
c)
Figure 2.16: a) First and b) second-order Markov chain. c) A first-order Hidden Markov
Model.
Figure 2.16a) illustrates a first-order Markov chain as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG). We can assume that the immediate past, xt−1, captures all we need
to know about the entire history, x1:t−2. We can relax the assumption a little by
adding a dependence from xt−2 to xt; this is called a second-order Markov chain,
Figure 2.16b) illustrates this model. The corresponding joint Markov model has the
following form:
p(x1:T ) = p(x1, x2)p(x3|x1, x2)p(x4|x2, x3) . . . (2.75)
whose product form is:
p(x1:T ) = p(x1, x2)
T∏
t=3
p(xt|xt−1, xt−2) (2.76)
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Figure 2.17: a) 2D data example from a 3-state HMM. Each state emits from a 2D Gaus-
sian. b) The hidden state sequence.
We can create higher-order Markov models in a similar way. Unfortunately, even the
second-order Markov assumption may be inadequate if there are long-range correla-
tions amongst the observations. We cannot keep building ever higher order models,
because the number of parameters significantly increases. We see the solution in the
next subsection.
Hidden Markov Model
An alternative approach to control the number of parameters of a Markov model, is
to assume that there is an underlying hidden process and we can model it by a first-
order Markov chain. The result is known as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Figure
2.16c) illustrates this model. For this example, zt is known as a hidden variable at
time t, and xt is the observed variable. HMM consists of a discrete-state Markov
chain, with hidden states zt ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, plus an observation model p(xt|zt) given
in Eq. 2.76 .
p(z1:T , x1:T ) = p(z1:T )p(x1:T |z1:T ) =
[
p(z1)
T∏
t=2
p(zt|p(zt−1)
] [
T∏
t=1
p(xt|zt)
]
(2.77)
The observations in an HMM can be discrete or continuous. If they are discrete, it
is common for the observation model to be an observation matrix:
p(xt = l|zt = k, θ) = B(k, l), (2.78)
where B is the beta function, l and k are transition states. If the observations are
continuous, it is common for the observation model to be a conditional Gaussian.
Given a Gaussian model with parameters θ = {µk,Σk} we have:
p(xt|zt = k, θ) = N (xt|µk,Σk) (2.79)
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Figure 2.17a) shows an example where we have 3 states, each of which emits a
different Gaussian. The resulting model is similar to a Gaussian mixture model,
except that the cluster membership has Markovian dynamics. Figure 2.17b) shows
the hidden transition sequence of this example.
Transition Matrix
When the input xt of the HMM is discrete, we can write the conditional distribution
p(xt|xt−1) as a squared matrix, known as the transition matrix A, where Aij =
p(xt = j|xt−1 = i) is the probability of going from state i to state j in one step.
Each row of the matrix sums to one, ∑j Aij = 1. We define the n-step transition
matrix A(n) as:
Aij(n) = p(xt+n = j|xt = i), (2.80)
which is the probability of getting from i to j in exactly n steps. One advantage
of the transition matrix, is that we can evaluate the FSMC probability transitions
in O(n) time via a single memory reading. Thus, this matrix is highly efficient
regarding speed.
2.2 Abnormal Event Detection
Within this computer vision field, we find two main approaches: accuracy first
(Section 2.2.1) and speed first (Section 2.2.2). The former focuses on detecting
unusual events with high accuracy no matter the required processing time. The
latter explicitly aims at practical applications for video surveillance. Hence, a short
processing time is a priority for these approaches.
For both approaches, it is necessary to process STSRs because these are the
one to be analysed. Therefore, we first describe mechanisms to define the STSRs.
An array of sorted cells comprises the STSRs, where each cell has the location
information of a particular spatio-temporal region to capture the motion source.
Thus, the cell structure 3 contains the STSRs locations from where we scan the
sequences. To this end, there are mainly four strategies to extract features.
1. No-overlapped4 single-scale scanning: most approaches extract features using
only one spatial scale of size nx×ny5 for the whole frame, without overlapping
3The proposed cell structure contains the spatio-temporal location to encode the video, but we
also use it for local composition representations in subsequent sections.
4We refer to the overlap as two spatio-temporal regions whose spatial intersection is not the
empty set ∅.
5The size nx × ny is the spatial size of the sampling window.
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Figure 2.18: a) Single scale scanning with a support region of size nx × ny, each support
region located at position (i, j) is called cell c(i, j). b) Multi-scale scanning using three
different scales. c) Overlapped scanning, two support regions (yellow and orange) overlap
during the scanning.
as in [43–45]. See Figure 2.18a for an example.
2. No-overlapped multi-scale scanning no overlapped: the scanning process takes
place at many scales s, i.e. nx,s × ny,s, without overlapping as in [46, 47], See
Figure 2.18b for an example.
3. Overlapped single-scale scanning: the frame is processed at one scale, but
the STSRs share pixels among them as in [48, 49]. See Figure 2.18c for an
example.
4. Overlapped multi-scale scanning: many scales and overlaps are present in this
technique as in [4, 50].
The number of samples and number of scales selected is also known as density.
Denser methods achieve better performance as in [4, 50, 51]. However, we have to
highlight that the complexity of the dense scanning methods is very high.
The work of Bertini et al. [50] shows that extracting features from overlapped
multi-scale STSRs (dense scanning) enhances detection precision, but severely in-
creases the computational time. In their paper, they report the accuracy in terms of
the overlapping region vs FPS, varying from 10 FPS to 80 FPS with an overlap per-
centage from 10% to 60%. The computational time is eight times longer when the
overlap in the STSRs doubles. The authors notice that the amount of extracted fea-
tures of the no-overlapped single -scale algorithm has little influence on the accuracy
of the method. But in the case of the overlapped multi-scale scanning, the amount
of extracted features affects the precision of the approach and strongly increases
the computational time. Based on their work, one can see that the vast number of
scales it is recommended because some objects in the scene may look bigger than
others due to their position. In order words, small objects may require small sup-
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Figure 2.19: Illustrations from [52]. First column, scenes from the parking lot and indoor
sequences. Second column, exits/entrances of the scenes. Third column, obstacles in the
scenes.
port regions while large objects may need large regions. Therefore we conclude that
multi-scale scanning is computational costly as the overlapping vs FPS experiment
confirmed. The dense-scanning method of Bertini et al. [50] generate thousands
of features for the video sequences. Another highly accurate method proposed by
Roshtkhari and Levine [4] produces even millions of features. These features are
generated by an overlapped multi-scale scanning technique applied to each pixel of
the video. Consequently, there is a trade-off between detection accuracy and the
number of extracted features.
2.2.1 Accuracy First Scope
Under this scope, we can find two main categories: trajectory-based and no-trajectory-
based abnormal event detection.
Trajectory-based Abnormal Event Detection
This computer vision field started with the work of Dee and Hogg [52] in 2004
evaluating pedestrian movement. The objective was to determine which trajectories
in the sequences are explicable considering the previously seen ones. To this end,
they employ a semi-parametric machine state model. The machine evaluates the
trajectory cost through the states by considering that normal behaviour should
take place when the pedestrians visit specific areas and avoid the obstacles in the
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scene. Each area and obstacle in the scene has a label. Thus, by going between two
points in the scene the model should follow a sequence of labels which explains the
movements. The model captures this information in the form of transitions. Their
experiments were carried out with two scenes (see Figure 2.19). The evaluation
consists of determining which trajectories are of the operator’s interest, ranking 0 if
they are irrelevant and 5 if they are the most relevant. They discovered that there is
a significant relationship between the cost obtained by the model and the operator’s
interest. The importance of this work is that it reveals the possibility to explain
unusual behaviour mathematically. This idea was reinforced by Makris and Ellis
[53] automatically detecting the exit/entrance zones and capturing the transitions
with an HMM.
Detecting abnormal trajectories is improved by the work of Porikli and Haga
[54], which incorporated visual descriptors to identify unusual events. They explore
a series of features obtained from tracking objects from the scene, e.g. size, speed,
colour, etc., and proceed to analyse the likelihood of appearance via an HMM. Clus-
tering the trajectories prior model generation demonstrates advantages as Piciarelli
and Foresti [55], Piciarelli et al. [56] show. Using a tree of clustered trajectories is
an efficient way to detect unusual events. Piciarelli et al. [56] populate the tree with
probabilities of the seen trajectories in specific areas of the scene.
Tracking multiple motion sources, e.g. colour, texture to detect abnormal
events also is explored by Li et al. [57]. Tracking is improved using SVM by Ivanov
et al. [58] and by Zhang et al. [59]. In the work of Zhang et al. [59], they classify
significantly better the trajectories compared with the methods previously used by
[57]. Jiang et al. [60] proposed tracking incorporating spatio-temporal context. In
this work, they detect abnormal trajectories in two inputs spaces, i.e., colour and
texture.
Calderara et al. [61] explore tracking models by employing graphs to detect
abnormal events. They describe the trajectories as paths through the graph’s ver-
tices. Tung et al. [62] proposed trajectory goals. They suggest analysing not only
the trajectories but a collection of them to find specific behaviour. Mo et al. [63, 64]
explore sparse reconstructions for abnormal trajectory detection. Their proposed
method has been proven to be robust to occlusions associated with sparse/weak or
occluded trajectories.
No Trajectory-based Abnormal Event Detection
In this category, we find the abnormal event detection techniques formulated without
requiring objects tracking. The work of Zhong et al. [65] introduces the concept of
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video words for abnormal event detection. They propose event representation via
histograms where the words are video volumes.
Au et al. [66] propose extracting features to represent scenes. They employ
similarity measures, e.g. Euclidean and Minkowski distances, between frames to
detect the abnormal ones. The detection is done by storing a considerably big set
of normal frames and later comparing all the stored frames with the new observed
frames. They introduce this concept specifically for video surveillance.
Andrade et al. [67] introduce the usage of optical flow to detect abnormal
events. From small STSRs, they extract optical flow and analyse it via an HMM. The
nth component of a GMM gives the transitions between the HMM for the observed
optical flow. Archetti et al. [68] retake this concept by using small STSRs in the scene
capturing the optical flow and by individually modelling each region. Pruteanu-
Malinici and Carin [69] improve previous Markov models by infinite Hidden Markov
Models (iHMM). This improvement allows the system to analyse longer sequences.
Ali and Shah [70] employ optical flow in extremely crowded scenes; they
introduce an optical flow segmentation strategy to reveal common patterns in such
scenes. The method can detect unusual patterns as a result of unusual behaviour.
This behaviour could be for instance a stampede, where the abnormal event is given
not by isolated individuals but the crowd. In the same light, instead of segmentation,
Mehran et al. [71] explore to join and analyse several random sampled regions in
sequence to detect unusual optical flow. Crowded scenes are also explored by Kratz
and Nishino [72] using an HMM with competitive results.
Evaluating the influence of the camera’s position when extracting features
is presented by Wang et al. [73]. Abnormal detection methods attain higher accu-
racy when they compensate for the apparent distortion generated by the camera’s
position.
Finding unusual patterns that signal the presence of an abnormal event in
the context of video words compositions is explored by Boiman and Irani [10]. In
their work, they consider irregular compositions of spatio-temporal regions to detect
unusual behaviour. Each video volume has a unique probability of occurring in
space and time. The model analyses the joint probability of several video volumes
in specific space and time locations.
Analysing spatio-temporal compositions is also addressed by Benezeth et al.
[74]. In their work, they propose to capture information from word co-occurrences.
The assumption is that some words co-occur with other words with higher prob-
ability. Detecting abnormal events using Gaussian Regression Process (GRP) is
explored by Loy et al. [75]. GRP reveals advantages over HMM because the number
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of transition states, connectivity and typology represent a complex problem to be
estimated.
Kim and Grauman [76] put graph theory to the test. They propose to model
the video sequence as a connected graph using Markov Random Field (MRF), asso-
ciating the spatio-temporal location with nodes and the vertices with the transitions.
At each vertex, they compute optical flow features and analyse their composition
using the MRF. The video is also modelled as a fully connected graph by Thida et al.
[45]. They explore the reconstruction cost function of the Laplacian associated to
the graph.
Zaharescu and Wildes [44] explore long-term histograms for individual iso-
lated regions of the scene. Their method proves to be computationally efficient
because features are extracted only from areas activated by a motion threshold.
Mahadevan et al. [77] explore Mixture of Dynamic Textures (MDT) to replace tra-
ditional GMM. The model incorporates the time domain to the posterior likelihood.
Thus, unlike GMM-like models, the model can capture the probability of a partic-
ular texture to occur at a specific time. Li et al. [78] improve MDT by adding a
saliency detector in the space domain to enhance detection.
Feng et al. [79] explore Self Organising Maps (SOM) to detect abnormal
events. Their method can enhance accuracy detection by updating the system with
the newly observed features.
Yubing et al. [80] explore foreground as motion source to detect abnormal
events. This new motion source provides the system capability to detect unusual
long-term events, e.g. loitering and abandoned luggage. Capturing the foreground
is also explored by Reddy et al. [81]. Individual cells are employed to detect large
objects and long-term events. Their approach is very computational efficient because
they only process those STSR whose foreground is above a threshold. Thus, they do
not extract features from a significant number of STSRs. One significant advantage
of their work is that they can detect abnormal long-term events.
Automatically scene segmentation to analyse each region individually is pro-
posed by Loy et al. [82]. The segmentation represents moving parts associated with
trajectories of the same direction. Guo et al. [83] improve foreground features by
applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) prior computate the model.
Zhao et al. [84] are the first to explore sparse reconstructions. The cost of the
feature reconstruction given by dictionaries is employed as a criterion to detect ab-
normal events. Sparse reconstruction using optical flow histogram is later proposed
by Cong et al. [85, 86, 87] with significantly better results than [84]. Saligrama and
Chen [88] describe sparse reconstructions as a particular case of k-Nearest Neigh-
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bour (kNN). Using background for sparse reconstruction is proposed by Tran et al.
[89], and proved to be a reliable motion source. In the context of sparse representa-
tion, many other features successfully attain excellent performance. These include
wavelets features by Zhu et al. [90], 3DHOF by Zhu et al. [91], trackless features by
Mousavi et al. [92] and holistic features by Marsden et al. [93].
Bertini et al. [50, 51] explore multi-scale and overlapped feature extraction,
Xu et al. [94], Feng et al. [95] explore hierarchical feature extraction, and [4, 96, 97]
investigate dense feature extraction. All those proposed feature extraction methods
have been shown to be more efficient than single scale extraction. Extracting features
in multiple scales proved to be efficient as Roshtkhari and Levine [4] report. They use
as motion information source the spatio-temporal location of a large number of time-
gradient features. They merge all those features and their spatio-temporal locations
in a single vote observation model for each pixel of the scene. Unfortunately, all
these methods are very time-consuming and thus impractical for real scenarios.
Cheng et al. [98, 99] propose encoding STSRs detected by STIPs. Modelling
STIPs has been shown to be efficient because the identified regions are very descrip-
tive locations that capture the dynamics of the scene. High order mapping of the
STIPs detected is proposed by Zhao et al. [100] with competitive accuracy.
2.2.2 Speed First Scope
Adam et al. [1] are the authors that firstly explore this more recent category of
abnormal event detection. They suggest that abnormal event detection methods
should be designed considering large-scale operation needs. In their work, they pro-
pose to analyse the optical flow for individual regions of the scene, i.e. Local Optical
Flow (LOF). To this end, they divide the frame into sub-windows (they call them
monitors) and record the optical flow (see Figure 2.20). They generate an ad-hoc
exponential function to describe the observed optical flow. Future observations are
classified as abnormal/normal by thresholding the ad-hoc function. They imple-
ment the method in a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) architecture achieving online
processing times6 which demonstrate remarkably speed efficiency. They test their
approach in public scenarios where people walking is deemed to be normal; there-
fore one possible abnormal event is people running. They also examine people’s
behaviour at a subway exit. In that case, we expect people walking only in one
direction. Their method detects people running and walking in opposite directions.
6Although this method meets the required processing times for practical video surveillance, it is
not specified some of the static video format characteristics, i.e. frame size, frame rate. Therefore it
is not possible to determine for which video format the proposed method achieves online processing
times.
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Figure 2.20: Illustrations from [1]. (left) A typical scene and the positions of the multiple
low-level monitors chosen for this scene. (right) The long-term average optical flow magni-
tude at each monitor of the scene. Note that monitors closer to the camera indeed observe
larger optical flow.
The importance of their work is that it reveals that unusual events can be detected
immediately as they occur in the scene, thus warning the operators in real time7
of what has just happened. The proposed method, unfortunately, has three main
flaws listed as follows:
1. It only detects the events that are depicted close to the camera.
2. It cannot detect long-term abnormal events (e.g., loitering).
3. It cannot detect unusual compositions (e.g. fighting).
The events of the last point are those in which the optical flow might not be ab-
normal, but the composition of the cells that capture it might be. In recent years,
other authors have focused on solving the composition problem.
Lu et al. [47] propose a fast sparse reconstruction method. They suggest
speed up computations by extracting temporal differences at different scales as fea-
tures and proceed to evaluate the sparse cost reconstruction of a feature dictionary,
i.e. BoF. The method’s implementation can process frames up to 150 FPS. One
of the key aspects to achieving such processing times is that extracted features are
flattered vectors of the temporal gradients; thus no orientation or polynomial al-
gorithms (e.g. as required by optical flow) are needed to gather those features.
Another important aspect is that the sparse reconstruction takes place at different
but few large scales, so the total number of features processed is relatively small.
7In the context of real time systems, the video frame rate is considered the hard limit for the
system’s response. Under this light, any system must give the operators the response within the
hard limit to ensure that the response time never generates delays. Thus, online systems are
real-time systems for which the hard limit is determined by the FPS.
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Biswas and Babu [46], Biswas and Venkatesh Babu [101] propose extracting
fast features using the compressed motion vectors, e.g. H264, as feature vectors.
Thus, the video compressed itself generates the features. They detect abnormal
events by evaluating the sparse representation cost of the motion vectors to a given
dictionary. In their work, they select features at various scales to enhance perfor-
mance.
2.2.3 Speed First vs Accuracy First
Accuracy first methods (Section 2.2.1) have seen important contributions over the
past decade. They usually attain good performance at the expense of increasing
frame processing times. One common characteristic of these methods is the tech-
nique to select the spatio-temporal regions of the scene to be modelled and analysed.
Such technique could be dense scanning [4, 97], multi-scale scanning [50, 85, 102]
and convolution-based STIP detection [98, 99]. These techniques usually provide
sufficient data to capture the scene’s dynamics and spatio-temporal compositions;
however, the number of spatio-temporal regions selected for the analysis may re-
sult in a large number of features to be processed [4, 50, 85, 88, 97–99]. Although
important efforts have been made to reduce the complexity associated with the
definition of a scene’s spatio-temporal compositions [4, 98], many of the proposed
improvements may still require considerably long computations [4, 97, 98].
Another essential characteristic of these accuracy first methods is their high
descriptive features used to improve performance. Among these, optical flow fea-
tures increase detection accuracy [90, 91]. For example, in [90] the authors propose
an entirely unsupervised non-negative sparse coding-based approach that employs
HOF to identify abnormalities in crowded scenes with promising performances. In
[85], the authors adopt Multi-scale HOF, which preserves temporal contextual infor-
mation, to detect anomalies in crowded scenes. Computing such descriptive features,
unfortunately, require long processing times [4, 90, 92, 97, 102]. For example, local
descriptors computed using dense scanning techniques have been shown to improve
performance, but at the expense of repeated computations [4, 50].
Speed first methods (Section 2.2.2) have recently gained interest within the
area of video anomaly detection [4, 46, 47]. These methods usually reduce computa-
tional times by reducing the number of features to be processed per frame [46, 47, 81]
or employing local low-complexity descriptors [4, 46, 47, 98].
We stress positive aspects of speed first methods. The work of Lu et al. [47]
and that of Biswas and Babu [46] manage to model a small number of features even
though they employ multi-scale scanning techniques. Speed first methods may also
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use features that are fast to compute, but not highly descriptive. For example, in [46]
the authors employ the motion vectors of a video sequence as features in a histogram-
binning scheme. In [47], the authors use local temporal gradients extracted in a
multi-scale fashion as the main features.
Another conventional technique to reduce the processing times is by em-
ploying cell-based methods to extract features from fixed spatio-temporal regions
[50, 81, 85, 92]. Cell-based approaches, therefore, do not require STIP or other
saliency detection techniques; moreover, they can be used to limit the number of
extracted features [50].
2.3 Spatio-Temporal Features
At the core of video analysis are the spatio-temporal descriptors. We require these
for abnormal event detection and action recognition. However, very common authors
test new proposed features only on action recognition. Broadly speaking, we can
classify them into two main sub-categories. Double precision features (Section 2.3.1)
and Binary features (Section 2.3.2) according to the data type representation. We
describe them next.
2.3.1 Double Precision Features
Extracting features with the specific purpose of video analysis probably started with
the work of Dollar et al. [2]. Their goal is to classify the mouse behaviour out of
five actions: drink, eat, explore, groom and sleep (see Figure 2.21). Although a few
approaches precede their work to identify actions in the video; they introduce the
concept of spatio-temporal locations being mapped into a different feature space
to boost their descriptiveness. In detail, their work follows the idea of Laptev
and Lindeberg [103] that particular spatio-temporal locations in the video are more
distinctive than others to identify actions. They evaluate a series of metrics to rank
the descriptiveness of those regions. These metrics are normalised flattered pixel
values of brightness, gradients and optical flow (Lucas-Kanade). Surprisingly, the
best performing metric is brightness gradients. The worst is normalised pixel values.
The difference between the best and the worst metrics is around 20% classification
error. This disparity reveals the importance of raw data transformation. This
work also exhibits that 2D descriptors (e.g. SIFT) have inferior performance in
action recognition. Therefore, it is important to include temporal information in the
features. It is still not clear why the optical flow did not perform the best. Perhaps,
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Figure 2.21: Illustrations from [2]. First row, Spatio-temporal support regions detected by
interest points. Second and third rows, patches contained in the video volume.
it is the fact that the tested videos contained relatively simple background8. Future
work reveals that optical flow features perform better in action recognition [6, 7].
Scovanner et al. [11] propose an extension of the popular 2D SIFT [104] de-
scriptor for the spatio-temporal domain. 3DSIFT employs as motion source spatio-
temporal gradients, making the descriptor robust to intensity changes. They gen-
erate the feature vector by binning the gradients’ direction using the polar and
azimuthal angle of all pixels enclosed in the support region. The binning mecha-
nism has been shown to be efficient with 32 orientations. They use a 3DSIFT +
BoF +SVM pipeline to classify ten actions achieving an accuracy higher than 80%.
Extending 2D feature basis to the temporal domain is also proposed by
Willems et al. [105], i.e., 3D extended Speeded Up Robust Features (eSURF). The
descriptor captures the Haar-wavelets responses of the spatio-temporal region con-
voluted with 3 differential operators. This descriptor is not as accurate as 3DSIFT
but is considerably faster.
Klaser et al. [6] propose to capture spatio-temporal gradients using high order
histogram binning. Similar to HOG, they propose 3DHOG, which is a feature vector
with less than a half the dimensions of 3DSIFT. Thus it requires less computational
effort for its calculation.
Laptev et al. [106] propose an orientation binning scheme using the optical
8Henceforward, we refer to simple background to those scenes which contain no significant
camera motion and environmental conditions that could easily allow segmenting moving objects.
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Figure 2.22: (left) BRIEF-ORB patterns, (centre) BRISK and (right) FREAK. Four re-
gions are compared around the interest point (green cross) to create logical values.
flow as motion source, i.e. HOF. Their proposed feature has been shown to be very
efficient because of its descriptiveness and considerably lower dimensionality. Their
less than a hundred-dimensional vector is very accurate in complex backgrounds out-
performing gradient-based motion sources, such as HOG. In [107], optical flow has
been shown to be more efficient than spatio-temporal gradient using different STIP
detectors. Extracting derivatives from the optical flow before binning demonstrated
to be descriptive by Wang et al. [7].
Wang et al. [7, 73, 108] demonstrate that tracking trajectories to create fea-
tures from dense optical flow instead of STIP detectors significantly improves accu-
racy in action recognition. These approaches capture the small vector displacements
of the optical flow to create a trajectory.
Oliva and Torralba [109], Shao et al. [110], Shao and Gao [111] explore fre-
quency transformations to generate features capturing the main frequency compo-
nents of the video volume. Oriented filters in the frequency domain, as proposed by
Solmaz et al. [112] demonstrate competitive accuracy as well.
2.3.2 Binary Features
Image Features
The authors of [113–116] extensively explore binary descriptors for images. Calon-
der et al. [113] propose Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF),
which is a descriptor that encodes into binary strings the support region around an
interest point. To this end, a random pattern is use to compare different regions
(Figure 2.22 left). Rublee et al. [114] propose Oriented fast and Rotated BRIEF
(ORB), which is a descriptor that uses random patterns as BRIEF However, it
estimates the orientation of the interest point [117] before the encoding. Leuteneg-
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Figure 2.23: A toy patch a). Viola-Jones patterns (b-c), FREAK patterns (d-e) generating
logical values. This generation is done by comparing the sum of pixel’s intensities in the
regions A and B.
ger et al. [115] propose Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF),
which is a descriptor that compares regions of variable size in a circular pattern
enclosing the interest point (Figure 2.22 centre). Alahi et al. [116] propose Fast
Retina Keypoint (FREAK) (Figure 2.22 right), which is a descriptor that uses an
overlapped fine-to-coarse pattern around the interest point.
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Figure 2.24: Bit Comparison Matrix. From a set of interest points, we calculate their
binary features and store them in a matrix. This matrix is an array whose size is N ×D,
where N is the number of features and D number of pair comparisons.
As we can see from Figure 2.22, we can generate thousands of bits by compar-
ing the regions using an all-vs-all pairs scheme (see Figure 2.23 for a toy example);
therefore we have to limit the comparisons by selecting a few pairs. Choosing those
pairs is an initial stage because we need to find out which ones are the most descrip-
tive. This procedure is known as best-pair seeking [115, 116]. This seeking implies
to determine which pairs generate the most distinctive features. To this end, we
require to calculate a bit comparison matrix from a set of interest points, as Fig-
ure 2.24 illustrates. This matrix comprises N number of features generated by D
number of pair comparisons. Thus each row represents a feature and each column
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Figure 2.25: Best-pair seeking process. Each column represents a comparison bit generated
by one pair. The most discriminant pairs appear to be within the range 2σ.
a comparison. The seeking procedure is as follows using the bit comparison matrix:
1. Compute the mean for each feature dimension (comparison bit), where we
associate the columns with dimensions and rows with features.
2. Order the columns according to the mean. The first columns are the one with
means closest to 0.5.
3. Calculate the correlation between all columns (all-vs-all matrix).
4. Select the best column (i.e. the one with the highest variance) and iteratively
select the remaining columns that are less correlated to the best column using
the all-vs-all correlation matrix.
After this procedure, the pairs are sorted from the most to the less descriptive
(see Figure 2.25 produced by FREAK patterns). The rest is selecting a number of
those pairs to create the binary feature.
Video Features
Ma and Cisar [118] propose binary features for event detection and is one of the
earliest work in video analysis that successfully incorporates binary features to the
spatio-temporal domain. They propose a variant of LBP for the spatio-temporal
domain using dynamic textures which achieves competitive results in video surveil-
lance. Specifically, they generate binary features by comparing the pixel intensities
of the centre pixel of the support regions compared with its local neighbours.
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Raginsky and Lazebnik [119] propose a hashing technique to map the double
precision features to the binary domain in order to speed up computations in sub-
sequent steps; the method is called Local Sensitive Hashing (LSH). This mapping
naturally requires firstly to calculate the orientation-based descriptors. Therefore,
its total complexity is equal to the double precision features complexity plus the
complexity of the mapping process.
Inspired by LBP, Kliper-Gross et al. [120], Yeffet and Wolf [121] propose
Motion Interchanges Patterns (MIPs). Matching pixel intensities in local neigh-
bourhood has been proven to be an efficient technique to classify actions, despite
it is not a feature itself defined by a STSR. Specifically, they propose to efficiently
capture the motion in the local spatio-temporal region for each pixel in the video
by using three fixed values (−1, 0, 1) called trinary patterns. Thus, the MIPs en-
code no STSR but the whole video sequence into a binary feature. They associate
the concatenation of different MIPs with actions, e.g., handclapping, running, walk-
ing. This system is an practical approach to recognise actions with outstanding
computational efficiency.
Discussion and Drawbacks
Binary-based descriptors for images have been shown to have good performance in
object detection. This fact leads to thinking immediately: why not just directly
extend the 2D binary-based formulations to the spatio-temporal domain to create a
new binary video descriptor? Let us discuss some essential aspects.
LBP: This technique assumes that capturing pixel intensities comparisons
generates distinctive features. The original work is tested taking a pixel and see
which neighbours have lower or higher pixel intensities. This procedure, unfortu-
nately, is notably sensitive to noise when the compared pixels are distant. Hence,
comparing not isolated pixels but summed patch intensities lead to more distinc-
tive features because of their robustness to noise. Therefore, LBP needs necessary
adjustments.
Existing Patterns: One can verify that extrapolating the 2D patterns (e.g.
FREAK, BRISK) to the spatio-temporal domain lead to very poor results regarding
accuracy in action recognition. We observe the following aspects that could explain
this problem.
• As the inner regions (see Figure 2.22) are progressively smaller, the compar-
isons between the small and the large ones generate practically random bits
making the descriptors very sensitive to noise. Perhaps this explains their low
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performance.
• By extending the 2D pairs to 3D pairs, the number of compared pairs signif-
icantly increases (in the order of thousands), making the best-pair selection
very computationally expensive because of the all-to-all correlation matrix
used to find the best pairs.
• The best-pair selection is self-defeating because it in line with at least one of
the Golomb’s postulates of random series.
In the best-pair seeking, we sort feature columns according to their correlation
and high variance (or mean greater than 0.5), but the first Golomb postulate
states that a random series contains approximately the same number of 1’s
and 0’s. For example, assume that a particular column contains the series
1010101 . . . whose mean is 0.5. According to the seeking procedure, we have
to select this column even though the feature in that column is obviously not
descriptive.
During the best-pair seeking, one can observe that after the procedure’s cor-
relation iteration, the process outputs pairs that produce very random bits.
We can obtain better results by only selecting the bits inside the range 2σ
having the mean of the columns as the input variable of a normal distribution.
Therefore, random bits generate low variant features which are not highly
descriptive. This aspect contradicts the best-seeking pair criterion.
• Selecting the most descriptive bits is a complex task if we consider the Golomb
postulates. Ideally, the generated bits should not satisfy any of the postulates;
one can prove that the most random bits are the ones with less discriminat-
ing capacity and also the ones that closely match the postulates. Thus the
best-pair seeking procedure should not be consistent with the postulates and
contrary it is.
• One of the aspects we found inconsistent with the selection criteria is that
according to the authors [114, 116], more bits should enhance performance.
However, one can verify that more bits tend to create confusion instead. After
128 bits of the 2σ range, one can verify the accuracy starts to decrease. This
aspect lead us to conclude that more bits do not necessarily enhance accuracy.
These exposed aspects require attention in order to generate robust binary-
based features for video analysis.
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2.3.3 Binary vs Double Precision Features
The main drawback of double precision features is that they are high-dimensional
vectors [6, 7, 11]. High-dimensional vectors usually result in high storage demands.
As a consequence, further processing in action recognition using these descriptors,
e.g. clustering and matching, involve long computational times [113, 116]. The data
format they need also results in excessive memory demands, for instance, [7, 11]
descriptors produce features that require more storage than that needed to store
the video itself, sometimes, more than a thousand times. We can list the four main
drawbacks regarding they computational efficiency.
1. Every pixel within the STSR requires computing its orientation.
2. The resulting orientations require binning and frequency counting.
3. Storing those features requires double data precision.
4. The dimensionality of the resultant feature vector is considerably high.
These aspects inevitably hinder computational speed and storage efficiency. Hence,
it is essential to develop low-dimensional video descriptors that do not considerably
increase computations and storage demands.
Binary features for action recognition are an effort in the pursuit of lower
computational complexity. This low computational complexity is the primary mo-
tivation for various image binary-based descriptors [113–116, 122]. Binary-based
features rely on one core operation, which is the comparison. This operation is cal-
culated remarkably fast, and its result requires only fractions of memory for being
stored. Therefore, binary features are an attractive alternative for video processing
to speed up feature extraction or reduce computational demands.
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Chapter 3
Graph-based Abnormal Event
Detection
T his chapter starts with some essential aspects of the state-of-the-art. Out ofthe abnormal event detection techniques, Trajectory-based (Section 2.2.1)
and No Trajectory-based (Section 2.2.1), I explore the latter. The reason to explore
this technique is that tracking objects in the scenes is itself a challenging prob-
lem [83, 123, 124]. Not only do background conditions [123] complicate object’s
segmentation but also the overlapping with other moving objects [83, 124]. As a
point of fact, in video surveillance crowded scenes [72, 77] are very common making
tremendously challenging tracking objects. This complication is the reason behind
proposing no-tracking approaches [3], and why no-tracking-based methods achieve
better performance [4, 97]. Nevertheless, we should highlight that the object’s dis-
placement is undoubtedly a rich source of motion information. However, solving the
problems related to the very core of tracking are out of the scope of the interest of
this thesis. Instead of dealing with the tracking problem I employ essential concepts
regarding no-tracking abnormal event detection to elaborate new formulations based
on graph theory.
We propose a method to detect abnormal events in the video without minding
the processing times. To this end, graph-based methods [4, 45, 76] have been shown
promising results; thus we decide to analyse a video sequence as a fully connected
graph.
Roshtkhari and Levine [4] propose to use as motion source the temporal
gradient. This motion source proved to be efficient in terms of speed and accuracy,
however, taking only pixel intensity is not very descriptive as [2] reveals. Thus we
decide to enhancing the local descriptor using this motion source.
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Figure 3.1: The proposed method. a) The perspective grid to extract video volumes. b)
The temporal gradient detects motion, and the perspective grid defines the video volumes.
c) We merge each video volume using the maximum operator to compute the WMD. A
set of connected graphs are generated to capture moving objects. d) We use the graphs’
properties to detect abnormal movement.
Thida et al. [45], Kim and Grauman [76] propose to analyse the video as a
fully connected graph to detect abnormal events by examining the local features’
composition. Thus, we represent STSRs as fully connected graphs, assuming that
the local descriptor enhances graph-based methods.
Contributions: We propose a graph-based method to detect video anoma-
lies by analysing video volumes. Our approach employs the Wake Motion Descrip-
tor (WMD) to describe the trace left behind by a moving object in the scene. The
method takes into account the perspective of the scene to construct the video vol-
umes. Specifically, it uses varying-size volumes according to the relative position of
the regions they describe in relation to the camera’s location. By using a proba-
bilistic inference process, the method analyses and classifies video volumes. Those
video volumes with not previously seen wakes are deemed to be abnormal. The
main contributions in this chapter lie therein the gathering of motion information.
We can summarise them as:
• We improve feature extraction via WMD.
• The STSR are of variable size compensating the perspective of the scene.
This chapter has four sections. Section 3.1 presents details of the proposed
graph-based method. Section 3.2 shows results of the proposed method using the
UCSD dataset. Section 3.3 gives discussions and analysis of the results obtained.
We conclude this chapter in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: a) Optical flow of a scene as it increases from blue to red for those regions close
to the camera. b) Starting from an initial cell c1 of size nx,1 × ny,1, we generate smaller
cells as they approach the vanishing point of the scene. c) Using set D, which contains the
diagonal size of all cells, D = {bd1c, bd2c, . . . , bdnc}, the perspective grid is generated by
sweeping the scene in the vertical and horizontal direction starting with cell size c1, which
is located at the point farthest from the scene’s vanishing point.
3.1 Proposed Graph-based Inference Framework
Figure 3.1 graphically summarises the method. First, the gradient along the whole
video sequence in the time direction detects motion. Then we extract video volumes
considering the perspective of the scene so that video volumes depicting regions
close to the camera have bigger size than those far from it. Later we merge the
frames comprising each video volume using the maximum operator to compute the
WMD. This descriptor is then used to generate a set of connected graphs. Finally,
the graphs’ properties are used to detect abnormal movement. The next sections
describe each step in detail.
3.1.1 Perspective Grid and Video Volumes
When capturing a scene, we commonly find that the camera’s field of view is at an
angled position from the principal plane of movement. In this case, objects appear
to move faster as they approach the camera, even if they move at a constant speed.
Figure 3.2a illustrates this effect, where the optical flow’s magnitude increases for
those regions closer to the camera. Moreover, objects close to the camera appear to
be bigger than those located far from it even if they are the same size. Within the
context of anomaly detection using video volumes, the relative change in an object’s
speed and size introduced by the camera’s angle of view may have a detrimental
effect on the extracted features.
The apparent object size changing problem may be solved by scaling objects,
in size and speed, as they move closer to the camera in the scene; however, any scal-
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ing method, e.g. nearest-neighbour interpolation, requires object tracking. Thus,
we explore a solution to this problem.
In this thesis, unlike common grid-based methods, e.g. [81], [50], we propose
to create video volumes of different sizes in the XY plane. These sizes are according
to their position relative to the camera’s location. In other words, the size of the XY
plane of volumes increases as they capture regions that are closer to the camera’s
location. To create volumes of different size, we build a perspective grid for the
whole sequence, which comprises cells that define the size of the video volumes in
the XY plane. Figure 3.2c illustrates this construction, where those cells depicting
regions near the camera are bigger than those located far from it.
To construct the perspective grid we detect the vanishing point p of the
scene. In this case, we detect it manually. The process is as follows: starting from
an initial cell c1 of size nx,1 × ny,1, we make cells smaller as they approach the
vanishing point, Figure 3.2b illustrates this process. For each generated cell, we
store its diagonal size, bdkc, in the set D:
D =
⋃
k
bdkc. (3.1)
Then, we use the elements in D and the location of p to sweep the scene vertically
and horizontally to define the volume sizes in the XY plane (see Figure 3.2c). We
obtain a video volume vi by selecting the subregion denoted by cell ci of size nx,i
× ny,i over nt,i frames along the sequence, as Figure 3.1b illustrates. In this thesis,
nt,i is constant for all video volumes.
3.1.2 Wake Motion Descriptor
The proposed method captures the trace left behind by a moving object in the
scene, i.e. its wake. This trace provides information about the object’s motion
characteristics. We expect to have different wakes from different objects moving at
different speeds, e.g. a boat crossing a lake fast or slow. Therefore, we can classify
an object based on its wake.
Figure 3.3 shows the wake generation from a video sequence. To calculate the
scene’s wake, we first compute the gradient in the time direction along the sequence:
Mj = Ij+1 − Ij , (3.2)
where j denotes the index of frame I. For a sequence of J frames, sequence M
comprises j − 1 gradient frames. Next, we merge nt mini-frames inside each video
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Figure 3.3: Motion source to extract wakes. (Top) A video sequence and its (middle)
temporal gradient. (bottom) The wake calculated from the temporal gradient.
volume vi into a 2D array of size nx × ny to generate the corresponding wake wi:
wi = max∆t[vi], (3.3)
wheremax∆t denotes the maximum operator in the time direction. Then, we analyse
the texture in the wake wi using the SFTA descriptor.
ny
nx
…
{a0 , m0 , f0} {a1 , m1 , f1} {an , mn , fn}
Figure 3.4: Example support region used by WMD to extract the SFTA feature. This
descriptor binarises the Image using different thresholds. For each binarisation, it calculates
the area, mean and fractal dimension.
The SFTA descriptor requires decomposing an image into a set of binary
images (see Figure 3.4). From those binary images, the fractal dimensions of the
resulting regions are computed to describe segmented texture patterns. SFTA gen-
erates a feature d, comprising the area, mean and fractal dimension of the binarised
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p p p p
a) b) c) d) 
Figure 3.5: a) N8 pixel connectivity of pixel p with its immediate neighbours (enclosed by
the red box) . (b - d) one or more pixels make p ’connected’.
image [125]. The binarised image B, comprising N pixels, is calculated as:
B(x, y) =
1, 0 6 I(x, y) 6 10, otherwise , (3.4)
where 0 and 1 are empirical thresholds. We calculate the area a and mean m as
follows:
a = 1
N
∑
x,y
B(x, y) m = 1
N
∑
x,y
I(x, y). (3.5)
The fractal E of the image is as follows:
E(x, y) =

1, ∃(x′, y′) ∈ N8 [(x, y)]
1, B(x′, y′) = 0 ∧B(x, y) = 1
0, otherwise
, (3.6)
where N8 is the eight pixel connectivity (see Figure 3.5). The fractal dimen-
sion f is calculated as:
f =
∑
s logCsx,y
log s , (3.7)
Csx,y =
∑
x0≤x≤x1
y0≤y≤y1
E(x, y), (3.8)
where s = (x1− x0)(y1− y0) is the scale. Using a set of normal scenes, i.e., training
data, we construct a GMM with K components using the features di ∈ RD and
determine the corresponding parameters θ using the EM algorithm. Thereby, for
each feature we have:
N (dj |µ,Σ) = 1√
(2pi)D|Σ|
exp
(
−12 (dj − µ)
>Σ−1 (dj + µ)
)
, (3.9)
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G2(V,E)G1(V,E)
Figure 3.6: Two graphs are representing the characteristics of two objects’ motion in
the scene. The graph in blue corresponds to a pedestrian’s motion while the one in red
corresponds to a bicycle’s motion.
where N (µ,Σ) denotes a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix
Σ. Equation (3.9) is used to determine whether incoming features have a high
probability to appear accordingly to the previously seen ones.
3.1.3 Graph Formation
We can represent small space-time regions interactions using a set of connected
graphs [45]. A graph Gi(V,E) is created comprising all those connected video vol-
umes in space-time and whose feature d meets the following criterion:
 ≤ −log[
∏
k
p(θk|dj)], (3.10)
where  is a threshold and p(θk|dj) is the model of Equation (3.9). In other words,
we connect video volumes vi and vj in space-time if their respective features satisfy
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Cyclist
Pedestrian
Figure 3.7: Wakes: the trace left behind by two different objects from the UCSD dataset.
(left) Pedestrian (right) Cyclist.
Equation 3.10, then an undirected edge is generated between vi and vj .
From the graphs (see Figure 3.6), we infer the object’s size, speed and motion
duration in the scene. To this end, we build a model with the most common graph’s
properties from a set of normal frames. Figure 3.7 shows the wake left behind by
two objects coming from abnormal frames. The wakes are consistently different for
objects of different nature.
3.1.4 Anomaly Detection
We can classify moving objects based on their corresponding graph’s properties,
e.g., number of vertices |V | or edges |E|, diameter, connectivity, density, etc. In this
thesis, we detect abnormal motion patterns by considering each graph’s edge size
x
|E|
i = Gi,|E| and diameter xDi = Gi,D. The former corresponds to the longest path
s in the graph for any two vertices u and v:
Gi,D = maxu,vs(u, v). (3.11)
We classify different graphs using a normal distribution N(µ, σ). In the training
stage, we estimate the mean, µ, and variance, σ of a set of U normal graphs. The
µ and σ of the edges’ size are as follows:
µ|E| =
1
U
I∑
i=1
x
|E|
i σ|E| =
1
U
I∑
i=1
(x|E|i − µ|E|)2. (3.12)
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For the diameter of the normal graphs, µ and σ are:
µD =
1
U
I∑
i=1
xDi σD =
1
U
I∑
i=1
(xDi − µD)2. (3.13)
The probability that a graph Gi fits the model is given by:
p(Gi) =
∏
k={|E|,D}
1
σk
√
2pi
e
− (x
k
i
−µk)2
2σ2
k . (3.14)
The graph Gi is deemed to be normal if the following assumption is satisfied:
γ ≥ − log[p(Gi)]. (3.15)
In this way, we can detect abnormal graphs associated with abnormal STSRs that
depict unusual moving objects.
3.2 Experimental Results on UCSD
We use the popular UCSD pedestrian datasets [126] to test the proposed method.
The dataset contains footage from two pedestrian side-walks where abnormal events
occur. The first scene contains 34 normal video clips and 36 abnormal video clips;
the second scene contains 16 normal video clips and 14 abnormal video clips. Both
scenes contain different crowd densities and non-pedestrian moving objects, namely
bikes, small cars, skaters and wheelchairs, which are deemed to be abnormal.
We use the normal videos of this dataset as training data to derive the prob-
abilistic models in Equation 3.9 and 3.14. Empirically Equation 3.10 and Equation
3.15 have values of  = 7.5 and γ = 2.3. For the model in Equation 3.9, K = 3
Gaussians models. We selected these values because they provide the best detection
accuracy during the evaluations.
We compare the proposed graph-based method against many state-of-the-
art approaches. There are two ways to this end, either at a pixel or frame level
detection. This second implies considering the frame abnormal regardless of the
abnormal pixel locations. For the former case, we have to compare the abnormal
frames against the ground truth at a pixel level to locate the position of the unusual
event.
We use the Equal Error Rate (EER) to rank our method. This metric de-
scribes the rate of misclassified frames; it is smaller when the system correctly
identifies abnormal frames. If the EER increases, the cause could be (I) the system
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Figure 3.8: Frame level ROC comparison of the proposed graph-based method and state-
of-the-art methods for the UCSD pedestrian datasets. [4] STC, [10] IBC, [45] LE, [77] MDT,
[1] LOF
is not detecting them or (II) those identified frames are not abnormal.
For the first experiment (frame level), we consider a frame to be abnormal
if it contains at least one anomalous pixel. For this case, Figure 3.8 shows the
detection accuracy of the state-of-the-art and the proposed method via the Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve. Note that the proposed approach achieves
very similar performance to that attained by [4, 10], but with shorter computational
time and less number of training frames.
For the second experiment (pixel level), we consider a frame to be abnormal if
it contains at least 40% of the abnormal pixels given by the ground truth. Otherwise,
as [77] suggest, we consider the detection as a false alarm.
Table 3.1: EER for the UCSD pedestrian datasets for various methods and corresponding
no. of required training frames
Method Dataset Frame Level (%) Pixel Level (%) No. of Training Frames
Proposed Ped1 19 26 200
Ped2 16 25 180
Roshtkhari and Levine [4] Ped1 15 27 200
Spatio-Temporal Compositions (STC) Ped2 13 26 180
Boiman and Irani [10] Ped1 14 26 6800
Inference By Composition (IBC) Ped2 13 26 2880
Thida et al. [45] Ped1 13 22 1000
Laplacian Eigenmap (LE) Ped2 22 31 1000
Mahadevan et al. [77] Ped1 25 58 6800
Mixture of Dynamic Textures (MDT) Ped2 24 54 2880
Adam et al. [1] Ped1 38 76 6800
Local Optical Flow (LOF) Ped2 42 - 2880
Table 3.1 tabulates the EER at pixel and frame levels, and Figure 3.9 shows
visual results. Results in Table 3.1 show that the proposed method outperforms
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Figure 3.9: Some samples of abnormal frame detection for the UCSD pedestrian datasets.
Row (1-2) depicts scenes from the Ped1 set and (3-4) from the Ped2 set. Highlighted in
green the abnormal regions. The proposed method detects cyclists, skaters, wheelchairs,
and small cars.
some of the state-of-the-art approaches on the UCSD pedestrian datasets regarding
detection accuracy at a pixel level.
Note that the proposed method requires the same number of frames in the
training stage as [4], which is considered the state-of-the-art due to the small num-
bers of frames necessary to train the method.
The proposed method also attains competitive computational times as re-
ported in Table 3.2. We run all tests using a PC: Intel Core Quad with 2 CPUs and
7.8GB of RAM without parallelising the code.
We notice that although the proposed method is able to detect all non-
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pedestrian movements in both datasets, it is sensitive to synchronised crowd move-
ment in the same direction; e.g. a group of pedestrians walking in a synchronised
fashion in the same direction. This effect is mainly due to occlusions among objects.
In these cases, the WMD confuses the crowd as a combination of objects moving in
the same direction at the same speed with a big moving object.
Table 3.2: Computational time per frame
Method Dataset Time (seconds)
Thida et al. [45] Ped1 0.0065
Ped2 0.0065
Roshtkhari and Levine [4] Ped1 0.19
Ped2 0.22
Proposed Ped1 1.22
Ped2 1.55
Mahadevan et al. [77] Ped1 21
Ped2 29
Boiman and Irani [10] Ped1 69
Ped2 83
We also evaluate the benefits of using the proposed perspective grid. Table
3.3 reports the detection accuracy at a frame and pixel level of the proposed method
when the perspective grid is used (PG) and not used (No PG). Let us recall that we
deem a frame to be correctly identified as abnormal if the method detects at least
40% of the ground truth pixels.
Table 3.3: EER of the proposed method for the UCSD pedestrian datasets when using
Perspective Grid (PG)
Method Dataset Frame Level (%) Pixel Level (%)
Proposed-(PG) Ped1 19 26
Ped2 16 25
Proposed-(No PG) Ped1 26 35
Ped2 21 27
In both datasets, the proposed method can detect abnormal motion patterns
in the whole frame regardless whether the moving objects are close or far from the
camera’s position. The framework identifies the unusual objects as soon as they
appear in the scene.
Note that the benefits of using the perspective grid are more significant for
dataset Peds1 than those for UCSD dataset Peds2. This enhancement is due to the
camera position in dataset Peds1 from the principal plane of movement, as Figure
3.9 illustrates.
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3.3 Discussions
The proposed method achieves competitive performance detecting anomalous events;
the next step is to identify unusual activity in real video surveillance. However, at
this point, we have to recall an important aspect. To create a practical application
of the proposed graph-based proposed method, we have to reduce the computational
times of the core steps, i.e. SFTA and graph properties. To solve the long compu-
tational times, as Table 3.2 shows, the method requires processing frames at least
50× faster to be online performing. Specifically, the graph properties extraction is
very computational expensive considering the spatio-temporal neighbourhood explo-
ration of each vertex for all paths. We observed that each vertex requires an all-vs-all
subpath search leading to an O(V 3) complexity algorithm. Further optimisation of
this algorithm may lead to an O(E2 +V log(V )) algorithm [127]. However, it is still
too high to reduce computations as needed.
Another complication is that the SFTA descriptor requires computational
times of c.a. 15ms per STSR – thus the complexity is also very high – forcing us
to explore a faster feature extraction method. Specifically, this descriptor requires
each pixel N8 connectivity, analysing the fractal dimension for each binary image
B(x, y) over different scales s giving an O(n4) algorithm.
Unfortunately, the previously mentioned aspects hinder our method’s speed
performance. All these aspects lead us to consider new formulations to represent
the video structure. Mainly, we have to capture spatio-temporal compositions not
requiring such a high complex graph search, and we have to encode STSRs faster.
These aspects are the motivation of the next chapter.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter proposed a graph-based method for anomaly detection in video. This
approach is based on statistical inferences using video volumes and a wake motion
descriptor. In order to compensate for the camera’s position and the underlying
perspective of the scene, the method uses a perspective grid to define the size of
video volumes according to their proximity to the camera.
Based on the wake motion descriptor, the method constructs graphs of spa-
tiotemporal connected video volumes that describe moving objects. Those moving
objects with graphs whose characteristics do not fit a probabilistic model are deemed
to be abnormal. We tested the method against several state-of-the-art methods. Re-
sults show that it provides a competitive detection accuracy.
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Chapter 4
Online Abnormal Event
Detection
A s we stated in the previous Chapter 2 abnormal events can be detected un-der two different scopes: accuracy first (Section 2.2) and speed first (Section
2.3). The former, despite its better precision, is impractical for real scenarios. This
Chapter proposes a method to detect abnormal events in real-time while main-
taining high detection accuracy. The graph-based method proposed in 3 motivates
this Chapter. Even though the graph-based method attains good accuracy, it is
unsuitable for practical scenarios as Section 3.3 reveals.
As we can see from Section 2.2.3, there is a clear trade-off between detection
accuracy and processing times in video anomaly detection. The challenge is then
to appropriately balance this trade-off by employing few, but highly descriptive,
features to attain online performance with a competitive accuracy.
Therefore, in this chapter, I propose an online event detection method com-
prising low complexity techniques. The proposed approach does not require an
optimised version to reduce the computational times as directly addresses the time-
constraint problem. Our contributions as are follows:
1. We incorporate optical flow, temporal gradient and foreground occupancy as
motion sources in a dual-inference mechanism for abnormal event detection.
2. The proposed framework uses a multi-scale scanning technique compensat-
ing the apparent change of object’s size and speed. Thus, we detect events
close and far from the camera.
3. We combine the previous two points along with efficient HMM and STIP
techniques into an online method.
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The core of our framework is to generate features from a limited number
of STSR efficiently. Henceforward, we refer to the proposed online method as Ab-
normal Detection with Compact Sets of Features (ADCSF). The ADCSF balances
the speed-accuracy trade-off by using a compact set of optical flow and foreground
occupancy highly descriptive features. A novel cell structure achieves this balance.
Features are extracted only from those cells that are deemed to be relevant to the
analysis. The main differences between existing approaches and the ADCSF are as
follows:
• Although other cell structures exist, e.g. [50, 51, 81], the ADCSF comprises
a novel fine-to-coarse cell structure that is computationally efficient and pro-
cesses cells of multiple sizes. The latter helps to take into account the intrinsic
camera-object distance in the analysis.
• Instead of employing the commonly used convolution-based STIPs, e.g. [98,
99], the ADCSF comprises their binary counterpart FAST [21], see Section
2.1.3. FAST STIPs therefore also contribute to attaining online performance.
• The ADCSF is fed with two motion sources to extract high descriptive features
achieving online performance for the first time. It processes optical flow and
foreground, both of which have been successfully used separately in the past
[4, 81].
• The ADCSF successfully processes optical flow features, which are known to be
highly computationally complex [4, 97] for online performance. We propose
tackling this problem by extracting features only from those cells that are
relevant to the analysis.
The core of the ADCSF is to efficiently describe the events in the scene
without computing a significant number of features. Hence, the ADCSF focuses on
an efficient scene representation using a compact set of features.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: In section 4.1, we describe
the ADCSF. In section 4.2, we present experiments and discussions. We conclude
this chapter in section 4.3.
4.1 Proposed Online Inference Framework
Figure 4.1 graphically summarises the ADCSF. In the Training Stage, first, we
construct a cell structure for the whole scene to define the STSRs (Section 4.1.1)
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Figure 4.1: The ADCSF. We build a cell structure to define the STSR. We extract features
from foreground occupancy and optical flow to construct four models. In the detection
stage, we use these models’ outputs to create two inference likelihood masks to detect of
anomalous events.
to be analysed (Section 4.1.2). Then, the extraction from a compact set of features
takes place, i.e., from a limited number of STSRs. We extract these features from
foreground occupancy and optical flow (Section 4.1.3). The compact set of features
is analysed to construct various models. In the Detection Stage, we use the models
to detect anomalous video volumes (Section 4.1.4). Finally, an inference mechanism
that considers the local spatio-temporal neighbourhood of cells is used to identify
abnormal events (Section 4.1.5.). This section is organised as follows:
• Section 4.1.1 explains the motion sources of the ADCSF.
• Section 4.1.2 details the cell structure necessary to encode the STSR.
• Section 4.1.3 explains feature extraction process.
• Section 4.1.4 describes the probabilistic model computed from the extracted
features.
• Section 4.1.5 explains the inference method used to detect abnormal events.
4.1.1 Motion Sources
The initial step of the abnormal inference frame is to define the motion sources.
There are several motion sources proposed in the literature, for example foreground
occupancy, e.g. [81], temporal gradients, e.g. [4, 47] and optical flow, e.g. [87, 88].
Figure 4.2 illustrates these three motion sources.
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a) Input Frame
c) Foreground d) Temporal gradient
e) Optical Flow
b) Zoomed patch
Figure 4.2: a) Input frame. Three motion sources are displayed: c) foreground occupancy,
d) temporal gradient and e) optical flow. There later is zoomed in from b) for visualisation
purposes.
Modelling the foreground occupancy has significant advantages (see Figures
4.2c and 4.2e). One is that long-term events, e.g. loitering, can be easily detected
with this motion source [1]. For instance, we can define loitering not for what the
subject does but for what the subject stops doing (inactivity). Since the pixels that
capture the subject do not change, pixel-change based motion such as the temporal
gradient or optical flow, does not generate any useful information. In order words,
when objects do not move they merely appear to be part of the background. Another
advantage is that foreground occupancy can also be used to define the object’s size
[81]. Specifically, we can estimate the object’s size in a scene without requiring
segmentation.
Temporal gradient (see Figure 4.2d) is also useful as a motion source. One
of its most important advantages is the time required for its calculation [4]. Re-
garding descriptiveness, it achieves competitive accuracy in action recognition [2].
It also achieves competitive performance in action recognition while attaining short
processing times [4, 47, 97].
The majority of abnormal event detection methods employ optical flow. One
of the reason is because it is very accurate for action recognition [128]. Using the
STSRs to extract optical flow features make this motion source highly reliable, one
example is the HOF descriptor [106] as described in Chapter 2. The more descriptive
the features are, the more accurate the inference method is [98]
As discussed, all these motion sources are useful to detect abnormal events.
Combining them is a significant contribution of this chapter because these sources
have shown advantages and we propose to make use of all of them in a single
framework. Specifically, we propose to use optical flow and foreground for feature
extraction and temporal gradient to detect STIPs.
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Figure 4.3: Sample frames illustrating the objects’ apparent size change due to the camera’s
position. The object boxed in orange seems to be larger and move faster than those objects
boxed in green.
4.1.2 Cell Structure
We have to define the STSRs to extract features from motion sources. Considering
the insights of Section 2.2, we inevitably need to propose a computationally efficient
multi-scale structure to define these STSRs. As Figure 4.3 illustrates, the STSRs
must be larger as the objects are closer to the camera. In other words, we must
compensate for the apparent change the object size due to the camera’s position.
Those STSRs relatively close to the camera provide more descriptive information
than those located far from it. Therefore, taking into account the camera’s position
in the scene to extract features can significantly enhance performance [12, 81, 129].
To address the camera’s position problem, we use a cell structure where
cells are defined using a non-overlapping grid over the spatial domain. An equal-
sized cell structure is intuitively not appropriate to deal with the camera’s position
and the associated scene’s perspective, as it results in extracting features equally
from all regions of the scene regardless of their location relative to the camera.
A simple solution to compensate for the scene’s perspective is to track objects as
they enter and exit in it. However, object tracking is particularly challenging and
computationally complex in crowded scenarios [83, 123, 124].
In this chapter, the assumption is that the camera is acquiring an unob-
structed view of a scene and lies in a high position looking downwards. This as-
sumption is valid for the majority of video surveillance cameras. When the camera
captures downwards from an elevated position to acquire an unobstructed scene, the
lower region of the scene then tends to be the one closest to the camera. Thus, we
propose to create a grid with variable-sized cells where the largest cells capture the
lower region of the scene (i.e., regions closest to the camera), and the the smallest
cells capture the upper region of the scene (i.e., regions farthest from the camera).
Large cells then provide more information to compute features.
The size of the cell is defined according to the frame size, see Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: a) Example cell structure for a scene. Cells of different size are highlighted
in different colors for illustration purposes. Largest cells correspond to regions closest to
the camera. The cell c at position (i, j) has spatial dimensions of mx ×my. b) we extract
HOF descriptors from video volume v, which is the support region for the STIP at position
(xp, yp, tp). The size of v is determined according to the cell in which the spatial location
(xp, yp) falls into.
Starting from the frame’s top border, given the smallest support region where y0 =
ny, the rest of the support regions vertically grow with a factor α. Let yk be the
vertical dimension of the kth cell as associated with its vertically adjacent cell, i.e.,
the (k + 1)th cell, by:
yk = αyk+1, (4.1)
where α > 1 is a growth rate that makes the (k + 1)th cell larger than the kth cell.
Thus, the vertical size of the frame, denoted by Y , can be expressed in terms of the
recursive vertical dimension of each cell as follows:
Y =
n∑
k=0
αky0, (4.2)
where n is the number of cells along the vertical dimension and y0 is the vertical
dimension of the smallest cell. To find n, initially we set y0 to an initial value.
Equation 4.2 can be easily transformed into its geometric series form:
Y/y0 =
αn+1 − 1
α− 1 . (4.3)
The value of n can then be calculated as follows:
n = blogα (Y/y0(α− 1) + 1)− 1e. (4.4)
Equation 4.4 is used to adjust the vertical dimension of the smallest cell. This
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adjusted dimension is denoted as yˆ0:
yˆ0 =
⌊ α− 1
αn+1 − 1Y
⌋
. (4.5)
A similar procedure is followed to determine the size of the horizontal dimension of
the cells. Let X denote the horizontal dimension of the frame. Starting at the top
border of the frame, at position X/2, i.e., the mid-section of the frame, the same
growth rate α is used to increase the horizontal dimension of cells. Specifically,
this dimension is modified in symmetrically from position X/2. However, is not
adjusted the initial horizontal dimension, as we expect to find most of the changes in
objects’ size along the vertical dimension. See Appendix A for an example structure
construction. The next step is to proceed with feature extraction from the defined
STSR.
4.1.3 Feature Extraction
Motion variations influence the descriptiveness of the extracted features. Many mo-
tion and change detection algorithms perform well in some types of videos, but
most are sensitive to sudden illumination changes, environmental conditions, back-
ground/camera motion, and shadows. To this end, substantial efforts have been
made by the CDNET initiative to provide a benchmark for testing and ranking
existing and new algorithms for change and motion detection [130–133].
The ADCSF employs motion and change detection algorithms that allow ex-
tracting a compact set of very descriptive features. To this end, we use two sources
of motion; i.e., background subtraction and optical flow, to extract foreground oc-
cupancy and optical flow features, respectively.
Foreground Occupancy Features
Foreground occupancy is remarkably useful to determine presence and long-term
events [81]. Foreground occupancy provides the motion source that can help to
capture the size and duration of objects in the scene [81]. To this end, we employ a
background subtraction method [134].
Applying background subtraction results in a collection of binary masks, one
for each frame, where true logical values represent the foreground. We denote these
binary masks as Bt for frame t.
We generate a video volume u ∈ R3 on Bt for each cell c located at the
position (i, j) as described in Section 4.1.2. The video volume u has dimensions
mx ×my ×mt, where dimensions mx and my are determined by the horizontal and
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a) Input frame c) Features fromoptical flow
Support region STIP
b) Features from foreground
Foreground Active cell
Figure 4.5: Features extraction. a) Input frame. b) From the foreground mask Bt, we
extract features from active cells . c) From absolute frames differences, we detect STIPs
using FAST and the corresponding STSRs are encoded using optical flow energy and HOF
descriptors. c) Three example support regions of different size.
vertical dimensions of the cell, respectively, and mt denotes the number of frames
which it is fixed for all video volumes.
To calculate the size of the detected objects and their duration in the scene,
we count the number of foreground pixels in each video volume u. For each video
volume u the feature Ft ∈ R1, which represents the foreground occupancy, is calcu-
lated as given by the following expression:
Ft(i, j) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
u(n), (4.6)
where N is the number of pixels in u. We consider the cells as active if their
associated video volumes have a foreground occupancy Ft above a threshold. The
cell is active if at least 10% of the pixels in the associated video volume belongs
to the foreground (see Figure 4.5b). We further analyse only the video volumes
associated with active cells. This exclusion helps to avoid examining regions that
mostly depict background, thus reducing frame processing times and false alarms.
Optical Flow Features
To extract features from optical flow, first, we detect STIPs using the FAST detector
[21]. FAST is a binary-based technique that detects interest points by comparing
the intensity of a particular pixel p with that of its neighbours. If all neighbouring
pixel intensities are greater or lesser than the pixel intensity of p, then the pixel
is considered to be an interest point. This particular binary-based detector has
significant advantages concerning speed over convolution-based ones [98, 103].
In order to discard background information, we apply the FAST detector on
the absolute temporal frame differences (see Figure 4.5c). For each spatial location
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(xp, yp) detected by FAST at the frame difference tp, we generate a video volume
v ∈ R3 of size mx ×my ×mt centred at (xp, yp, tp). The cells’ sizes in the structure
proposed in Section 4.1.2 provide sizes mx and my, size mt is constant for all video
volumes. The size of the video volume v is given by the spatial location (xp, yp)
where we detect the FAST. Specifically, mx and my are equal to the horizontal and
vertical size, respectively, of the cell in which the space location (xp, yp) detected
by STIP falls into. We compute the optical flow energy and a HOF descriptor [31]
to concatenate the feature {Op(xp, yp, tp), wp(xp, yp, tp)} for each STIP detected by
FAST, where
• Op(xp, yp, tp) is the optical flow energy computed as:
Op(xp, yp, tp) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
∥∥∥ [v(n)x , v(n)y ] ∥∥∥2, (4.7)
where vx and vy correspond to the horizontal and vertical optical flow compo-
nents, respectively, for the N pixels in video volume v; and
• wp(xp, yp, tp) is a HOF descriptor; a 5-bin optical flow histogram calculated in
the range [0, 4/5pi] (see Figure 4.4). The histograms are normalised using `1.
4.1.4 Model Construction
We build an inference model to detect abnormal events. The model, as depicted
in Figure 4.1, is composed of four sub-models. Foreground occupancy features and
optical flow energy features are analysed separately by two distinct GMMs. A
Dictionary Model and a Markov Model process the HOF features.
GMM for Foreground Occupancy
We use the foreground occupancy of the scene to capture variable-sized objects
and long-term activity. This motion source allows dealing efficiently with objects
that appear for different periods of time in the scene. Foreground occupancy also
provides information about the size of objects, which is captured by the number of
active cells, as described in Section 4.1.3. We analyse the foreground occupancy of
each one (see Equation 4.6) using a GMM (see Equation 4.8) with parameters θF =
{piFk , µFk , σFk }, representing the weight, mean and standard deviation, respectively, of
the kth component of the GMM. The model’s elements are determined exhaustively
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by iterating the AIC over the model:
pFG(Ft(i, j) | θF ) =
∑
k
piFk N (Ft(i, j) | µFk , σFk ), (4.8)
where N is a normal distribution. For the GMM model of Equation 4.8, the AIC
compares models in the light of information entropy as a measure of Kullback-Leibler
divergence. The AIC for the given model is:
AIC(k, Ft) , log
(
pFG(Ft | θFMLE)
)
− dof(k), (4.9)
where Ft represents the values to be modelled, whose likelihood is to be maximised
by the corresponding distribution of parameters; and θFMLE is the set of parameters
that result in the MLE. Experimentally, we observe that more than ten degrees
of freedom (dof) usually do not provide relevant information. Thus we limit this
number to ten.
We also considere the current cell’s foreground occupancy, Ft(i, j), to evalu-
ate the likelihood of its immediate neighbouring cells as follows:
pFGL(Ft(i, j)) =
i+1∏
x=i−1
j+1∏
y=j−1
δx−i,y−jpFG(Ft(x, y) | θF ), (4.10a)
δa,b =
1, a = 0, b = 00.2, otherwise , (4.10b)
where δ is an exception-modified Kronecker delta function.
GMM for Optical Flow Energy
Events like panic and other sudden variations in the scene might not be adequately
described by the number of objects in the scene, their size or long-term activity,
but rather by the speed of their motion. In order to capture sudden variations in
the scene, we therefore use a GMM of optical flow energy with parameters θO =
{piOk , µOk , σOk }, representing the weight, mean and standard deviation, respectively,
of the kth component:
pOF (Op(xp, yp, tp) | θO) =
∑
k
piOk N (Op(xp, yp, tp) | µOk , σOk ). (4.11)
The model in Equation 4.11 is also estimated by recursively minimising the AIC
metric, as done for the GMM of foreground occupancy. The Akaike criterion for
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model pOF is then:
AIC(k,Op) , log
(
pOF (Op | θOMLE)
)
− dof(k), (4.12)
where Op represents the values to be modeled and θOMLE is the corresponding set of
parameters that results in the maximum likelihood estimation.
Dictionary Model for HOF Descriptors
We have to capture the intrinsic activity information of the scene considering that
the activity may be very different in different regions. For instance, in a scene
depicting a traffic intersection, the activity in the sidewalk may differ a lot from
that on the road. However, anomalous events may occur in both areas. Based on
this, we propose to create unique dictionaries, one per cell, instead of creating a
global dictionary as in [4, 72, 81, 98].
Individual BoF can significantly enhance performance in action recognition,
as [32] suggests. For each cell defined, as described in Section 4.1.2, is assigned a
dictionary that is generated from the set S of HOF descriptors within the cell. To
this end, we use the k-means algorithm to define the cluster centroid zi ∈ R5 in a
dictionary, as follows:
zi : arg min
S
k∑
i=1
∑
wp∈Si
∥∥∥wp − zi∥∥∥2
2
, (4.13)
where wp ∈ R5 is a HOF descriptor as defined in Section 4.1.3. We associate the
dictionary with a probabilistic vote according to the `2 distance. The distance d
to those seen words is `2 ' 0 if the word is present in the dictionary, and `2  0
otherwise. We calculate the posterior of the distance of the observed words as a
normal distribution with parameters θDIC = {µDIC , σDIC}, representing the mean
and standard deviation of the distribution, respectively:
pDIC(dp | θDIC) = N (dp | µDIC , σDIC), (4.14)
where dp is the `2 distance of the word wp ∈ S to the cluster centroid zi.
Markov Model for HOF Descriptors
We employ an FSMC to detect abnormal word ensembles [4]. Markov Models have
been successfully used to detect anomalous events in the context of long-term ac-
tivities [74, 78]. However, these models are usually designed to identify abnormal
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Figure 4.6: Individual dictionaries are built from the set S of HOF descriptors within each
cell. The dictionaries are aligned to ensure the correct FSMC transitions.
events in a global context. This context may be difficult to address if the activity in
the scene varies significantly across different regions, e.g., the activity in a sidewalk
and the road in a scene depicting a traffic intersection. Thus, we use a local model to
detect anomalous events by considering the Markov Model of different regions. Let
us consider the current state Xl given by the matching label l of the local dictionary;
the FSMC probability is then:
pMRV (X1:L) = p(X1)
L∏
l=2
p(XL | Xl−1), (4.15)
where L is the number of transitions defined by the total number of labels of the
current local dictionary. The matching label index, l, is defined as:
l : arg min
l
∥∥∥wp − zl∥∥∥2
2
, (4.16)
and the associated transition matrix, A, is defined as:
Aij = p(Xl = j | Xl−1 = i), (4.17a)∑
j
Aij = 1. (4.17b)
We need to know how likely is that words i and j co-occur. The probability of
observing the two words {i, j} is given by the occurrence n of the words, as follows:
Aij(n) = p(Xl+n = j | Xl = i). (4.18)
The order of occurrence of words is not important if the number of analysed frames
is limited, as it is in this case. Therefore, we can discard their order of occurrence
making matrix A symmetrical.
Since we use a number of different isolated dictionaries, i.e., one per cell, the
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a) Input frame c) Optical flow likelihood map
Normal Abnormal 
d) Labeled frameb) Foreground likelihood map
Figure 4.7: Anomaly inference mechanism. From a) incoming frames, the posterior models
are evaluated by thresholding the b) foreground occupancy likelihood map and the c) optical
flow likelihood map. d) The frame is labelled by evaluating consecutive frames.
FSMC requires that the transition states between adjacent regions correspond to
the same matching labels. For example, in the case of two neighbouring cells, a and
b, with different labels associated with the same word (see Figure 4.6). Therefore
we align a pair of neighbouring dictionaries, za ∈ Rk×5 and zb ∈ Rk×5, as follows:
i : arg min
i
∥∥∥zaj − zbi ∥∥∥22, (4.19a)
zcj = zbi , (4.19b)
where zaj ∈ R5 and zbi ∈ R5 are the words j and i associated with the dictionaries
for cells a and b, respectively; and zc ∈ Rk×5 is an empty auxiliary dictionary. By
setting zb equal to zc, we align the dictionary. After this alignment procedure, the
matching labels lap and lbp for the word wp in the dictionary a and b, respectively, are
the same, i.e. lap = lbp. This ensures that the FSMC transition is the same in a local
spatial region of the scene.
4.1.5 Inference Prediction
The anomaly inference mechanism works in two joint phases. In the first, the models
generate two likelihood binary masks. In the second, these are jointly analysed to
determine unusual events.
First phase - mask generation
The model generates two binary masks in this phase. The first, by thresholding the
posterior of the foreground occupancy model. Figure 4.7b shows a sample of fore-
ground occupancy likelihood map before thresholding. The second, by thresholding
the likelihood of the optical flow energy and HOF descriptor model. Figure 4.7c
shows a sample optical flow likelihood map before thresholding. The foreground oc-
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cupancy binary mask, MASKFG, is then generated by the posterior of each active
cell given by the pdf of the model in Equation 4.6, as follows:
γFG = − log (pFGL) , (4.20a)
MASKFG =
anomalous, γFG > FGnormal, γFG 6 FG , (4.20b)
where FG is a threshold used to determine if the foreground model vote is normal.
Similarly, the posterior of the optical flow energy and HOF descriptors are captured
into the binary mask MASKOF as follows:
γOF = − log
(∏
{pOF , pDIC , pMRV }
)
, (4.21a)
MASKOF =
anomalous, γOF > OFnormal, γOF 6 OF , (4.21b)
where OF is a threshold used to determine if the optical flow model vote is normal.
Second phase - mask joint analysis
In the second phase, we evaluate the masks MASKFG and MASKOF using a joint
criterion. Specifically, if a cell is deemed anomalous in any of the individual masks,
then the corresponding frame at time t is marked as anomalous in that region using
MASKt, as follows:
MASKt = MASKFG,t ∨MASKOF,t. (4.22)
In order to make the inference mechanism more resilient to noise, we use the two
consecutive frames at times {t, t + 1} to determine the abnormality of a frame at
time t, as follows [81]:
ˆMASKt = MASKt ∧MASKt+1. (4.23)
The binary mask ˆMASKt then represents the abnormal regions in the current frame
as the combination of the models of foreground occupancy and optical flow (see
Figure 4.7). Note that one of the advantages of using variable-sized cells is that
the anomaly inference mechanism can locate abnormal regions at different levels
of spatial granularity according to their position relative to the camera. Figure
4.7 shows an example of a robbery detection with the anomalous areas in red. The
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region occupied by the abnormal vehicle is much smaller than those of other vehicles
closer to the camera.
Framework Complexity Discussion
The ADCSF generates a limited number of features, thus reducing computational
times. Specifically, it creates foreground occupancy features (see Equation 4.6)
only for those video volumes whose associated cells are considered as active, thus
considerably reducing the number of encoded features of this type. The number
of encoded foreground occupancy features may be as low as zero if no activity is
present in the scene. This is a significant advantage compared to other methods,
e.g., [4, 51], that densely extract features from the entire sequence regardless of the
activity in the scene.
We limit the number of generated optical flow features by the number of
strongest STIPs detected by FAST. In this thesis, the number of FAST STIPs is
the 40 strongest detections. This constraint also considerably reduces the overall
number of encoded features of this type. Moreover, we create dictionaries for only
those cells where HOF descriptors are found, thus limiting the number of dictionaries
to be processed. Section 4.2.2 shows that extracting features is one of the most time-
consuming steps.
Regarding the models, when classifying the current frame (see Equations
4.20 and 4.21), the posterior function is evaluated considerably fast due to the lin-
ear complexity of the associated normal distribution, N . The FSMC model (see
Equation 4.18) is a simple memory access procedure where the label given by dic-
tionary matching gives the matrix index (i, j) in O(n) (see Equation 4.17). Thus,
the associated computational complexity is very low.
The generation of the final mask (see Equations 4.22 and 4.23) only involves
evaluating two binary masks representing the vote given by the models. Both masks
can be evaluated remarkably fast due to their binary nature and the fact that only
AND/OR operations are required. Overall, the ADCSF is designed to detect anoma-
lous events in the shortest time possible, making it suitable for online processing.
Next Section further confirms this advantage.
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Figure 4.8: Abnormal events samples of existing datasets. Example frames of the UMN
dataset (first column), which are people running after a clap. The UCSD dataset samples
(columns 2 and 3), the unusual events are the presence of non-pedestrian objects. The Sub-
way dataset samples, (fourth column) suspicious events are two people getting out through
the subway entrance and the same people entering without payment.
4.2 Experiments
This Section comprises five subsections. In Section 4.2.1 discusses relevant aspects
such as sort of events, static characteristic, conditions and goals of the existing
datasets. Section 4.2.2 shows the setup of those datasets. Section 4.2.3 describes
the metric used to evaluate our method. Section 4.2.4 presents results of the exper-
iments. Finally, Section 4.2.5 comprises a discussion of the results.
4.2.1 Datasets
We use the UMN, USCD and Subway datasets for performance evaluations. used for
performance evaluations. In order to evaluate the ADCSF on real video surveillance
data, we also use a new collection of realistic videos captured by surveillance cameras
with challenging events to be detected. This dataset is hereinafter referred to as the
Live Videos dataset (LV dataset). We summarize these datasets next.
UMN dataset
This dataset comprises 11 video sequences depicting people walking in random direc-
tions and suddenly simulating panic (see Figure 4.8). Videos are captured in three
different scenarios with no camera motion and insignificant illumination changes.
Specifically, it comprises two outdoor scenarios with good illumination and one in-
door scenario with poor illumination. The videos are captured at 30 FPS. Ground
truth of the instants of time when the abnormal events occur is provided; however,
no ground truth of the specific abnormal regions is provided.
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a) Bank robbery c) Street robbery d) Highway accidentb) Stampede
Figure 4.9: Samples of the Live Videos dataset. a) A bank in a robbery, b) stampede at
the congregation, c) armed robbery in a street and d) highway accident.
UCSD dataset
This dataset comprises 96 sequences with different crowd densities where the ab-
normal events correspond to the presence of non-pedestrian entities on a sidewalk
(see Figure 4.8). Videos are captured with no changes in illumination or camera
motion from two different perspectives overlooking two different sidewalks, result-
ing in two different scenes: the Peds1 and Peds2 scenes. The ground truth provided
allows evaluation at the frame and pixel-levels. For scene Peds1, we use 36 videos
for testing and 34 videos for training. For scene Peds2, we use 16 videos for testing
and 12 videos for training.
Subway dataset
This dataset comprises two scenes from the entrance and exit of a subway station.
Three actors perform unusual activities which include entering without payment,
wrong-way direction, loitering and irregular interactions (see Figure 4.8).
Proposed LV dataset
There exist different datasets to develop and test video anomaly detection methods.
These datasets usually contain simulated scenes with actors behaving abnormally,
e.g. [10, 44, 135]; or more realistic ones with an insufficient number of abnormal
events, e.g. [70, 75, 77]. In general, existing datasets present four main drawbacks.
First, many sequences have predefined scripts which poorly represent real scenarios
captured by surveillance cameras. Second, the available training and test data are
often acquired by different cameras or from different scenes. Third, many sequences
have ideal environmental conditions which do not represent real scenarios encoun-
tered by surveillance cameras. And fourth, many footages usually contain a limited
number of abnormal events, or these events are very repetitive.
Based on the previously exposed facts, we propose the LV dataset, which is
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a new abundant collection of video sequences captured in challenging conditions by
surveillance cameras depicting real abnormal events; e.g., car accidents, robberies,
kidnappings, and other dangerous situations.
The LV dataset comprises 28 real sequences of different frame sizes captured at
different frame rates in indoors and outdoors scenarios with several illumination
changes and some camera motion. All sequences are captured by surveillance cam-
eras (see Figure 4.9 for some examples). The videos depict various crowd densities,
from empty scenes to the presence of thousands of people. Anomalous events last
from a couple of frames to thousands of frames. The proposed LV dataset comprises
video sequences characterised by the following aspects:
• Real events without actors performing predefined scripts with a diverse subject
interaction.
• Highly unpredictable abnormal events in different scenes, some of them of very
short duration.
• Scenario correspondence, the same scene contains both: the training and test
data.
• Challenging environmental conditions; sequences are under changing illumi-
nation and camera motion.
Table 4.1 tabulates the main characteristics of this dataset and Figure 4.10 presents
examples with detailed explanations.
Table 4.1: Main characteristics of the proposed LV dataset.
Duration 3.93 hours
Frame Rate 7.5 - 30 FPS
Resolution minimum: QCIF (176× 144)
maximum: HDTV 720 (1280× 720)
Format MP4 video in H.264
No. of videos/scenes 28/28
URL https://cvrleyva.wordpress.com/
Anomalous Frames 68989
Events of Interest 34
Abnormal events Fighting, people clashing, arm robberies, thefts, car ac-
cidents, hit and runs, fires, panic, vandalism, kidnap-
ping, homicide, cars in the wrong-way, people falling,
loitering, prohibited u-turns and trespassing.
Scenarios Outdoors/indoors, streets, highways, traffic intersec-
tions and public areas.
Crowd density No subjects to very crowded scenes.
As proposed in [10, 44], LV dataset comprises sequences where the unusual
events are those that rarely occur in a scene. In this case, the activity in the scene
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a) Wrong Way Sequence: traffic goes in a single direction; suddenly men come out of three
cars and people start running; one of them starts shooting (top right corner of the frame)
and traffic slows down; motorcycles start circulating in the wrong way.
b) Robbery Sequence: a security guard is at the exit of a supermarket; customers exit the
scene after payment; three armed men suddenly brake into the supermarket; they force some
customers to lie on the floor and beat one of the cashiers.
c) Traffic Accident Sequence: a two-way road with sidewalks, where pedestrians are walking;
a truck crashes into a house hitting a car and a light pole
d) Panic Sequence: video surveillance of customers in a convenience store; suddenly (cap-
tured by another surveillance camera) four armed men enter the store and customers start
running; some customers try to hide first and later escape through the exit.
Figure 4.10: Example frames of the LV dataset. The boxes highlight the abnormal ob-
jects/events.
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Normal Behavior Abnormal Behavior
Training Stage Evaluation Stage
Figure 4.11: Example of normal and abnormal frames from the Robbery sequence of the
LV dataset (person on the floor and gun threat). During the training and evaluation stages,
normal behaviour is present in the scene (paying, walking, seeing).
may not necessarily increase, for instance, robberies, car accidents and loitering. As
proposed in [1, 70, 135], it also includes sequences where the activity in the scene
may significantly change during the abnormal event; such as fights, people clashing,
fire and panic scenes. Figure 4.11 shows an example, where the cashier next to the
point of sale and customers are deemed to be normal. Although the cashier and
the customers perform a relatively large number of actions, when the burglars break
into the store the activity significantly changes. The burglars beat the cashier, and
some customers are forced to lie on the floor.
Some datasets, e.g., the dataset in [77], provide the ground truth for the
specific unusual objects. Providing such pixel-level ground truth may be very chal-
lenging. As an example, consider the video sequence of Figure 4.11 depicting an
armed robbery in a convenience store. Are only the burglar and cashier to be
deemed as anomalous for, respectively, showing a weapon and raising their hands?
Should the surrounding people witnessing the robbery and trying to escape (or not
to interfere) be considered as anomalous too? In this example, we have to define the
beginning and end of the chain of individual actions. These actions must then be to
correctly determine which objects are abnormal, which may be a difficult task. In
the proposed LV dataset, we bound the anomalous event as STSR in the sequence
where the main action of interest occurs, e.g., the area where we see the burglar.
All videos of the LV dataset comprise a number of test and training frames.
Ground-truth at the ROI-level is provided as a separate sequence of binary masks.
No pixel-level ground truth is provided as this type of ground truth is usually very
challenging to determine in realistic videos if the abnormal regions contain both
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Figure 4.12: Sample frame (left) and provided ROI to detect abnormal events (right). The
two burglars putting a motorcycle inside an SUV is the abnormal event, this event is zoomed
(centre) for its better appreciation.
foreground and background pixels. As discussed in [77], a method might correctly
classify a whole frame as abnormal by incorrectly detecting any region where no
abnormal event actually happens. In this case, the system is just lucky as the frame
is classified as abnormal without correctly detecting the abnormal event. Evalua-
tions at the ROI-level, using the appropriate ground truth, can therefore avoid this
situation.
All sequences in the LV dataset contain both abnormal and normal be-
haviour, as in the York dataset [44]. Thus, we do not divide the LV dataset into
training and test sequences, as in [77]. We provide the labelled frames along with
the dataset. As mentioned early, we do not give the ground truth at pixel-level
segmentation of unusual objects. Instead, we provide the ROIs in a separate video
of the same length as that of the training/testing sequence (see Figure 4.12). A sep-
arate file comprises the time stamps with the training frames and those for testing
for each sequence.
4.2.2 Experimental Setup
We evaluate the ADCSF against a number of the state-of-the-art video anomaly
detection methods [1, 4, 46, 47, 50, 78, 81, 85, 90, 98, 99, 102]. In this work, we
consider a method suitable for online processing if the frames meet the FPS rate.
For example, for a 30 FPS sequence, frame processing times should be under 33
ms; i.e. (1/30s). Based on this criterion, we see that few methods can attain online
performance. Among these, the approach proposed by Lu et al. [47] and that of
Biswas and Babu [46] are among the state-of-the-art.
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Figure 4.13: Pixel-level EER for scene Peds1 of the UCSD dataset using different values
for parameters a) α and b) thresholds FG and OF .
ADCSF Parameters
To extract the foreground of the sequences, we use the implementation of Alekhin
[136]. For the UMN and UCSD datasets, we record the background from 200 frames
using a learning rate of 10−2. During testing, we set the learning rate as 10−3. For
the LV dataset, we use the same learning rate parameter of 10−2 considering 300
frames. To evaluate the method of Lu et al. [47], we use the code available in
[137] with the parameters suggested in the demo code section. To evaluate the
method of Biswas and Babu [46], we use the code available in [138] to estimate the
interpolation steps; we use a maximum of five GMM model components. We keep
the other parameters as proposed by the authors.
For the ADCSF, we empirically determine the value of parameters α, which
is the cell growth rate in the proposed cell structure, and FG and OF , which are
the thresholds in Equation 4.20-4.21. To this end, we evaluate the effect of these
parameters on the ADCSF’s performance, at the pixel-level, using the Peds1 scene
of the UCSD dataset. This particular scene contains relatively small frames with
challenging unusual events to be detected. Therefore, we can use this scene to
determine the best values for α, FG and OF that are appropriate for the other
tested datasets.
To determine the value of α, we compute the pixel-level ROC curve using
different values of α (see Figure 4.13a). The ROC curve corresponds to the EER
over the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the evaluated method, i.e., EER/AUC,
and denotes its precision in terms of its sensitivity. As α → 1, all cells tend to
have the same initial size, y0. If α  1, cells tend to increase in size starting from
position (x = X/2, y = 0) in the frame, towards x = 0, x = X and y = Y , where X
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and Y denote the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the frame, respectively. The
Appendix A.1 comprises details about the cell structure construction. Results in
Figure 4.13a shows that the AUC decreases for values of α close to one, i.e., α = 1.02.
This trend is also evident for large values of α, i.e., α = 1.3. For this scene, we can
observe that α = 1.06 provides the largest AUC. Thus we use α ∈ [1.06, 1.2] during
the experiments.
From Figure 4.13b, we observe that tuning OF has a more profound impact
on pixel-level EER than tuning FG. Note that FG values above 80 in conjunction
with OF values above 6.5 attain the lowest pixel-level EERs. Thus we set FG =
80 and OF = 6.5 in the experiments to adapt the different characteristics of the
evaluated datasets. Table 4.2 summarises the most important parameters of the
ADCSF and the recommended range of values we found.
Table 4.2: Most important parameters of the ADCSF.
Parameter Description Recommended
values
α Cell size growing rate 1.06 – 1.2
FG Anomaly inference foreground occu-
pancy model threshold
80 –125
OF Anomaly inference optical flow
model threshold
5.5 – 8.5
Some of the sequences in the LV dataset contain large frames, e.g. HD
1200×720. To reduce the complexity, we scale them by sub-sampling to a fixed size
of 160× 240.
ADCSF Initialisation
We initialise the ADCSF as follows:
1. We build the cell structure according to α and an initial size y0 (see Appendix
A.1). We use this structure to determine the STSRs for the extracted features.
2. Features extraction takes place from the training frames and stored.
3. We process the extracted features to generate the GMMs, dictionaries, and
the FSMC.
4. After training, the ADCSF has all models required to start inferring abnormal
events.
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4.2.3 Performance Metrics
For the UMN, we report the results in terms of the AUC. For this dataset, we use
the provided top corner labels as ground truth. Since this dataset offers no pixel-
level ground truth, we consider the whole frame as abnormal if at least one region
is abnormal. This consideration is the same criterion used in the other evaluated
methods. We have to notice that the AUC and EER are similar metrics of a method’s
performance. Specifically, AUC→ 1 when EER→ 0.
For the UCSD dataset, we report results in terms of the EER detection at the
frame and pixel-levels. For this dataset, we deem a video frame correctly detected
if at least 40% of the pixels are correctly classified [77, 126]. This consideration is
the criterion used in all the evaluated methods. The masks provided in [49, 139]
comprise the pixel-level ground truth.
For the Subway dataset, we rank the method by counting the number of
detected events in each scene. For the LV dataset, we report the results in terms of
the ROC curve for the compared methods. Here, we consider the frame correctly
identified as abnormal when at least 20% of the ROI is detected. Thus we deem the
corresponding event as a true positive.
4.2.4 Results
UMN dataset
Table 4.3 tabulates average AUC values for the UMN dataset. The results com-
pared are as reported in the corresponding cited publication. Note that the ADCSF
attains very competitive results compared to no-online (oﬄine) methods, which are
expected to outperform online methods. Compared to online methods ours achieves
the highest AUC values.
Table 4.3: AUC values for the UMN dataset
Authors AUC
Frame
Processing
Time
On-line
Performance
Hu et al. [102] † 0.977 200 ms
Li et al. [78] 0.996 1100 ms
Cong et al. [87] 0.973 3800 ms
Zhu et al. [90] 0.997 4600 ms
Lu [47] 0.701 6 ms
Biswas and Babu [46] 0.736 14 ms
ADCSF 0.883 31 ms
† After optical flow and histogram calculations.
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Figure 4.14: ROC curve for the UMN dataset.
We also report the frame-level ROC curve for this dataset. Figure 4.14
shows these results. We can observe that the ADCSF outperforms the online method
proposed by Biswas and Babu [46] and that proposed by Lu et al. [47]. Our approach
also attains very competitive results compared to other no-online methods optimised
for performance. In one case, it outperforms the one proposed by Zhu et al. [90].
UCSD dataset
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 tabulate results for scenes Peds1 and Peds2 of the UCSD dataset,
respectively. Results for the other compared methods are as reported in the corre-
sponding cited publication.
Table 4.4: EER for the Peds1 scene of the UCSD dataset.
Authors
EER
Frame
Level
EER
Pixel
Level
Frame
Processing
Time
On-line
Performance
Javan and Levine [4] 15 27 190 ms
Hu et al. [102] † 18 36 200 ms
Cheng et al. [98] 19.9 38.8 1100 ms
Cong et al. [87] 23 51.2 3800 ms
Zhu et al. [90] 15 – 4600 ms
Lu et al. [47] 15 59.1 6 ms
Biswas and Babu [46] 24.66 50.95 14 ms
ADCSF 21.15 39.7 31 ms
† After optical flow and histogram calculations.
As expected, no-online methods tend to attain the lowest EER values at both
the frame and pixel-levels. However, their frame processing times are considerably
longer. For example, the best-reported no-online method, i.e., the approach of [4],
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Table 4.5: EER for the Peds2 scene of the UCSD dataset.
Authors
EER
Frame
Level
EER
Pixel
Level
Frame
Processing
Time
On-line
Performance
Javan and Levine [4] 13 26 220 ms
Hu et al. [102] † 15 – 200 ms
Li et al. [78] 18.5 – 1100 ms
Lu et al. [47] 22.3 49.8 6.1 ms
Biswas and Babu [46] 29.6 42.3 12.5 ms
ADCSF 19.2 36.6 31 ms
† After optical flow and histogram calculations.
attains a frame processing time six times longer than that achieved by the ADCSF.
This very long frame processing time is mainly due to the dense multi-scale sampling
used, which is known to be computationally complex. Our method attains a pixel-
level EER about 11% lower than that achieved by the online system of Biswas and
Babu in [46]. For scene Peds2, the ADCSF achieves better performance at the
frame-level than that attained by the online method in [46].
a) Frame-Level Peds1 ROC performance
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Figure 4.15: ROC Curves for the UCSD dataset at the frame- and pixel-level. (a)-(b)
Results for Peds1 scene. (c)-(d) Results for Peds2 scene.
Figure 4.15 shows the ROC curves for the UCSD datasets. From this Figure,
one can observe that the ADCSF achieves a very competitive performance compared
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to no-online methods. Specifically, at the frame-level, our approach attains results
very similar to many of the best performing no-online methods (see Figure 4.15 (a)
and (c)).
The ADCSF’s results are comparable to methods 10 to 20 times slower, e.g.,
Cheng et al.’s method in [98], which was optimised for performance not for process-
ing times. At the pixel-level, the ADCSF also obtains a competitive performance
compared to no-online approaches and significantly outperforms online methods (see
Figure 4.15 (b) and (d)). Overall, the ADCSF achieves a very competitive perfor-
mance on the UCSD dataset compared to no-online methods, while outperforming
some of the online ones.
Subway dataset
Table 4.6 tabulates results for the Subway dataset. Results are following the conven-
tion for this dataset, i.e., we report the number of detected events by a method for
the Entrance/Exit scenes, for each type of anomalous event. The first row indicates
the number events to be detected (the ground truth of the dataset). For example,
there are 26 Wrong Direction events (WD) from the Entrance scene and 9 from the
Exit scene. We indicate this using the notation 26/9.
Table 4.6: Number of events detected for the Entrance/Exit Scene of the Subway dataset for
different types of anomalous events: Wrong Direction (WD), No Payment (NP), Loitering
(LT), Irregular Interaction (II), Miscellaneous (MISC) and False Alarm (FA).
Authors WD NP LT II MISC FA On-linePerformance
Ground Truth 26/9 13/0 14/3 4/0 9/7 0/0
Hu et al. [102] † 26/9 6/0 14/3 4/0 8/7 6/2
Zhao et al. [84] 25/9 9/0 14/3 4/0 9/7 5/2
Biswas and Babu [46] 24/8 5/0 6/2 2/0 5/3 14/10
Lu et al. [47] 25/9 7/0 13/3 4/0 8/7 4/2
ADCSF 21/6 9/0 8/3 2/0 4/2 12/7
† After optical flow and histogram calculations.
From Table 4.6, one can observe that the ADCSF achieves a competitive
accuracy compared to other online methods. It notably outperforms other online
approaches methods for the No Payment (NP) type of events, i.e., the ADCSF can
detect 9 out of the 13 events. We need to notice that these NP events are the most
important ones in this dataset, and correctly identifying them is one of the primary
motivations behind this dataset. For the Wrong Direction (WD) type of events,
the ADCSF also attains a competitive accuracy, very close to the best performing
no-online methods, which are designed to achieve high detection accuracy.
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Figure 4.16: ROC curves of compared online methods for the LV dataset. a) We evaluate
the ADCSF with constant threshold values FG and OF . b) ROC curves of the ADCSF for
the LV dataset modifying FG and OF values. c) ROC curve LV dataset using a frame-level
criterion.
LV dataset
Figure 4.16 shows results for the LV dataset of the ADCSF, the online method
of [46] and [47]. We can see that our approach is significantly better than the
evaluated online ones. Specifically, the attained EER is nearly 10%-18% lower than
that achieved by the online methods in [46, 47].
We have to highlight that the ROC curves in Figure 4.16a) are below the
y = x straight line. This characteristic is because true positives are counted only
in those cases when a method successfully detects the ROI depicting the abnormal
event within a frame. If the system fails to identify this ROI and detects other
regions, we count the detection as a false negative. Consequently, this criterion
allows us to determine if a method is capable of detecting precisely the area of the
scene where unusual events happen. Alternatively, we can label the whole frame as
abnormal whenever any region is abnormal, i.e., by following the same frame-level
criterion. This manner evidently increases AUC values but prevents measuring if
the method is capable of detecting the exact regions that generate the anomaly.
Figure 4.16c) shows ROC curves using such a frame-level criterion. We can see that
the ROC curves now approach the y = x straight line, as expected. The ADCSF
also attains the best performance based on this frame-level criterion.
Table 4.7: Frame processing times and AUC values of online methods for the LV dataset.
Authors AUC Frame processing Time
Lu et al. [47] 0.112 6.8 ms
Biswas and Babu [46] 0.151 13.2 ms
ADCSF 0.278 32.5 ms
Table 4.7 tabulates frame processing times and AUC values for the LV
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dataset. From this Table, one can observe that the ADCSF attains the highest
AUC values and meets online performance for 30FPS videos, which is the highest
frame rate in the LV dataset.
Although the other tested online methods are capable of attaining shorter
frame processing times for this dataset, we have to notice that their AUC values are
close to 50% lower than that obtained by the ADCSF. The shorter frame processing
times achieved by [46] and [47] methods are mainly because these methods do not
employ optical flow nor background subtraction to collect motion features. They
instead use simple temporal gradients and the motion vectors associated with the
compressed video sequences. These motion sources consequently decrease frame
processing times but sacrifice detection performance.
We also evaluate the effect on the ROC curve of the LV dataset by tuning
FG and OF . We modify the optical flow model threshold (OF ), while keeping
the foreground occupancy model threshold fixed (FG = 6.5). We test the case of
adjusting FG, while keeping OF = 80 constant, and also the situation of modifying
both. We change these thresholds using the range of values plotted in Figure 4.13.
We select the values that provide the highest detection accuracy for each video
sequence. Figure 4.16b shows the results of this evaluation. As expected, tailoring
both thresholds provides the best performance (see red curve in Figure 4.16b).
An interesting aspect of the previous experiment is that tailoring FG while
keeping OF fixed provides better performance than tailoring OF while holding FG
constant (see green curve vs. yellow curve in Figure 4.16b). This outcome is mainly
because illumination changes are more drastic than camera motion for the tested
dataset. Thus adjusting the FG threshold has a more direct impact on the ADCSF’s
performance. This adjusting is a way of specifying how much each model is to be
trusted to describe a particular event efficiently.
We observe from the described experiment that thresholds FG and OF
represent a trust level that indicates how much one can trust the models associated
with foreground occupancy and optical flow features, respectively. If one wishes
to minimise the effect of a particular model’s inference, we set the corresponding
threshold to a high value. In this case, we do not trust that specific model, and the
overall inference mechanism mostly depends on the other trusted model’s inference.
Therefore, the ADCSF is flexible in this aspect, as it can be adapted according to
scene characteristics if these are known a priori.
Figure 4.17 shows sample frames showing the anomalous events detected by
the ADCSF. Figure 4.18 shows the time proportion of various processes required by
the ADCSF during the Detection Stage for a single frame.
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Figure 4.17: Detection samples of the ADCSF. 1st Row. UCSD Peds1: a man with a
trolley, cyclists, small cars and skaters. 2nd Row. UCSD Peds2: small cars and cyclists.
3th Row. UMN: people in panic at the moment when they start to run. 4th Row. Subway:
(left to right) Entrance scene showing people entering without payment and walking in the
wrong direction. 5th Row. LV: (from left to right) a lorry hitting a car and capsizing in
a highway; a man in a wheelchair falling into the subway tracks; a man destroying private
property; a woman being kidnapped outside a shopping mall; an armed robbery; a cashier
being beaten by burglars.
4.2.5 Discussions
In the next three subsections, we discuss significant aspects of the ADCSF regarding
its efficiency. We finish this Section with essential points that motivate us to address
the computational complexity of the feature extraction process. This point serves
as the motivation of the next chapter.
Accuracy
Detecting abnormal events in real scenes is challenging. However, the ADCSF is
capable of detecting them outperforming other online methods.
For example, let us take the frame in row 5, column 1 of Figure 4.17, which
shows a car accident. In this sequence, the ADCSF can detect most of the video
frames comprising the accident. The evaluated online methods in [46, 47] are not
able to identify this event. The main reason for the poor performance of these
two other online methods in this sequence is the fact that moving objects tend to
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Figure 4.18: Required time by various processes of the ADCSF during the detection stage
for a single frame.
slow down when the abnormal event occurs. Consequently, the frame differences,
which are the core of both methods, cannot provide features from the region where
the accident takes place. This sequence is also an excellent example to showcase
the advantages of the variable-sized cell structure, where the small cells capture
the event. Therefore, the ADCSF can accurately detect the ROI depicting the car
accident.
Another example that demonstrates the advantages of our proposed cell
structure is the frame in row 5, column 2 of Figure 4.17, which depicts a man
in a wheelchair falling into the subway tracks. In this case, the region where this
unusual event takes place is very far from the camera. Thus the ROI to be detected
is very small. The proposed coarse-to-fine cells help to accurately identify this event
since the method creates enough features from that region at the correct size.
The two other evaluated online methods also fail to identify this particular
accident. Let us take now the frame in row 5, column 3 of Figure 4.17. In this
case, the abnormal event corresponds to a man breaking into private property and
causing some damage to it. The scene has poor illumination, and consequently
features based on STIPs are expected to perform poorly. For this scene, the ADCSF
profits from the fact that two sources of features are available; those extracted
foreground and those from optical flow. Even if those features from optical flow are
not descriptive enough, those from foreground occupancy help the ADCSF to detect
this event correctly. For this particular scene, the other evaluated online methods
fail to recognise this ROI, and instead, they incorrectly identify other regions as
abnormal. This discussion plainly shows the advantages of the ADCSF.
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Time performance
We implemented the ADCSF in MATLAB and tested on a 2.7GHz CPU with 8GB
of RAM. We do not parallelise the code, and we do not use GPU arrays to speed up
the computations. One can see, from Figure 4.18, that encoding HOF descriptors
are the most expensive step. This aspect is mainly due to the fact that the ADCSF
has to calculate every orientation of each pixel in every STSR detected by FAST.
Note that the processing times of the likelihood modelling are much lower
than those of the feature extraction process. This benefit is because the ADCSF
only extracts features for a limited number of support regions and strongest detected
FAST STIPs. This limitation significantly reduces the total number of features to
be encoded/processed and is the primary aspect of the ADCSF that helps to reduce
overall computational times.
Feature Extraction
From Figure 4.18, we can see that feature extraction is the most time-consuming
step. Logically, we need to improve accuracy keeping in mind computational times.
The HOF encoding is high computational costly limiting us to explore other well-
known computer vision techniques still achieving online performance. This drawback
is mainly because feature extraction requires approximately one-third of the whole
processing time. This aspect motivates us to propose new features and is the basis
of the next chapter.
4.3 Conclusion
This chapter proposes an online framework for video anomaly detection. The AD-
CSF extracts a compact set of features from foreground occupancy and optical flow.
The ADCSF employs a novel variable-sized cell structure which allows extracting
features from a limited number of different support regions in a fine-to-coarse fash-
ion. This helps to process a significantly smaller number of features than those
processed by dense-scanning based methods.
We evaluated the ADCSF on the popular UMN, UCSD and Subway datasets,
as well on the LV dataset, which is a new collection of realistic sequences captured by
surveillance cameras under challenging environmental conditions. During the evalu-
ation, we observed that there usually is a trade-off between computational times and
detection accuracy. However, the ADCSF manages to attain high detection accura-
cies while achieving online performance thanks to the compact set of features and
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the models used to efficiently process them. Specifically, the ADCSF outperforms
online methods, while being very competitive among no-online methods.
As part of the evaluation, we also showed that the ADCSF is flexible to
be tailored to the characteristics of the sequences, if these are known a priori, in
order to improve performance. Our future work is aimed at further enhancing the
ADCSF’s detection accuracy by exploiting this flexibility; specifically, by considering
the optimization of the ADCSF’s parameters given a particular set of environmental
conditions used to capture a sequence.
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Chapter 5
Action Recogntion using Binary
Features
T his chapter presents our contributions in the field of visual features for videoanalysis tested on action action recognition. Although there is a vast work in
this computer vision task, still there is a lack of visual features aimed to achieve very
short processing times. As exposed in Section 2.3.1, the related work is based on
capturing information via the pixels orientation coming from many motion sources.
In the specific case of action recognition, orientation-based video descriptors demon-
strate outstanding performance regarding accuracy. However, their computational
complexity is not appropriate for fast video processing, as Section 2.3.3 discusses.
This aspect leads us to propose efficient descriptors for video analysis.
Contributions: This Chapter exploits the fact that binary descriptors are
well-known to reduce significantly computational times and storage requirements
[115, 116]. As stated in Section 2.3.2, the principles of some of the existing work
of 2D binary descriptors – e.g., patterns, best-pair seeking – not easily extrapolate
to the spatio-temporal domain with competitive results regarding accuracy1. Based
on these facts, our contributions in this chapter are:
• Binary features designed specifically for the spatio-temporal domain that
achieve competitive accuracy.
• The new 3D patterns of the 3 Dimensional Binary Pair Differences (3DBPD)
and Binary Wavelet Differences (BWD) descriptors proposed to create binary
features.
1Henceforward, in this chapter, we refer to accuracy as the Correct Classification Rate (CCR)
achieved using a particular feature in a framework which correctly classifies one action among an
N number of actions.
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• We binarise the optical flow’s displacements to create a binary feature. We
name this techinque Binary Dense Trajectories (BDT). We also present its
improved version Binary Improved Dense Trajectories (BIDT), extracted from
homographies and individual motion components.
• A FVs variant for binary data, which is an alternative feature representation
to BoF.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: In Section 5.1, we describe the pro-
posed binary-based descriptors 3DBPD, BWD, BDT and BIDT. In Section 5.2, we
present experiments and discussions using the descriptors in a BoF+SVM pipeline.
In Section 5.3, we present experiments and discussions using the proposed FV. We
conclude this chapter in Section 5.4.
5.1 Proposed Binary Descriptors
The proposed descriptors are a binary vectorisation of the STSR. To detect the
STSR, we use the STIP and the Dense Trajectory (DT) detectors. The 3DBPD
and BWD descriptors are calculated based on STIPs, while the BDT and BIDT
descriptors are calculated based on DTs.
The 3DBPD and BWD require defining a STSR around the STIP. We use
the same criterion for both. First, we detect the STSR using the Laptev and Lin-
denberg detector 2. This detector retrieves the isotropic response of a second order
Hessian, whose integration scales over the spatial and temporal domain are σ2i and
τ2i , respectively. The video volume vi of size nx = ny = b9 · σic and nt = b9 · τic is
the STSR around the STIP, whose size corresponds to nine times the scale at which
the STIP is detected.
Both descriptors require to estimate their orientation as [115] suggest; we use
the same estimator for both. We proposed to determine the dominant orientation
using the intensity centroid estimator proposed by [117] to make the 3DBPD and
BWD descriptors rotationally invariant.
The potential problem of rotating a video volume is that the symmetric
volumes may have the same centroid despite their orientation. In this case, the
vector that represents the dominant orientation is very sensitive to noise due to
its small size. To illustrate this effect, Figure 5.1a) shows two different synthetic
volumes with the same centroid. For this case, the intensity centroid estimator
2We compare BWD with the descriptors proposed in [6, 106]; thus we use the same detector.
Other detectors might not provide a fair comparison to rank the descriptor.
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a) Symmetric  volumes c) Merged regionsb) Spatio-temporal sub regions
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Figure 5.1: a) Two symmetric volumes with same centroid positions. b) The spatio-
temporal grid used to define sub-regions within a video volume. c) An example of two
regions created by merging sub-regions as defined by the proposed grid.
does not represent the orientation accurately whenever the video volumes tend to
be symmetric around the geometric centre of the temporal dimension.
To overcome this problem, we determine the orientation by splitting the video
volume into two along the temporal dimension. The centroid is then calculated us-
ing the first half of the video volume (i.e., the first half according to the temporal
dimension). The intensity centroid estimator consists of determining the dominant
orientation using the moment of the video volume vi. To discard background in-
formation, we calculate the volume’s temporal differences. Next, we estimate the
centroid as:
mpq =
∑
16x6nx
∑
16y6ny
∑
16t6nt/2
xpyqvi(x, y, t), (5.1a)
c = (m10
m00
,
m01
m00
). (5.1b)
We set the origin o at the geometrical centre (nx/2, ny/2) and estimate the volume
orientation using the angle of r = oc:
θ = atan2 (ry, rx) . (5.2)
We bin the angle θ into four quadrant directions, i.e. θ ∈ [0, 3pi/2], and rotate the
video volume using the flip operation as follows:
vi(x, y, t) =
vi(x, ny − y, t), θ ' pi/2,vi(nx − x, y, t), θ ' 0. (5.3)
The video volume is rotated using the flip operation instead of matrix multiplica-
tion as in [11]. We use this operation because rotating a video volume without
a corresponding interpolation step usually involves a significant loss of data. Ex-
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b) Orientation Assignmenta) Support region around an Spatio – 
Temporal Interest Point 
c) Comparison of sub-regions to generate binary descriptor
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d) Sample pairs used for scanning
Figure 5.2: The 3DBPD descriptor. (a) Video volumes are defined around STIPs. (b)
Estimation of the dominant orientation of video volumes. (c) Comparisons of the mean
values of the spatio-temporal sub-regions generate a binary string (sub-section 5.1.1). (d)
Sample pairs of sub-regions defined with a video volume. Each sub-region is depicted in a
different color; yellow and gray. Pixel locations depicted in the same color belong to the
same sub-region.
perimentally, we observe that such procedure has two significant impacts: the de-
scriptor’s accuracy is decreased and its computational time is considerably high due
to the O(n3) complexity of the interpolation. After determining the video volume
orientation, we proceed to extract a binary feature from it.
5.1.1 3D Binary Pair Differences
Similar to the 2D patterns proposed by [114, 116, 140], we define sub-regions of the
STSR to capture motion information of video volumes. To discard the background
– which generally does not convey motion information – we define the sub-regions
after computing the gradient along the time dimension of video volumes.
We consider that comparing pairs of sub-regions conveys more descriptive
information than comparing individually isolated ones. Moreover, we also expect
that analysing different pairs of sub-regions following a specific pattern would pro-
vide more descriptive information than following a random pattern [18]. Following
a specific pattern also helps to avoid further finding the best pairs of sub-regions,
as in [116]. Based on these observations, we analyse different pairs of sub-regions
following a specific pattern. This analysis follows a principle based on LBP, which
consists of comparing the values within two regions. From this analysis, we extract
a binary features.
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We define 32 sub-regions distributed symmetrically with respect to the STIP.
The regions result from merging the 4× 4× 2 regions of Figure 5.1b into two larger
regions as Figure 5.1c illustrates. Figure 5.2 shows sample pairs of these sub-regions,
where pixel locations in each of the two different colours shown belong to one of the
two sub-regions. Each of the 32 different pairs is used to generate one logical value.
Specifically, we compare the mean values of the two sub-regions r1 and r2 in a pair
Pm as follows:
C(Pm) =
1, if
∑
vi(P r1m ) >
∑
vi(P r2m )
0, else
, (5.4)
where ∑ vi(P rnm ) represents the sum of all the absolute temporal difference values
within the region rn of Pm. The binary feature Fi is the concatenation of all logical
values calculated for all 32 pairs of sub-regions:
Fi =
∑
06m<M
2mC(Pm), (5.5)
where M the number of compared pairs. Further analysing smaller sub-regions is
also discriminating [140]. Then the next step is to divide the video volume into
2× 2× 2 sub-volumes. We also define pairs of sub-regions within each sub-volume.
These have four different configurations and correspond to first four pairs illustrated
in Figure 5.2d (left to right). The binary generation of the sub-regions is as Figure
5.2c illustrates.
The final binary descriptor is the concatenation of the 32-bit string obtained
by analysing the 32 different sub-regions plus the eight 4-bit strings obtained by
the eight sub-volumes. This process leads to a binary vector with a dimension of
32 + 8 ∗ 4 = 64.
5.1.2 Binary Wavelets Differences
The proposed BWD descriptor has the same motivation as the 3DBPD descrip-
tor (computational time and storage requirements) and further enhance accuracy.
Examining 3DBPD, we notice three flaws.
(I) As dividing and scanning the small regions, bits are more randomly gener-
ated and consequently hinder accuracy. (II) 3DBPD generates bits given importance
only to the spatial domain. The patterns always capture the symmetry in the spa-
tial domain giving no relevance to the symmetry in the temporal domain. (III) By
dividing the volume into small sub-volumes more computations are required.
We have to overcome the explained drawbacks. To this end, we propose to
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d) Sample pairs used for scanning
Figure 5.3: Outline of the BWD descriptor computation. a) We select the STSR and
calculate its absolute temporal differences. b) We determine the dominant orientation and
rotate the video volume. c) We compare different pairs of regions within the video volume
to generate a binary feature. d) Sample pairs used to generate the binary string.
generate bits only from large regions and avoid further scanning the small ones.
However (as Section 5.1.1 shows), we create 32 bits from the small regions; thus
we have to extract 32 more bits. Experimentally we can show that 32 bits are
not descriptive enough as binary features. To address this problem, we propose
temporal-symmetric patterns to improve accuracy and create 32 more bits.
Temporal-symmetric patterns (e.g. first three patterns left to right in Fig-
ure 5.3d) capture essential information of those video volumes with sudden motion
changes. We tested two type of patterns for the BWD: using 64 patterns (I) keeping
spatial symmetry, and (II) keeping temporal symmetry. The results are roughly
equal. However, when we decided to combine 32 spatial-symmetric + 32 temporal-
symmetric, the descriptor boosted its accuracy. The best-obtained accuracy is when
combining spatial-symmetric and temporal-symmetric patterns.
Regarding spatio-temporal symmetry, we can conclude that when gathering
information to create a binary descriptor, it is equally important what the spatial-
symmetric and temporal-symmetric patterns capture. Figure 5.4 illustrates this ad-
vanced concept, where the time-symmetric and spatial-symmetric regions entirely
comprise the zebra moving parts.
The BWD descriptor captures slow term motion with the spatial-symmetric
patterns and fast motion with the time-symmetric patterns, making the descriptor
more accurate. This combination is the main contribution of the proposed BWD
descriptor compared with the 3DBPD descriptor.
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Figure 5.4: (top) Leg and (bottom) head sequence. For both sequences, the region B
captures most of the moving parts while A the background. In the top sequence the temporal
symmetry is more important than the spatial. In the bottom sequence, the spatial symmetry
– on the contrary – is more important.
The BWD descriptor then compares the values of the two regions in each
pair to produce an M -bit string, where each bit represents the result of each of the
M comparisons. Figure 5.5 depicts the M = 64 patterns used to define the pairs of
regions in this thesis.
Note from Figure 5.5 that each pattern indeed divides the video volume
into two regions, r1 and r2. These are symmetrical in either space or time. For
example, patterns (1)-(3) in this figure are spatial-symmetric while patterns (2)-(4)
are temporal-symmetric. The difference between patterns (3)-(4) and (1)-(2) is that
the latter contain void regions that are not considered during encoding. Patterns
with void regions allow reducing overlapping in the spatio-temporal regions being
analysed, which helps to produce descriptive binary strings. We compute temporal-
symmetric patterns as the complement to spatial-symmetric patterns in the range
[0, t/2]; e.g., (1) and (2), where we say that (2) is complementary to (1). A pattern
complementary to a symmetric one is therefore always temporal-symmetric and
generated from a spatial-symmetric pattern.
We generate a logical value by comparing the two regions r1 and r2 using
Equations 5.4 and 5.5. To this end, we employ the BWD patterns (see Figure 5.5)
without dividing the video volume vi as the 3DBPD descriptor needs. Therefore, we
generate a 64-bit binary string (feature) after this encoding. The proposed BWD is
this M -dimensional binary vector, R3 → RM . In other words, we encode each video
volume vi into an 8-byte string Fi. Section 5.2.3 shows the benefits of this compact
coding in terms of computational time and storage requirements.
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Figure 5.5: The BWD patterns. Each pattern defines the two regions, r1 and r2, to divide
the video volume. We illustrate four sample patterns: (1) is complementary to (2), while
(3) is complementary to (4).
5.1.3 Binary Dense Trajectories
Although STIP-based descriptors have acceptable accuracy in action recognition,
the DT detector and its associated descriptor are far superior. Thus, we propose a
binary-based descriptor based on DT. DT is an efficient alternative to STIP detectors
because it is robust to camera motion. Hence, the motivation of capturing the optical
flow into a binary feature. Additionally, we have to encode the STSR provided by
the DT detector. To this end, we can use the BWD descriptor.
The main obstacle to generate a binary descriptor based on DT is that it
provides a feature comes in an incompatible format, i.e. double data precision.
We explored to concatenate the BWD descriptor with the quantisation of the DT
descriptor. The results of this concatenation in terms of accuracy are very poor.
Therefore, it is necessary to propose a more elaborate formulation. To this end, we
propose the BDT descriptor.
The BDT descriptor works as follows. From non-homogeneous regions, we
track points using dense optical flow (Figure 5.6a). To this end, we use the detector
of [7] to obtain the trajectories from these non-homogeneous regions. We map a
trajectory Tt into its binary representation by binning the constituent displacements
into six directions according to their normalised magnitude (Figure 5.6b). Note that
we need to take into account the magnitude of the constituent displacements of Tt
before binning their direction. Short displacements may generate similar binary
strings making the descriptor very sensitive to noise. Large displacement, e.g., due
to camera motion, can also present the same problem.
To tackle the previous problems we normalise the displacements of Tt with
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Figure 5.6: Outline to calculate the BDT descriptor. a) From non-homogeneous regions,
we track points. b) We bin the displacements associated with a trajectory into oriented-
magnitude directions. c) Trajectories describe irregular volumetric regions (video volumes).
We concatenate the binarised trajectory with the BWD descriptor obtained from the irreg-
ular video volume.
respect to the largest displacement. Next, we bin each constituent displacement if
its normalised magnitude is within the range [, 1 − ]. This range represents the
magnitude of those displacements that capture the most stable orientations. We
normalise the L constituent displacements of Tt, starting at time t, as follows:
Tˆt =
(∆pt, ...,∆pt+L−1)
max‖∆p‖ , (5.6)
where pt is the points tracked by dense optical flow at time t and ∆pt represents the
associated displacement before normalisation. The associated displacement after
normalisation is denoted by ∆pˆt
We represent those displacements with a normalised magnitude less than 
(regardless of their direction) using the three bits 000. For those displacements
with a normalised magnitude greater than 1 −  (regardless of their direction) we
use bits 111. We bin those displacements with a normalised magnitude within the
range [, 1 − ] into one of the orientation bins, each represented by three bits. To
make the trajectory directional-invariant, these bins have a pi period. We bin those
displacements as follows:
B(∆pˆt) =

k : argmink(‖ ∆pˆt − bk ‖), if |∆pˆt| ∈ (, 1− )
111, if |∆pˆt| ≥ 1− 
000, if |∆pˆt| ≤ 
, (5.7)
where bk is the unitary vector representing the kth (k ∈ [2, 6]) bin with a direction
in the range [0, pi]. Figure 5.6b illustrates the 3-bit values used to represent the
normalised displacements. Note that we create an irregular video volume vi from
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Figure 5.7: BIDT feature extraction. a) From the video sequence the trajectory defines the
video volume to be encoded. b) We encode this trajectory using a binary-scheme according
to the displacements’ directions and magnitudes. c) We encode the generated video volume
using the d) BWD descriptor.
the tracked points (Figure 5.6c). The binary vector Gi representing trajectory Tt,i
associated with vi is then formed by the concatenation of the L binned normalised
displacements as:
Gi =
∑
06t<L
23tB(∆pˆt), (5.8)
where B(∆pˆt) is the trajectory binarisation for an L-length trajectory Tt,i. The
string Gi has thus a dimension 3L.
We use the irregular video volume vi associated with trajectory Tt,i to com-
pute the BWD descriptor using Equation 5.5. The BDT descriptor is then the
binary vector Hi, which comprises the concatenation of Fi and Gi:
Hi = Fi ++Gi. (5.9)
Vector Hi has dimensions of N + 3L. The BDT descriptor captures in one single
binary vector essential motion information of the dense optical flow as well as that
obtained by comparing various spatio-temporal regions.
5.1.4 Binary Improved Dense Trajectories
Improved Dense Trajectories [141] (IDT) is an upgraded version of DT. Thus we de-
cide to use this detector to extract trajectories from the video sequence. As DT, from
non-homogeneous regions, points are tracked using dense optical flow. However, in
order to make it robust to camera motion, we employ homographies between consec-
utive frames. Human movement can make this task difficult to achieve because does
not belong to the camera motion. Thus, we discard the optical flow coming from
human regions. After camera motion estimation, we require the tracked points to
generate STSRs around them. These STSRs define a video volume to be encoded.
To encode the tracked points into a binary format, we use an orientation
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invariant binning of the trajectory as in Section 5.1.3. In this case, we slightly
modified the binary binning scheme by adding more bits to the short and long
displacement (see Figure 5.7b).
For a 4-bit binning scheme, we represent those displacements with normalised
magnitude less than  using k = 0 or string 0000. Displacements with normalised
magnitude greater than 1−  with k = 15, i.e., 1111. If the displacement magnitude
is within the range [, 1 − ], we then bin into one of the k orientation bins. In
summary, we bin the displacements as follows:
B(∆pˆt) =

k : arg mink ‖ ∆pˆt − bk ‖ : |∆pˆt| ∈ (, 1− )
1111 : |∆pˆt| ≥ 1− 
0000 : |∆pˆt| ≤ 
, (5.10)
where bk is the unitary vector that represents the kth bin with a direction in the
range [0, pi] (k ∈ [1, 6]). Figure 5.7b illustrates the binning process to encode the
trajectories. We form the binary vector Fi representing trajectory Ti by the con-
catenation of the L binned normalised displacements as:
Fi =
∑
06t<L
24tB(∆pˆt), (5.11)
where B(∆pˆt) is the trajectory binarization of the L-length trajectory Ti. The string
Fi has a dimension 4L.
We convolve the irregular video volume vi associated with the trajectory
Ti (see Figure 5.7b) with a temporal difference operator dt = [−1, 1] to discard
background information. At this point, we generate two video volumes. As [31]
suggest, by analysing separately horizontal and vertical components significantly
improves accuracy in action recognition. Thus, we propose to capture horizontal
and vertical motion information.
From the video volume vi, we compute its horizontal vxi and vertical v
y
i
motion components using the Prewitt convolution operators dx = [−1, 0, 1] and
dy = [−1, 0, 1]>:
vxi = dx ∗ (dt ∗ vi) (5.12a)
vyi = dy ∗ (dt ∗ vi). (5.12b)
After calculating the components vxi and v
y
i , we estimate their orientations. Then
we extract a binary feature vector from the video volumes vxi and v
y
i . To extract a
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Figure 5.8: Action Recognition Pipeline. a) Spatio-temporal regions are encoded using
the BWD or BDT descriptors and matched b) to the M -words dictionary (BoF). Signature
histograms are generated and c) an SVM classifier labels the test videos. d) An example
of the spatio-temporal cell used to divide the video sequence into h(horizontal), v(vertical)
and t(temporal) cells. Each cell represents a channel.
binary string from the irregular video volume, we use the 64 pairs of Section 5.1.2.
The final descriptor is the binary vector Hi, that results from the concatenation of
the trajectory encoding (Equation 5.11) and two BWD (Equation 5.5), one for each
horizontal and vertical motion components vxi and v
y
i .
Hi = Fi ++Gxi ++G
y
i . (5.13)
The binary string Hi is a binary feature vector of dimension D = 4L + 2M . The
BIDT descriptor captures in one single binary string intrinsic motion information of
dense optical flow via tracking, as well as vertical and horizontal motion components
via BWD descriptor and Prewitt operators.
5.2 Action Recognition with Bag of Features
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the 3DBPD, BWD and BDT descriptions.
To this end, we use BoF+SVM pipeline (see Figure 5.8). From the extracted binary
features (see Figure 5.8a) we generate an M -word dictionary (BoF) (see Figure
5.8b). To this end, we use k-means clustering initialised by random sampling. We
use the Hamming distance to match the features with the clusters centroids. Next,
we create signature histograms of the observed videos to generate the input vector
of the SVM. We assign the histogram of the test video to the class which exhibits
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Figure 5.9: Sample actions in the publicly available UCF50 [142] and KTH [143] datasets.
The former (first two rows) contains 50 actions divided into 25 groups (splits) in a total of
6732 videos. The latter (third row) contains 6 actions of 25 people in 600 videos.
the greatest distance to the SVM hyperplane (see Figure 5.8c).
To extract the histogram, we incorporate spatio-temporal information as in
[6, 7]. The technique is as follows. As Figure 5.8d) illustrates, for each video i
we define a cell c over the spatio-temporal domain by dividing the video into a
number of horizontal h(horizontal), v(vertical) and t(temporal) regions, denotated
as h×v×t. This division gives C number of cells, for instance, h3×v1×t1 means that
we divide the video into 3 horizontal, 1 vertical and 1 temporal cells, i.e., C = 3
cells. For each cell c, we extract a BoF and generate one signature histogram hci .
We normalise it using `1 norm. Next, we concatenate C signature histograms, one
from each cell, into a feature vector Hi that represent the entire video i.
We assign the concatenated histograms Hi as input feature vectors for an
SVM classifier trained with a χ2-kernel. We calculate the mean χ2 distance Ac of
the set of training input feature vectors. The distance D between two videos is the
distance between the corresponding histograms as follows:
D(hi, hj) =
1
2
M∑
m=1
(hi,m − hj,m)2
hi,m + hj,m
(5.14a)
κ(Hi,Hj) = exp
(
−
∑
c∈C
1
Ac
D(hci , hcj)
)
, (5.14b)
where hi,m represents the entry in histogram hi for the mth word. We associate the
action in a video with a class label. We train the classifier using one-vs-all learners.
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5.2.1 Experiments
The primary motivation of the proposed features is to achieve competitive perfor-
mance reducing significantly computational times. Although there is a well-known
trade-off between accuracy and computational time, the accuracy has to be high
to be attractive otherwise the proposed binary features will have no chance to be
considered as an alternative.
We use the KTH and the UCF50 datasets (see Figure 5.9) to evaluate our
descriptors. The former contains 600 videos with 6 actions. Because the required
testing time this dataset is particularly useful to test parameters, classifiers, com-
plexity, etc. KTH dataset is also helpful to make inferences about the possible ac-
curacy in more challenging datasets. The UCF dataset is a very challenging dataset
with 50 actions and nearly 7000 videos. We use this dataset to demonstrate that the
proposed descriptors have excellent performance under very challenging conditions.
KTH dataset
We performed several experiments using this dataset. Experiment (I), we tested
our proposed descriptors 3DBPD and BWD with a different number of patterns.
Experiment (II), we tested converting existing 2D patterns, such as FREAK, into
3D patterns and using the best-pair seeking to find the best pairs. Experiment(III),
we compare our proposed descriptors against the state-of-the-art.
Experiment (I): For the first experiment, we modify the number of regions
to compare and nature of the pairs (temporal-symmetric and spatial-symmetric) of
the 3DBPD and BWD descriptors. Table 5.1 tabulates the results of this experiment.
Table 5.1: Performance on the KTH dataset of BWD and 3DBPD for different regions.
Test CCR Descriptor (feature vector) dimension computational time(ms)
3DBPD 32 large regions + 8 * 4 small regions 85.64% 64 25
3DBPD 32 large regions + 8 * 8 small regions 86.12% 96 29
3DBPD 32 large regions no small regions 79.05% 32 6
BWD (spatial symmetric) 83.34% 64 7.5
BWD (time symmetric) 84.22% 64 7.5
BWD (combined 16 spatial + 16 temporal) 83.12% 32 6
BWD (combined 32 spatial + 32 temporal) 88.88% 64 7.5
BWD (combined 38 spatial + 38 temporal) 89.35% 76 8.3
From Table 5.1 we can see the importance of the temporal-symmetric pat-
terns regarding accuracy for both descriptors BWD and 3DBPD descriptors. We
also observe computational times improvement for the BWD descriptor.
Experiment (II): We extended existing 2D binary patterns, for instance
FREAK, to the spatio-temporal domain (see Figure 5.10) to create a video descrip-
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First Ring Second Ring Third Ring  Combined
Figure 5.10: Spatio-temporal patterns to extract the extended FREAK descriptor. (left)
Sample 2D FREAK patterns around a interest point. Circular regions are progressively
smaller as they are closer to the interest point. (right) 3D FREAK patterns defined in the
spatio-temporal domain by using ellipsoids of three different sizes organised into three rings.
The first ring (outermost layer) comprises the largest ellipsoids. The second and third rings
comprises progressively smaller ellipsoids emulating the 2D FREAK patterns. The top row
depicts the actual spatio-temporal regions to be compared, while the bottom row depicts
the projected ellipsoids on the XY T planes for visualisation purposes.
tor. As Table 5.2 tabulates, we obtained abysmal results using these extensions
and employing the best-pair seeking. The extended descriptors have significantly
lower performance. Results are in the range of 80% CCR with the best performance
attained by the extended FREAK. These results are similar to those reported by
moFREAK [144] on KTH (78-80% CCR split 9/8 and 90% CCR 24/1).
Table 5.2: Performance on the KTH dataset using STIPs with a single BoF.
Descriptors CCR Descriptor (feature vector) dimension
Extended FREAK (76-81)% 32-2048
Extended BRISK (76-80)% 32-1024
Extended ORB (75-80)% 32-1024
Extended BRIEF(random and zig-zag scan) (76-79)% 32-1024
3DBPD 85.65% 64
BWD 88.88% 64
BDT 93.06% 106
In terms of accuracy, there is a considerable difference between ORB, BRISK,
BRIEF, FREAK and the descriptors we proposed that use the patterns of Figure
5.5. Therefore, we can stress that extending 2D binary descriptors to the 3D domain
do not necessarily work well on action recognition.
The KTH dataset contains only six actions. And one critical aspect regarding
accuracy in this dataset is that obtaining relatively good performance (e.g. circa
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Figure 5.11: Major computational resources required by various descriptors (shown as
proportions). a) The time of processing needed by the action recognition pipeline using
BWD and single BoF. The time includes the required time to read the features, matching,
clustering and classification. b) The memory needed to store the extracted features.
81%) is a bad start to achieve good accuracy on more challenging datasets. In order
to have good accuracy on more challenging datasets, the accuracy on KTH dataset
must be higher than 85%. Experiments were conducted on the UCF50 dataset (50
actions) using the extended FREAK descriptor with an accuracy of 42.76%. The
proposed 3DBPD and BWD descriptors achieved on the other hand more than 50%
accuracy.
Experiment (III): We compared our proposed descriptors against those of
the state-of-the-art. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 summarise the accuracy while Figure 5.11
shows the computational demands. From Table 5.3, the best-reported 3DHOG de-
scriptor has an accuracy of 91.4%. However, this descriptor is not being used in
recent approaches due to its high dimensionality. This dimensionality is a critical
aspect that some authors consider before selecting a descriptor. Hence, more com-
monly we find approaches in video analysis based on HOF descriptor for instance.
On the other hand, authors discard descriptors with low accuracy no matter their
fast performance, e.g. eSURF descriptor. Thus, we consider that low dimensional
features with acceptable accuracy could have potential in video analysis.
Table 5.3: Performance on the KTH dataset using STIPs and the proposed descriptors
with a single BoF.
Descriptor CCR Descriptor (feature vector) dimension Dictionary size
3DHOG [6] 91.4% 960 4000
HOF [106] 89.7% 90 4000
HOG [106] 81.4% 72 4000
eSURF [105] 84.26% 384 –
BWD 88.88% 64 2000
3DBPD 85.65% 64 2000
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Table 5.4: Performance on the KTH dataset using DTs and the BDT descriptor with a
single BoF.
Descriptor CCR Descriptor (feature vector) dimensions Dictionary size
DT [7] 89.4% 30 4000
HOF [7] 93.3% 108 4000
HOG [7] 87.0% 96 4000
MBH [7] 95.0% 192 4000
BDT 93.06% 106 2000
From tables 5.3 and 5.4, one can see that the proposed descriptors demon-
strate competitive performance. Figure 5.11 shows that the proposed descriptors
vastly outperform existing ones in terms of computational times and storage re-
quirements.
UCF50 Dataset
We evaluate the accuracy of the proposed BWD, 3DBPD and BDT descriptors on
the challenging UCF50 dataset. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 summarise the results. From
the Tables, one can see that compared with HOF/HOG/PCA-gradients descriptors,
the accuracy of the proposed descriptors is acceptable.
Table 5.5: Performance on the UCF50 dataset using STIPs and the BWD descriptor with
a single BoF.
HOF [106] HOG [106] PCA-Gradients [142] 3DBPD BWD
55.56% 52.45% 53.06% 52.25% 54.25%
Table 5.6: Performance on the UCF50 dataset using DTs and the BDT descriptor and
multi-channel BoF.
DT [7] MBH [7] HOG [7] HOF [7] BDT
67.2% 82.2% 68.0% 68.2% 67.64%
We stress the advantages of our proposed descriptors. For instance, it takes
more time just to read MBH features than to generate the BoF of the BDT features.
In the same line, we record the time required by the BDT+BoF+SVM pipeline
(reading, clustering, matching and classifying) to be about 3 hours; just to generate
the BoF of MBH features takes 18 hours. Section 5.2.3 presents discussions of Tables
(5.3 – 5.6).
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5.2.2 Parameters Evaluation
We use the KTH dataset as a baseline dataset to evaluate the performance of the
BWD descriptor using different parameters and a single BoF. Figure 5.12a shows
the CCR for different dictionary sizes. As this number increases, the CCR increases
and becomes more stable. It is interesting to note that the BWD descriptor shows
an excellent average performance for small dictionary sizes, e.g. 800 words. We
evaluate the SVM classification using variable box constraints c and kernel scales
γ. We observed no significant improvement for large c values and small γ values.
Figure 5.12b shows the region with highest CCR.
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Figure 5.12: CCR for different parameters. a) CCR for different dictionary sizes. b) CCR
for different SVM parameters used for classification.
In a separate experiment, we evaluate the effect of selecting more or fewer
patterns to create the BWD features. We randomly choose N out of 128 patterns
to generate the feature. Then, we classify actions using different dictionary sizes.
Figure 5.13a shows these results. We can see that using more than N = 64 patterns,
improvements on CCR are marginal (0.5-0.8% on average) while using less than
N = 64 patterns, the CCR values are reduced by 1-5%, on average.
b) Proportional time for different number of patterns
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Figure 5.13: Evaluation of different number of patterns N in the BWD descriptor. a) CCR
for different dictionary sizes and number of patterns. b) Computational time required for
different number of patterns and dictionary sizes.
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Although we achieve slightly better performance with BWD using N = 76
patterns, the computational complexity is affected. Selecting more patterns has an
impact on computational times. We record the computational required to generate
the dictionary using a different number of patterns to observe this effect. We nor-
malise the computational time by the runtime of the fastest clustering time, denoted
by t0. Figure 5.13b shows these computational times. Note that these times signif-
icantly increase as N increases. This increase is mainly due to the O(n2) k-means
complexity and the dictionary matching time required for a larger binary feature.
Therefore, N = 64 patterns is a good trade-off between CCR values and compu-
tational times. In general, we observe that by increasing the BWD and 3DBPD
descriptor’s dimensions their CCR does not increase significantly. Thus, we decide
to keep both with 64 dimensions for the sake of computational complexity.
5.2.3 Discussion
Overall, the proposed descriptors demonstrate very competitive performance in
terms of CCR. With respect to computational complexity, Figure 5.11 shows com-
putational times and storage requirements compared to state-of-the-art descriptors
for the BWD descriptor. Note that the times and storage requirements of BWD are
just a fraction of those required by the existing state-of-the-art descriptors.
Accuracy
Based on Tables 5.3 to 5.6, the proposed descriptors demonstrate competitive re-
sults. As noticed in [6], these findings are not comparable under different setups,
e.g. Wong et al [145], or equivalent to [60, 110, 111, 146] due to the fewer number
of videos used for testing. Note that greedy methods that can compact the clusters,
and which are commonly used by the other approaches compared in these tables.
Those method can also help to improve the CCR of our descriptors since the action
recognition pipeline is usually sensitive to the level of cluster compactness. We re-
port the results based on an appropriate number of pair of regions (N = 64) and
dictionary size to reduce computational times.
Clustering
We can see from Table 5.3 that the proposed BWD descriptor has the lowest dimen-
sionality and requires the smallest dictionary size. The proposed descriptors provide
distinctive features even for small dictionaries. This characteristic is an important
aspect considering that clustering methods significantly increase their complexity as
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a function of the feature dimensionality and dictionary’s size. The proposed BWD
descriptor requires a 2000-word dictionary, which is much smaller than the needed
4000-word dictionary by other approaches.
Memory requirements
The proposed BWD and BDT descriptors require 8 bytes and 14 bytes per feature,
respectively. This compactness is an important characteristic that allows reducing
memory requirements. BWD compared with the HOF descriptor, needs almost
105× less memory (see Figure 5.11b). Using BWD descriptor the 600 videos in the
KTH dataset can be encoded into 4.4MB. On average, for the UCF50 dataset, the
features associated with each video require 38Kb using the BWD descriptor, which
represents 1/12 of the video size. Existing descriptors, e.g. MBH, generate features
that need more than a thousand times the size of the videos in the UCF50 dataset.
In our evaluations, the MBH descriptor creates more than a Terabyte of features
for this dataset.
Processing time
The proposed descriptors significantly reduce the computational time required to
classify actions (see Figure 5.11a). As noticed in [115, 116], binary features depend
on two primary operations for processing: XOR and SUM. Therefore, the proposed
descriptors can reduce computational times, mainly for matching and clustering
operations. The MATLAB implementation of the BWD descriptor requires, on
average, 7.5ms to encode a video volume and 0.4ms to match the features in the
dictionary. These times are much shorter than those needed by the gradient-based
3DSIFT descriptor, whose MATLAB implementation requires on average 200 ms
[11] to generate the feature vector.
As the amount of video data generated, e.g. on the internet, increases steadily
in size every year, dedicated clusters and servers are necessary to process orientation-
based features [7, 147]. Another important aspect is that real-time, on-line or large-
scale applications, e.g. video retrieval, are not possible using many state-of-the-art
oriented-based descriptors due to their high dimensional vectors (see Table 5.3).
Concerning hardware demands, we have to consider that such descriptors might
generate up to a thousand times the size of the video in features (see Figure 5.11).
Eventually, this will be the amount of space necessary to scale the infrastructure if
we employ these descriptors in practical scenarios.
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Figure 5.14: We integrate the proposed BIDT descriptor into a three-stage pipeline: In the
first stage we extract binary features BIDT from the input video. The second stage consists
of projecting the binary features using a probabilistic model FV-BMM. In the last stage,
the projected featured dimensions are reduced using PCA and classified using a nAkELM
classifier.
5.3 Action Recognition with Fisher Vectors
In Section 5.2 we employ a BoF+SVM pipeline to classify actions. However, there
are better ways to perform feature-based action recognition by employing FV rep-
resentations. This alternative could also be useful for BoF-based abnormal event
detection (Section 4.1.4) which is BoF-based. This is because that approach requires
analysing video compositions using feature representations.
Local features in image and video combined with FV representation, e.g.
[141, 148, 149], has attracted much attention because of its better accuracy compared
with BoF methods [150]. The FV representation has many advantages with respect
to that of BoF [148, 151, 152]. It provides a more general way to define a kernel
from a generative process of the data [152].
The BoF is a particular case of the FV where the gradient computation is
restricted to a small number of mixture parameters of the probabilistic projection
model which hinders its performance [150]. Because the FVs can represent higher
order information than the BoF [149, 152], one can show that it can outperform
the BoF representation in both image classification and video classification tasks
[141, 149, 153, 154].
FVs aimed for binary data in image retrieval have been explored with com-
petitive results [155]. Although there is a well-known trade-off between accuracy
and computational times, projecting binary features into high dimensional vectors
significantly improves performance without hindering computational efficiency.
Figure 5.14 depicts the new action recognition pipeline incorporating FVs.
Instead of SVM classification, we decide to use the nAkELM classifier, that shows
better performance over SVM. For this new pipeline, we employed the BIDT de-
scriptor proposed in Section 5.1.4.
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5.3.1 Fisher Vectors - Bernoulli Mixture Model
We propose to generate FVs using a BMM, similarly to the mapping of image binary
features in [155]. For notation convenience, let us define xt as the binary feature,
Hi, computed by Equation 5.13. Thus xt ∈ {0, 1}D denotes a D-dimensional binary
feature.
To generate the BMM, let us define an input vector X comprising a total
of T binary features; X = {x1, x2, . . . , xT }. In other words, X is a binary matrix
of size D × T , where each row represents a binary feature and each column a
particular dimension. For anN -component BMM, we define the model’s distribution
parameters as the set θ = {wi, µid, i ∈ [1, N ] , d ∈ [1, D]}, where wi is the weight
of the ith BMM component, and µid is the corresponding mean across the dth
dimension. The probabilistic density function for the T binary features in X is
given as:
p(X|θ) =
∏
16t6T
p (xt|θ), (5.15a)
p(xt|θ) =
∑
16i6N
wipi (xt|θ), (5.15b)
pi(xt|θ) =
∏
16d6D
µxtdid (1− µid)1−xtd , (5.15c)
where xtd represents the dth bit of xt. The parameter set θ is estimated using
the EM algorithm [39]. Specifically, the expectation step calculates the posterior
probability, γt(i) = p (i|xt, θ), of feature xt generated by the ith BMM component
as follows:
γt(i) =
wipi (xt|θ)∑
16j6N
wjpj (xt|θ) . (5.16)
In the maximization step, the parameters are updated as follows:
Si =
∑
16t6T
γt(i), wi = Si/T, µid =
1
Si
∑
16t6T
γt(i)xtd, (5.17)
where Si is the zero-order statistic. Parameters wi and µid are initialised as 1/N
and with a uniform distribution, U(1/4, 3/4), respectively.
Once the parameters converge or the EM reaches a maximum number of
iterations, we proceed to map the features using the set of parameters, θ.
Deriving the FVs from the BMM follows the standard gradient derivation
proposed in [148] with a GMM. A gradient vector describes the direction to which
the parameters should be modified to best fit the data X. Let’s describe X by the
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gradient GXθ , also known as Fisher Score:
GXθ =
1
T
∇θL (X|θ) , (5.18a)
L (X|θ) = log p (X|θ) . (5.18b)
From Equation 5.15a, and assuming independence over the BMM components, the
Fisher Score can be expressed in terms of the distribution parameter µid (see Ap-
pendix B.1 for derivation):
GXµid =
1
T
∑
16t6T
γt(i) ∏
16d6D
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid)
. (5.19)
We have to define a local metric to compare the features given by the Fisher Scores.
The work in [156] proposes a specific kernel for probabilistic models based on the in-
ner product. The idea is to derive the kernel function from a generative probabilistic
model. Let us consider a parametric class of models P (X|θ), where θ ∈ Θ defines
the Riemannian manifold MΘ with a local metric given by the Fisher Information
matrix F = EX{GX
(
GX
)>}. The Fisher Score GXθ maps X into a new feature
vector; i.e., X → GX , which is a point in the gradient space of the manifold MΘ;
specifically, the mapping is given by GXθ = ∇θ log p (X|θ). The natural kernel of
this mapping, κ, is the inner product between the Fisher score relative to the local
Riemannian metric of two sets of features, X and Y :
κ(X,Y ) = GXθ F−1θ G
Y
θ . (5.20)
We highlight that an inner product defines a Euclidean metric that implicitly de-
fines a pseudo-metric in the original feature space via a second-degree polynomial
expansion of the kernel [156]. Therefore, the natural kernel is a strong similarity
measure in the projected space based on Euclidean distance. The information ma-
trix required by Equation 5.20, expressed in terms of the distribution parameter µid,
is calculated as follows (see Appendix B.2 for derivation):
Fµid =
Twi
µid − µ2id
. (5.21)
The final FV-BMM is a two-normalisation of the score concatenation z = F 1/2µid GXµid .
Firstly we use power normalisation with coefficient α ∈ (0, 1), as follows:
f(z) = sign(z)|z|α. (5.22)
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Then we normalise f(z) using `2 normalisation [152] to compute the final FV-BMM;
i.e., Z =‖ f(z) ‖2. For an N -component BMM of binary features with D dimensions,
the FV-BMM has a dimension of N×D as a result of the concatenation of the feature
projections onto each individual BMM component.
Recently [157–159] have proved that reducing the FVs’ dimensions is a good
practice to improve performance. Thus we apply PCA to the vectors Z to provide
the transformation matrix Tˆ . Thus we can split the data into training samples
ZˆX = TˆZX and testing samples ZˆY = TˆZY . For the last step, we train the
nAkELM classifier with these dimensionality-reduced vectors.
5.3.2 Experiments
To evaluate the BIDT+FV-BMM pipeline, we use the UCF50 and UCF101 datasets.
The next subsections present the results compared with the state-of-the-art methods
in action recognition. We provide these experiment results in terms of the CCR.
UCF50 dataset
We compare BIDT+FV-BMM using the pipeline in Figure 5.14 against several
state-of-the-art action recognition frameworks that have been tested on this dataset.
Specifically, these frameworks are the best-performing ones that use high-order rep-
resentations and double precision features [7, 141, 147], double precision features
but no high-order representations [112, 142], and binary features [120]. The results
of these comparisons are reported in Table 5.7, which correspond to the average
CCR over the 25 splits.
Table 5.7: UCF50 dataset CCR for different methods.
Method CCR
MIFS [147] 94.4%
IDT+MBH/HOF/HOG + FV [141] 91.2%
DT/MBH/HOF/HOG [7] 84.5%
GIST3D [112] 73.7%
c3DSIFT [142] 68.2%
MIPs [120] 72.70% †
BIDT+FV-BMM 83.05% †
† Binary-based approach.
From Table 5.7, we observe that BIDT+FV-BMM achieves very competitive
performance compared to the best performing non-binary frameworks, outperform-
ing GIST3D and c3DSIFT by c.a 10% and 15%, respectively. It is worth notic-
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Figure 5.15: Sample actions of the publicly available UCF101 dataset. This dataset con-
tains c.a. 13 thousand videos of 101 actions divided into 3 splits, i.e, each split has about
9k videos for training and 4k videos to test. The dataset is particularly challenging due to
environmental conditions and number of classes to be tested. Most samples are captured
with camera motion and complex backgrounds.
ing that BIDT+FV-BMM is about 10% more accurate than MIPs. Even though
BIDT+FV-BMM is about 10% less accurate than the frameworks in [141, 147], it
is important to mention that these frameworks may take days just to extract the
features for this dataset. BIDT+FV-BMM requires approximately 8.5 hours to ex-
tract the features for the full UCF50 dataset and only 3.3GB to store them, which
significantly contrasts with the 846GB required by the frameworks in [141, 147].
UCF101 dataset
This dataset is one of the most challenging ones in computer vision. It comprises 101
actions in c.a. 13 thousand videos with a large number of classes and very challenging
environmental conditions, including complex backgrounds with camera motion and
illumination changes. Figure 5.15 shows some example frames from this dataset. We
compare BIDT+FV-BMM using the pipeline in Figure 5.14 against several state-of-
the-art action recognition frameworks that have been tested on this dataset. To the
best of our knowledge, no other binary framework has been tested on this dataset,
therefore, our evaluations concentrate on non-binary frameworks. We evaluate 1)
the CNN frameworks proposed in [8, 160, 161], 2) the framework proposed in [141],
which uses high-order representations and double precision features, and 3) the
framework presented in [162], which is among the best-performing ones that use
double precision features but no high-order representations. The results of this
evaluation, in terms of the average CCR over the 3 splits, are reported in Table 5.8.
From Table 5.8, we observe that BIDT+FV-BMM achieves competitive per-
formance compared to the CNN frameworks. For example, BIDT+FV-BMM is only
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Table 5.8: UCF101 CCR for various methods.
Method CCR
Two Stream-CNets [8] 88.0%
IDT+MBH/HOF/HOG + FV [141] 85.9%
EMV-CNets [160] 79.3%
MultiRes-CNets [161] 65.4%
H3D+HOF/HOG + SVM [162] 43.9%
BIDT+FV-BMM† 71.6% †
† Binary-based approach.
7% less accurate than the CNN framework in [160]. BIDT+FV-BMM outperforms
the CNN framework in [161], and the double precision feature based framework
in [162], by 7% and 28%, respectively. It is important to note that, although CNN
frameworks and some of those based on double precision features attain higher CCR
than those attained by BIDT+FV-BMM, their computational times are considerably
longer. CNN frameworks usually require High Power Computing (HPC). Even when
using dedicated clusters or servers with arrays of GPUs [8], they may still take up to
months for training [160]. The same drawback is shared by frameworks that employ
double precision features. Even when using dedicated servers, they may take several
days to process the extracted features [141, 147]. On the contrary, BIDT+FV-BMM
takes only hours to process the UCF101 dataset, i.e., approximately 16 + 9 hours.
Moreover, storing double precision features is highly demanding. For example, the
double precision features used in [141] require around 1.7TB of storage for the
UCF101 dataset, which drastically contrasts with the 5.2GB storage requirements
of BIDT. Table 5.9 summarizes the computational demands of BIDT and FV-BMM
as integrated into the pipeline of Figure 5.14 when tested on a CPU intel icore5.
Table 5.9: Total BIDT/FV-BMM demands. CPU implementation
Dataset BIDT features storage BIDT+FV-BMM computational time
UCF101 5.21Gb 8.78h
UCF50 3.29Gb 6.35h
From Table 5.9, we can observe that BIDT and FV-BMM require significantly
low computational resources for both UCF50 and UCF101 datasets.
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a) BMM CCR b) BMM Computation time c) BMM Fitting vs Encoding computation time
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Figure 5.16: BMM parameters evaluation using UCF50 split-1. a) The CCR is evaluated
for N -BMM components fitting XS binary features. b) BMM computational time using
the same setting parameters N and S. c) BMM Fitting vs Encoding computational time
required for a S = 100k BIDT features.
5.3.3 Parameters Evaluation
We use the UCF50 dataset for the evaluation of several parameters of the BMM,
PCA and nAkELM. We conduct several experiments to demonstrate the benefits
and characterise the proposed FV-BMM. For the first set of experiments we employ
UCF50 split-1. We compute the CCR attained by the pipeline depicted in Figure
5.14 and the computational time of FV-BMM when a different number of BMM
components are used and selecting a different number of BIDT features to create
the model. These are the most influential parameters regarding accuracy of the
proposed FV-BMM.
Experiment (I): We use N BMM components with XS binary features
vectors to be fitted, where XS is a subset of X with S features vectors randomly
selected. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.16a and 5.16b. We
observe that the CCR is particularly high for N > 64 BMM components and S >
250k BIDT features vectors. As expected, computational times are also particularly
high for N > 64 and S > 250k (see Figure 5.16b). Experimentally, we find that
S = 250k BIDT features vectors using N = 256 BMM components is a good tradeoff
between CCR and computational times. For these particular set of values, the
computational time of FV-BMM is about 2.2 hours (see Figure 5.16b). Finally,
Figure 5.16c plots the computational time of the fitting and mapping processes of
FV-BMM for N BMM components fitting S > 250k BIDT features vectors. From
this figure, we can observe that mapping is indeed the process in FV-BMM that takes
the longest and has exponential behavior with respect to the number of components.
Experiment (II): For the next batch of experiments, we fix the number of
BMM components to N = 256 and S = 256k and evaluate the CCR for M -PCA
dimensional reduction, nAkELM n subsample size and C constraint factor. From
Figure 5.17a, we observe that the plot becomes denser as M > 256, thus selecting
M in that interval is a good practice to achieve good performance. From this figure,
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Figure 5.17: PCA/nAkELM parameter evaluation. a) CCR performance reducing the
BMM features dimensions with M -PCA components, nAkELM subsample size n and con-
strain factor C. b) PCA/nAkELM computational time for different N -BMM components
and nAkELM subsample size n. c) Proportional required time by the pipeline for each
major individual step.
we can also observe that the CCR is higher when n < 0.5 and log(C) > 0, thus
selecting the values within that range is a good practice. From Figure 5.17b one
can see that increasing/decreasing n has a minor impact on the computational time
as N < 256, for this number of N components the nAkELM computational time is
roughly the same. In this figure, we also observed that computational time increases
exponentially with the N -BMM components.
For the next experiment, we record the total pipeline time when processing
the UCF101 dataset for {N = 256, n = 0.5,M = 1000, S = 1M}, Figure 5.17c
shows the results. The trajectory detector [141] requires most of the pipeline time,
i.e. ≈ 87%. The proposed FV-BMM requires 8.78 hours. The nAkELM [42] requires
c.a. 15 minutes, thus it can be considered negligible. From this plot, we observe
that significant improvements can be made by tackling the detector’s complexity.
5.3.4 Discussion
Accuracy
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 demonstrate that the proposed FV-BMM have competitive ac-
curacy. Considering the binary nature of the proposed FV-BMM, the accuracy is
notably higher and outperforms best binary-based MIPs. This improvement is worth
noticing because as one can see in that table, binary-based methods trade accuracy
for computational times. Let us recall that this thesis is meant to minimise that
gap.
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Complexity
We demonstrate that the proposed FV-BMM drastically outperform computational
demands. The proposed FV-BMM requires less than 9 hours to process the en-
tirely UCF101 dataset using a conventional CPU machine. Therefore we do not
need clusters, servers, arrays of GPU’s, specific purpose hardware, etc. to process
these video data. Regarding storage demands, the proposed BIDT requires only 22
bytes per feature vector, which is one the benefits because the UCF50 dataset needs
c.a. 3.3Gb and UCF101 dataset 5.2Gb of storage, respectively. This compact-
ness demonstrates remarkable advantages regarding storage demands over existing
features if we consider, for instance, that orientation-based features could require
hundreds of times more storage.
As video data grows exponentially year a year, we have to explore efficient
alternatives to analyse video contents. We observe that employing orientation-based
features, some of the UCF101 videos required more than one thousand times the
storage of its original size. When using the BIDT, each video requires on average
0.75 of its original size.
The binary descriptors in this chapter prove that we can achieve efficient
computing for video analysis while preserving accuracy. Nevertheless, we have to
highlight that minimising the gap between accuracy and computational times is
challenging due to the speed-accuracy trade-off.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented four binary descriptors to analyze video content, the
3DBPD, the BWD, the BDT and the BIDT. These are binary descriptors that gen-
erate compact feature vectors with low complexity. They encode motion information
from two sources, namely, dense optical flow tracking and temporal gradients.
We also proposed the FV-BMM, which is a binary probabilistic model that
maps binary features into high dimensional spaces while keeping a generative process
of the data.
Extensive evaluations for action recognition using the KTH, UCF50, and
UCF101 datasets confirm the advantages of our proposed descriptors in terms of
processing times and storage requirements. Results also show the higher accuracy
of our binary features compared to state-of-the-art descriptors.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
T his chapter discusses our contributions and essential aspects to address inthe future. In this thesis, we needed to reduce computational times of funda-
mental aspects of video processing, such as feature extraction and high order feature
representation. As a fact, abnormal event detection systems require descriptive fea-
tures. However, the feature extraction mechanism may also increase computational
times. To address this problem, Chapter 5 describes binary features. These features
can be as accurate as double precision features for action recognition. Thus, future
work could build on our binary features to detect abnormal events.
The remaining of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 presents
a summary of our contributions and essential aspect to address for abnormal event
detection. Section 6.2 shows a summary of our contributions and possible future
trends regarding binary-based action recognition.
6.1 Abnormal Event Detection
6.1.1 Summary of our Contributions
Chapter 4 presents an online framework for video anomaly detection, i.e., ADCSF.
One of the key aspects is that it processes a compact set of features based on fore-
ground occupancy and optical flow information. To this end, the ADCSF employs a
variable-sized cell structure which allows extracting features from a limited number
of different support regions in a fine-to-coarse fashion. This procedure helps to pro-
cess a significantly smaller number of them than those processed by dense-scanning
based methods.
During the evaluations, Tables 4.3 - 4.7 reveal that there is a trade-off be-
tween computational times and detection accuracy. The ADCSF manages to detect
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accuracy abnormal events while still achieving online performance. It outperforms
other online methods while being very competitive among non-online ones. There-
fore, we conclude that it is possible to design an online event detection system if the
constituent components’ complexities are kept to a minimum.
As part of the evaluations, Section 4.2.4 shows that it is possible to modify
the parameters of the ADCSF considering the characteristics of the sequences. If
these are known a priori, we can improve the accuracy. Future work aims at further
enhancing the ADCSF’s detection accuracy by exploiting this flexibility; specifi-
cally, by considering the optimisation of the ADCSF’s parameters given particular
environmental conditions. We conclude that parameter adaptation is a branch of ab-
normal event detection that deserves a separate study for its better comprehension
and could significantly improve online methods.
Section 4.2.4 details evaluations of the ADCSF using the popular UMN,
UCSD, Subway and the LV dataset. Most of the state-of-the-art video abnormal
detection methods are designed and tested on datasets that poorly reflect real events
commonly found in videos acquired by surveillance cameras. Therefore, we conclude
that their applicability in practical situations has not been corroborated, which is
essential to the design of inference mechanisms for real video abnormal detection.
Section 4.2.1 describes a new collection of surveillance videos, the LV dataset,
which comprises real sequences captured by surveillance cameras under challenging
environmental conditions. We conclude that future work should be tested using real
video surveillance and new systems must meet online requirements to verify their
effectiveness in practical scenarios.
6.1.2 Aspects to Being Improved
During the evaluations, we observed that the ADCSF does not detect some of the
events, this requires attention. It identifies events when the scene’s conditions are
favourable. However, this is not always the case. To overcome this problem, we
manually tune the parameters to evaluate our approach, but this is impractical in
real scenarios.
Selecting the right parameters could become very problematic when we have
thousands of cameras. Thus, ADCSF still requires elaborate formulations to be
practically implemented. Automatic parameter tunning could solve this problem in
order to create a practical system.
Another important aspect is that we use MATLAB for our experiments and
a desktop machine. Perhaps this is not appropriate to emulate a real scenario. If
we assume that multiple cameras are connected, e.g., a server, the total demands of
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the ADCSF are n times the number of cameras and should not exceed the server’s
capacities. A better setup could be testing our system using a Raspberry Pi and see
whether it still achieves online performance. In this case, the Raspberry Pi could
provide more promising insights of the large-scale capabilities of the ADCSF.
6.1.3 Future Work
BoF Model
The ADCSF is BoF-based. However, we have to stress that the accuracy of sparse
representations is better than the accuracy of dictionary distance metrics.
A drawback of sparse representations is the computational time. Thus, one
possible improvement is to replace double-precision features and develop a binary-
based sparse reconstruction model. This replacement will require adapting the fea-
ture vectors that maximise the sparse representation. Possibly, Vector of Linearly
Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [153] could address this problem. Instead of match-
ing the features with the BoF, we can retrieve a vector by projecting them in the
dictionary similarly to the FV generation.
Experiments on the UCF50 dataset (Section 5.3.2) reveal that we can im-
prove accuracy by more than 10% using high order feature representation. Thus a
promising trend in abnormal event detection is to perform high dimensional feature
projection.
Dense scanning
More features, e.g. overlapping techniques, demonstrate better performance in ab-
normal event detection [50]. Thus, we can perform dense or overlap scanning keep-
ing online times by considering the memory demands and computational time of the
proposed binary features.
It is well known that large dictionaries have higher detection accuracy than
small ones. This variant could be explored in future work using binary features
meeting online times. Figure 5.11 shows that matching double precision features
requires 20× the time needed by their binary counterparts. Thus, we can easily
extract 20× more features keeping the same computational time without requir-
ing a significant amount of memory. We can take advantage of this aspect as the
experiments in Section 5.2.1 revealed.
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Figure 6.1: Possible end-to-end deep learning framework to detect abnormal events in
video.
Deep Learning
Deep learning is fast becoming a standard for many computer vision applications.
Thus, one possible manner to encode STSRs is by using an autoencoder as a global
abnormal detection model. In that case, the local features should provide informa-
tion of the spatial location of the STSRs.
To use a global model, the STSRs should also describe the local composition.
One possible way to address this aspect is to provide as a feature vector the nor-
malised spatial position with a zero-reference coordinate system for each encoded
feature. In this case, each feature captures the centre of its composition. There-
fore, each STSR captures into one single vector information of its spatio-temporal
location, its local surrounding composition and its motion information (e.g. tem-
poral gradient, optical flow and/or foreground). We can input this local feature to
an autoencoder; thus we do not require separate models for each spatio-temporal
location, as we can provide these features directly to a global model.
The autoencoder could be tailored with a GMM to detect abnormal events.
The task is to investigate if the deep learning model can detect these events when
sparse data is fed in this way. Figure 6.1 illustrates the possible method.
6.2 Action Recognition using Binary Features
6.2.1 Summary of Contributions
Chapter 5 presents four efficient video descriptors for action recognition: 3DBPD,
BWD, BDT and BIDT. BWD and 3DBPD efficiently capture volumetric temporal
differences in a low-dimensional binary string. The descrtiptors require two core
steps, which involve compensating for the orientation and making pixel comparisons.
BDT and BIDT capture motion information obtained from optical flow.
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Evaluations on the UCF101 and UCF50 datasets show that BWD and BDT
rank among the best state-of-art BoF-based video descriptors regarding action recog-
nition rate while outperforming them in terms of computational times and memory
requirements. Thanks to their binary nature and high descriptiveness, these de-
scriptors can reduce more than 40× the pipeline processing time compared to the
existing ones.
The binary nature of the proposed descriptors also makes them suitable
for fast video processing with low hardware demands. We can perform associated
computations for action recognition (e.g. clustering and matching) exceptionally
efficiently even in low-cost hardware. This aspect is essential considering the vast
number of applications which require feature-based video analysis. We conlude that
the proposed descriptors are an attractive solution to significantly reduce processing
times and memory requirements for video analysis.
Section 5.1.2 describes new patterns to generate binary features. These pat-
terns do not require the best-pair seek formulation and outperform the existing ones,
including other binary mapping techniques. The BDT uses this patterns and takes
only milliseconds to be computed requiring only a memory fraction of the needed by
existing state-of-the-art descriptors. We conclude that binary features can equate
their double precision counterparts for video analysis tasks.
Section 5.3.1 describes FV-BMM. This binary-based probabilistic variant of
the BMM maps sets of BIDTs into high dimensional FVs. This proposed model
efficiently projects the features while keeping a generative process of the data. We
demonstrated that the BIDT and FV-BMM can be computed remarkably fast and
require a small amount of memory.
Chapter 5 narrows the gap between accuracy and computational complex-
ity. Compared with binary-based approaches the BIDT and FV-BMM significantly
enhances accuracy. We conclude that it is possible to develop real-time or online
video analysis applications using binary-based features with competitive accuracy.
6.2.2 Aspects to Being Improved
Regarding accuracy, the proposed binary descriptors are consistently behind Deep
Learning models that employ double precision features. The precision is around
18% lower than some of the best-reported methods. We have to address this aspect
incorporating Deep Learning to classify actions.
We have used off-shelf dense trajectory detectors to extract our binary fea-
tures. However, these detectors tend to be very complex. This dense trajectory de-
tector spends up to 90% of the total computational time required by our pipelines.
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By no means, the BIDT descriptor could meet online video processing if the de-
tector requires dense optical flow. Therefore, we must either speed up the optical
flow computation or replace the detector. The former naturally requires developing
a fast optical flow approach, which might be very challenging. The latter might
involve severely hindering our descriptor’s accuracy.
6.2.3 Future Work
Binary Features - Patterns
Chapter 5 explores several patterns to compare pixel regions in order to compute the
BWD and 3DBPD features. From the experiment in Section 5.2.1, we notice that
specific actions (for example handclapping and handwaving of the KTH dataset) are
classified better by removing some time-symmetric pairs. This observation leads us
to conclude that perhaps some patterns work better for some particular actions.
One possible topic to explore is to determine what pairs are more descriptive
for what sort of actions. This experiment could reveal the pairs more suitable for
long or short term activities. Thus, we can design new pairs or give more priority
to those that we know are associated with a particular type of movement. This
more elaborate design could help to distinguish actions that look very similar, thus,
reducing confusion.
Binary Features - Complexity
The BWD and 3DBPD generate features by summing pixel values in different re-
gions. One can easily see that some of the pairs overlap others. Therefore, the
implementation of the proposed descriptor is not entirely optimised because it sums
values over the very same regions. One possible solution to address this problem
is to use Integral Video. Integral Video is an extension of Integral Image and is
an equivalent representation of summed regions that avoid their recalculation. This
new variant of the descriptor requires defining the points from which we want to
calculate the integral. Therefore, the descriptors may have completely different ex-
pressions but will represent equivalent features. One essential advantage of Integral
Video is that no matter the STSR size, features require the same computation time.
Another straightforward improvement regarding processing times is the soft-
ware implementation of our descriptors, MATLAB code could be easily replaced by
a more efficient language, e.g. c.
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Figure 6.2: Possible end-to-end deep learning framework for action recognition using binary
features.
Binary Features - Accuracy
Our descriptors only encode the temporal gradient on the grayscale video. It is well-
known that video augmentation and colour encoding significantly improve accuracy.
The former would require some fundamental transformations from the video, e.g.
rotation, scale and interpolation. The latter would require extending the descriptor
by concatenating colour information from the STSR. A binary feature could easily
comprise colour information by concatenating bits that represent the most dominant
colour present in the STSR. To make them robust, we have to quantise the colours
and increase the number of bits used to represent them. The reason is that only
three bits representing the colour components will not make a feature strong.
Deep Learning
Chapter 5 evaluates action recongition using SVM and nAkELM classifiers, as part
of future work we will try to enhance accuracy via replacing the classifier by a
Deep Neural Network (DNN). One paper suggests that FVs can be combined with
neural networks to improve accuracy significantly [149]. We have not explored this
possibility yet.
Deep learning can boost the accuracy of the nAkELM pipeline. In the most
obvious way, this can be done replacing the nAkELM classifier with a DNN. The
FV-BMM method requires PCA. Perhaps the DNN does not require PCA. We have
to ecvaluate the accuracy without performing PCA in that case.
Finally, a major aspect is that DNNs require more data than traditional clas-
sifiers; thus we have to explore alternatives to provide the DNN with more samples.
Again video augmentation could address this problem. However, we have to study
which augmentations improve classification. Considering that a video provides an
extra time dimension, these augmentations grow in the order of 22n, where n is aug-
mentation factor. Therefore, significant potential contributions lie in establishing
which augmentations enhance accuracy in action recognition using DNN models.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the possible method.
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Applications
Chapter 5 only focuses on evaluating our binary-based strategies in action recogni-
tion. However, there are a vast number of computer vision applications that could
benefit from the findings of this thesis. One application that can be immediately
noted is the optical flow. As Section 2.1.4 explains, the optical flow is meant to
match a pixel in a local area to find the displacement vector; thus we can per-
form this matching using a local binary feature instead of an Summed of Squares
Differences (SSD) procedure.
Another possible application is video retrieval for Big Data. Along with the
video, we can save thousands of binary features with relatively low storage demands.
This storage will require a fraction of the memory needed by the original video.
Thus, a Big Data application could be matching small video sequences with very
long video sequence whose binary features are already encoded and stored requiring
memory fractions demands of the original video.
Finally, all computer vision tasks that require fast analysis of the spatio-
temporal domain at any stage could benefit from the findings of this thesis.
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Cell Structure
A.1 Construction of the Cell Structure
1. Define y0 > 0 (i.e., size of the smallest square cell) and α > 1 (i.e., growth
rate of the cell size). See Fig. A.1a).
2. Adjust y0 to yˆ0 in order to fit an integer n number of square cells across the
vertical dimension Y of the frame:
n = blogα (Y/y0(α− 1) + 1)− 1e, (A.1)
and
yˆ0 =
⌊ α− 1
αn+1 − 1Y
⌋
, (A.2)
3. Calculate the size of the n square cells to be created across the vertical di-
mension Y using the recursive equation yk+1 = αyk. For instance, for the set
of parameters {yˆ0 = 10, α = 1.25}, and a vertical dimension Y = 160, this re-
cursive equation generates n = 6 cells of increasing sizes {10, 13, 20, 25, 30, 38}
(see Figure A.1b)).
4. Starting at X/2, i.e., the mid point of the frame along the horizontal dimen-
sion X, populate an integer number of square cells across the X dimension,
as illustrated in Figure A.1c). Repeat the same process for the remaining
sizes computed in step 3) (see Figure A.1d)). In our example these sizes are
{13, 20, 25, 30, 38}.
5. Fill in any horizontal gaps in order to completely cover the frame in the hor-
izontal dimension from X/2 to X. This is done by adding one pixel to the
horizontal dimension of the cells populated in step 4) until the cells completely
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Figure A.1: Example of cell structure generation.
cover the frame from X/2 to X (see Figure A.1e)). Note that due to this ad-
justment in the horizontal size of the cells, the final cells may not be square.
6. Cover the other half of the frame using the cell sizes computed in step 5) (see
A.1f)).
7. The first row of cells comprises the smallest cells. Our experiments show that
false alarms are often triggered in this first row of cells. Based on this obser-
vation, we discard the first row from the structure (see Figure A.1f)).
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Fisher Vectors for Binary Data
B.1 Fisher Score
Let us recall the calculation of the Fisher Score, GXθ :
GXθ =
1
T
∇θL (X|θ) , (B.1a)
L (X|θ) = log p (X|θ) , (B.1b)
p(X|θ) =
∏
16t6T
p (xt|θ). (B.1c)
By substituting Eq. B.1c into Eq. B.1b, we have:
L (X|θ) = log
 ∏
16t6T
p (xt|θ)
 , (B.2a)
∵ log(
∏
k
ak) =
∑
k
(log(ak)), (B.2b)
L (X|θ) =
∑
16t6T
log (p (xt|θ)). (B.2c)
The Fisher Score, GXθ , can then be expressed as:
GXθ =
1
T
∇θ
∑
16t6T
log (p (xt|θ)), (B.3a)
= 1
T
∑
16t6T
∂θ log (p (xt|θ)), (B.3b)
= 1
T
∑
16t6T
1
p (xt|θ)∂θ (p (xt|θ)). (B.3c)
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Let us now estimate ∂θ (p (xt|θ)) using p(xt|θ) and pi(xt|θ):
p(xt|θ) =
∑
16i6N
wipi (xt|θ), (B.4a)
pi(xt|θ) =
∏
16d6D
µxtdid (1− µid)1−xtd . (B.4b)
Assuming independence of wi from θ and considering parameter µid over the BMM
distribution, we have:
∂θp(xt|θ) =
∑
16i6N
∂µid (wipi (xt|θ)), (B.5a)
=
∑
16i6N
wi∂µid (pi (xt|θ)). (B.5b)
Using Eq. B.4b, ∂µid (pi (xt|θ)) is then:
∂µidpi(xt|θ) =
∏
16d6D
∂µid
(
µxtdid (1− µid)1−xtd
)
. (B.6)
Simplifying the notation; i.e., xtd → x, µid → µ, gives us:
∏
16d6D
∂µ
(
µx(1− µ)1−x
)
, (B.7a)
∏
16d6D
x(1− µ)1−xµx−1 − (1− x)(1− µ)−xµx, (B.7b)
∏
16d6D
(1− µ)−x(x− µ)µx−1, (B.7c)
∏
16d6D
µx(1− µ)1−x x− µ
µ(1− µ) , (B.7d)∏
16d6D
µxtdid (1− µid)1−xtd︸ ︷︷ ︸
pi(xtd|θ)
∏
16d6D
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid) , (B.7e)
∴ ∂µidpi(xt|θ) = pi(xtd|θ)
∏
16d6D
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid) . (B.7f)
After substituting B.7f in B.5b, we have:
∂θp(xt|θ) =
∑
16i6N
wipi(xtd|θ)
∏
16d6D
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid) . (B.8)
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Let us now recall the calculation of the posterior likelihood, γt(i):
γt(i) =
wipi (xt|θ)∑
16j6N
wjpj (xt|θ) . (B.9)
After substituting Eq. B.9 in Eq. B.3c, we finally have:
1
T
∑
16t6T
1
p (xt|θ)
∑
16i6N
wipi(xtd|θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
γt(i)
∏
16d6D
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid) , (B.10a)
∴ GXµid =
1
T
∑
16t6T
γt(i)
∏
16d6D
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid) . (B.10b)
B.2 Fisher Information Matrix
One can show that the first moment of the Fisher Score, i.e., its expected value, is
0. Thus the second moment, which corresponds to the Fisher Information, is given
as follows:
Fµid =E
[(
∂θL (X|θ)
)2|θ] , (B.11a)
=
∫
xt
p(xt|θ)
(
∂θ log p (X|θ)
)2
dxt. (B.11b)
After simplifying the integration required by Eq. B.11a, we have:
p(xt|θ)
(
∂θ log p (X|θ)
)2
, (B.12a)
p(xt|θ)
( ∑
16t6T
γt(i)
∏
16d6D
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid)
)2
. (B.12b)
Assuming that the derivative of the posterior probability of γt(i) is sharply peaked,
then γt(i)2 ≈ γt(i), ∀i. Using the posterior likelihood defined in Eq. 5.16, i.e.,
γt(i) = wipi(xt|θ)/p(xt|θ), and splitting the integral for the two possible values of
xt, we then have: ∫
xt=0
. . . dxt +
∫
xt=1
. . . dxt. (B.13)
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The sharply-peaked derivative of the integrals in Eq. B.13 are simplified as:
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid)
∣∣∣∣∣
xt=0
=− 11− µid , (B.14a)
xtd − µid
µid(1− µid)
∣∣∣∣∣
xt=1
= 1
µid
. (B.14b)
Therefore, we have:
∫
xt=1
p(xt|θ)
∑
16t6T
γt(i)2
µ2id
dxt+
∫
xt=0
p(xt|θ)
∑
16t6T
γt(i)2
(1− µid)2
dxt,
(B.15)
∑
16t6T
∫
xt=1
p(xt|θ)γt(i) 1
µ2id
dxt+
∑
16t6T
∫
xt=0
p(xt|θ)γt(i) 1(1− µid)2
dxt.
(B.16)
By using p(xt|θ)γt(i) = wipi(xt|θ), Eq. B.16 becomes:
∑
16t6T
∫
xt=1
wipi(xt|θ)
µ2id
dxt+
∑
16t6T
∫
xt=0
wipi(xt|θ)
(1− µid)2
dxt.
(B.17)
After evaluating the integral, we have:
∑
16t6T
wiµid
µ2id
+
∑
16t6T
wi(1− µid)
(1− µid)2
, (B.18)
which finally leads to:
Twi
( 1
µid
+ 11− µid
)
, (B.19)
or equivalently expressed using a single quotient:
Fµid =
Twi
µid − µ2id
. (B.20)
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